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CMC Command Module Computer
 
CMD Command Module Commander's Position
 
CMP Command Module Pilot
 
COAS Crew Optical Alignment Sight.
 
CSI Concentric Sequence Initiation
 








DOI Descent Orbit Insertion
 
DPS Descent Propulsion System
 










FDAI FlightDirector Attitude Indicator
 





GDC Gryo Display Coupler 
GET Ground Elapsed Time 
GETI Ground Elapsed Time of Ignition 
GMBL Gimbal 
GND Ground (Mission Control) 
GPI Gimbal Position Indicator 
HA Apogee Altitude 
HGA High-Gain Antenna 
HOR Horizon 
HORIZ Horizontal 
HP Perigee Altitude 
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit 
INS Insertion 
IT Initiate Tracking 
LEB Lower Equipment Bay 
LGC LM Guidance Computer 
LLMK Lunar Landmark 
LM Lunar Module 
LMK Landmark 
LMP Lunar Module Pilot 
LOI Lunar Orbit Injection 
LOS Loss of Signal 
LV Launch Vehicle 
MNVR Maneuver 
MCC Midcourse Correction 
MCC-H Mission Control Center - Houston 
MDC Main Display Console 
MGA Middle Gimbal Angle 
MSFN Manned Space Flight Network 
MTCS Move to Command Seat 
MTLEB Move to Lower Equipment Bay 




ORDEAL Orbital Rate-Drive Earth and Lunar 
OSS Optical, Subsystem 
PAD Data Voiced to Crew From Ground 
PB Pushbutton 
PC Plane Change 
PDI Powered Descent Initiation 
PGNCS Primary Guidance, Navigationj and Control System 
PHS Phasing 
PIPA Pulse Integrating Pendulous Accelerometers 





RCS Reaction Control-System 
ROOT Range Rate 
REFSMMAT Reference Stable Member Matrix 
RHC Rotation Hand Controi3er 
RR Rendekvous Radar 
S Shaft 
SC Spadecraft 
SCS Stabilizatidh and Contrdl System 
SCT Scanning Telescope 
SECS Sequence Events Cdntrol System 
SEF Small End Forward 
SEP Separatio'n 
S-IVB Saturn S-IVB Stage 
SM Service Module* 




TEl Transearth Injection 
TEMCC Transearth Midcourse Correction 
-viii -
TFI Time From Ignition 
THC Translation HandController 
THETA Angle Between SC +X Axis and Local Horizontal 
TIGN Time of Ignition 
TLI Translunar Injection 
TLM Telemetry 
TLMCC Translunar Midcourse Correction 
TPF Terminal Phase Final.ization 
TPI Terminal Phase Initiation 
TRUN Trunnion 
TVC Thrust Vector Control 
VG Velocity to beGained 
VHF Very High Frequency 
(XX:XX) Indicates GET From Liftoff in Hours:Minutes 
(XXX:XX:XX) Indicates GET From Liftoff in Hours:Minutes:Seconds 
(XXX,XXX/XXX,XXX) (Ordeal/Inertial) Angles (Roll, Pitch, Yaw)
 




ANG Antigua-Near Space Support Station
 
BOA Bermuda Near Space Support Station
 
CRO Carnarvon Near Space Support Station
 
CYI Canary Near Space Support Station
 
GYM Guaymas Near Space Support Station
 
HSK Honeysuckle Deep Space Support Station
 
HTV Huntsville Near Space Support Station
 
MAD- Madrid Deep Space Support Station
 
MER Mercury Near Space Support Ship
 
MIL MILA Near Space Suppott Station
 
RED Redstone Near Space Support Ship
 
TEX Corpus Christi Near Space Support Station
 




This document contains the nominal PGNCS crew procedures
 
for the CSM-106 spacecraft which will be the target vehicle
 
for the LM-4 active lunar orbit rendezvous. The.procedures
 
were developed inaccordance with the Detailed Test Objectives
 
P20.78 and P20.77 defined in Reference 10.1.
 
The purpose of the CSM Rendezvous Procedures document is
 
to provide a single source of procedures information for
 




This is a control document, subject to review by all elements
 
of the Apollo Program and to approval by the Procedures
 
Configuration Control Board. Comments should be directed to
 
Mr. Duane K.Mosel, Flight Procedures Branch, Flight Crew
 
Support Division, Extension 5340 or to Mr. Stephen G. Paddock, Jr.,
 
Apollo Flight Crew Operations Group, Houston Operations,
 





The CSM-l06/LM-4 lunar orbit rendezvous exercise will begin
 
during the twelfth revolution with undocking at 98:10:00
 
and end at approximately 105:52 with post rendezvogs station
 
keeping. The CSM-procedures during, this:period are divided
 
into eight segments of major activities which are discussed
 
in detail, in Section, 3.0.
 
The nominal.CSM-l06/LM-4 mission profile is contained in
 
Figure (2-1). This figure shows the locations in time and
 
relative positions Jn-space of.the most significant nominal
 
mission events. Trajectorvy.data.used to generate the mission
 
profile and timeline for procedures development was obtained
 
from References 10.2, 10.15, and 10.18. .The rendezvous naviga­
tion update schedule assumed in the procedures was obtained
 
from References '10.16 and 10.20. -The schedule indicates tracking
 
periods ,and assumes a,oneper minuteSXT and VHF mark frequency.
 
The minimum number of marks required during a tracking period
 
has been defined as five at the beginning and five at the end
 
of the period.. However, the minimum number of marks is not
 
recommended'since simulation experience has shown that the
 
planned number of marks is not always achieved due to systems
 
monitoring requiirements ortarget visibility problems. In
 
addition, the'general rules *for-SXT/VHF-marking as' defined in
 
Reference 10.3 should be followed.
 
A history of the CSM body ,attitudes durihg the rendezvous is
 
presented in Figure (2-2) through (2-5). Each figure illustrates
 
the body attitudes with respect to the Moon, Sun, and Earth
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and indicates FDAI roll, pitch, and yaw gimbal angles and
 
the ORDEAL pitch angle for significant events during each
 
lunar orbit. The orbital position of the CSM at each event
 
is assumed and no attempt is made to show the LM orbital
 
position other than an indication of it being above (below)
 
and behind (ahead) the CSM.
 
Sections 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 contain the onboard nominal
 
rendezvous checklist; a summary timeline and summary
 
checklist for the nominal mission, and the procedures
 
ground rules, detailed nominal mission procedures, and CSM
 
attitude summary, respectively. Section 7.0 contains a
 
description of the five abort and rescue cases for which
 




1)' PDI Abort - LM Active/CSM Backup
 
2) PartialLM Phasing (DV greater than or Equal to
 
40 FPS) - CSM Active
 




4) Zero LM Insertion - CSM Active
 
5) Partial LM Insertion - CSM Active
 
Section 8.0 contains the one-page onboard rescue checklist
 
and a relative motion plot and pad page for each of the five
 
LM rescue cases. A LM rescue procedures sumary is contained
 
in Section 9.0 including rescue procedures ground rules, summary
 




All nominal and rescue procedures and onboard data were generated
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3.0 DISCUSSION OF NOMINAL MAJOR EVENTS
 
3.1 Undocking and Separation
 
The preparation for undocking includes obtaining a MCC-H
 
uplink of the CSM vector and copying the Separation maneuver
 
pad at 97:05. Thirty minutes prior to undocking an auto­
matic maneuver to the undocking attitude is performed using
 
extended verb 49. This attitude is identical inertially to
 
the Separation burn attitude except for the roll angle which
 
is 180-degrees and a 14-degree yaw which is required during
 
a pre-undocking LM AGS calibration. Prior to undocking, the
 
CSM isyawed to zero degrees, a RR transponder check ismade,
 
the GDC is aligned to the IMU, the FDAI ORDEAL is verified,
 
and the DAP is reloaded to reflect a CSM only configuration.
 
At 98:10 undocking isperformed after which the CSM will
 
station keep in SCS control at about 40 feet. The CMP will
 
then-inspect and photograph the LM landing gear and descent
 
engine bell as the LM does a 360-degree yaw maneuver. Prior
 
to the inspection the CSM will manually roll 180 degrees to
 
allow acquisition of the MSFN with the HGA for color TV.
 
At 98:20 LM maneuver P76 pads will be copied for the DOI,
 
Phasing, and PDI abort burns. Prior to the CSM-active
 
separation burn at 98:35:16, the CMP will load the External
 
DV Program, P30, with a minus 2.5 FPS VGZ (local vertical).
 
The RCS Thrust Program, P41, will be called and an automatic
 
maneuver will be made to the burn attitude which is shown
 
in Figure (2-2). (This should be a very small maneuver
 
since the undocking attitude was the inertial separation
 
burn attitude, except for roll.) The burn will be accomplished
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by thrusting aft in the CSM minus X direction (i.e. radially down)
 
and increasing the DSKY VGX (body) from a plus 2.5'FPS to
 




3.2 Descent Orbit Insertion
 
Following the CSM Separation burn, the Rendezvous Navigation
 
Program, P20, will be called and the CSM maneuvered automatically
 
40 degrees to the preferred track axis for LM radar, VHF range,
 
and optics checks. An IMU realign to REFSMMAT will be per­
formed after sunset at 98:55 using the IMU Realign Program,
 
P52. At approximately 99:05 CSM and LM state vectors will be
 
uplinked by MCC-H. Since the CSM does not backup the DOI burn,
 
its only function will be to monitor the LM burn and hold an
 
attitude which provides radar transponder coverage. This will
 
be done in Program P20 with SXT tracking along the preferred
 
track axis. The Target DV Program, P76, will be loaded with the
 
LM DOI burn parameters and these data incorporated when the
 
burn is confirmed by the LM. LM DOI occurs at 99:33:59.
 
The attitude of the CSM from the CSM Separation burn through
 




Following the DOI burn, Program P20 will be called and the CSM
 
attitude will be trimmed to the preferred track axis if required.
 
The CMP will confirm that the rendezvous navigation program is
 
tracking the LM correctly. At 100:07 the CSM will be manually
 
rolled 180 degrees and pitched up 70 degrees to allow acquisition
 
with the HGA. At 100:25 Program P20 will be called and the
 
CSM will be maneuvered 25 degrees to the preferred track axis.
 
A period of SXT/VHF marking'will occur from T00:27 to 100:37.
 
The CSM will not back up the LM Phasing burn so it will be
 
tracking with the preferred track axis during the burn. LM
 
Phasing occurs at 100:46:21. After confirmation of the
 
nominal LM Phasing burn, the CMP will incorporate the LM
 
Phasing burn parameters into Program P76. In the event the LM
 
cannot perform the Phasing burn or performs a partial burn,
 
the CSM will do nothing immediately but will setup to do the
 
prescribed rescue burn at approximately 101:33. The CSM has
 




Following the LM Phasing burn, Program P20 will be called and
 
tracking with the preferred track axis will again be established.
 
A .period of SXT/VHF marking occurs from 100:51 to 101:24. This
 
period is interrupted for 13 minutes during which time the LM
 
does a P52 (tracker light not visible). Only VHF marks are taken
 
during this period. At approximately 101.:10 maneuver pads for
 
the 'LM Insertion burn and the CSM Backup Insertion burn are trans­
mitted and copied. Another period of SXT/VHF navigation updates
 
occurs from 101:49 to 102:09. These update periods include VHF
 
marks only if the range is less than the 327-N.M. VHF range
 
measurement limit. At 102:11 AOS occurs and the CSM jill be
 
pitched down 50 degrees and the MSFN acquired with the HGA. The
 
MCC-H will uplink the CSM state vector and the CSM Backup Insertion
 
burn pad will be updated at this time if required. The CSM Backup
 
Insertion burn parameters, targeted three minutes after the LM
 
ignition time, will be loaded into Program P30 at 102:30 and Pro­
gram P40 will be called at 102:32. The maneuver to the burn
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attitude will require a pitch down of 110 degrees. Following
 
the attitude maneuver, the SPS will be configured for the
 
backup burn and the GDC aligned to the IMU. The LM Insertion
 
occurs at 102:43:18. After confirmation is received that the
 
LM has completed the burn, Program P76 will be called and the
 
LM burn data incorporated into the CMC LM state vector. The
 
CSM attitudes as shown in Figure (2-3) and (2-4) are compatible
 
with HGA usage during the phase.
 
3.5 Concentric Sequence Initiation
 
Immediately following the Insertion burn, a P52 IMU realign to
 
REFSMMAT will be performed and the MCC-H will uplink the LM.
 
state vector to the CMC. The LM vector will be that computed
 
by the LM after Insertion and relayed to the ground.
 
Program P20 will then be called and an automatic pitch maneuver
 
of 101 degrees will be made to the preferred track attitude. At
 
102:59 the CSI Targeting Program, P32, is called and the CSM
 
Backup CSI targeting parameters are loaded. The CSM CSI burn
 
will be targeted for 103:33:46 which is identical to the LM TIGN.
 
A period of SXT/VHF marking will then take place from 103:02 to
 
103:07 followed by a period of VHF only marks to 103:25. Con­
currently with the VHF only tracking, the CMP will obtain the LM
 
and CSM out-of-plane velocities from extended verb 9d for inclusion
 
in the LM and CSM CSI targeting programs.
 
At approximately 103:28 the LM will voice over its CSI solution
 
for P76. Program P40 will then be called and an automatic pitch
 
maneuver of 11 degrees will be made to the Backup CSI burn attitude.
 
The LM CSI burn occurs at 103:33:46.: After verification of the
 
nominal LM CSI burn, the CMP will incorporate the LM burn para­




The CSM attitude, as specified in Figure (2-4) is compatible
 
with HGA coverage from Insertion until the beginning of the
 
track period at about 103:02 at which time the attitude may
 
be unfavorable. The tracking attitude later in the period does
 
afford HGA coverage until LOS at 103:23.
 
3.6 Constant Delta Height and Plane Change
 
At 103:38 approximately four minutes after the LM CSI burn,
 
Program P20 will be called and an automatic maneuver of 38
 
degrees will be made to the preferred track axis. A period
 
of SXT/VHF markings occurs from 103:41 to 104:02. At 103:44
 
after three SXT/VHF marks, the WR matrix (2000,2) will be
 
loaded. Extended verb 90 will be called at 103:55 and the
 
targeting parameters for the LM Plane Change maneuver will
 
be computed and voiced to the LM. The CSM onboard state
 
vectors are used instead of the LM state vectors, because the
 
CSM knowledge of the out-of-plane positions with SXT tracking
 
is more accurate than the LM knowledge of out-of-plane positions
 
with radar tracking. Following the LM Plane Change burn at
 
104:02, the target DV parameters are incorporated into the LM
 
state vector. At 104:05 the CDH targeting Program P33 will be
 
called and the CSM Backup CDH burn will be targeted for 104:31:42
 
which is the LM TIGN. Since the CSM nominally does not backup
 
the LM Plane Change burn, a trim maneuver to the preferred track
 
axis should not be required when Program P33 is called. SXT and
 
VHF marks will be taken from 104:08 to 104:20, at which time
 
tracking is terminated and the CSM will 'voice to the LM an extended
 
verb 90 out-of-plane solution. At 104:22 the CSM will be manually
 
maneuvered 180 degrees in roll so that the MSFN can be acquired
 
with the HGA. Approximately five minutes before the LM CDH burn
 
the CMP copies the LM CDH pad .for later loading of Program P76.
 
The RCS Thrust Program, P41, is called at 104:29 and the burn
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attitude maneuver is bypassed if the nominally zero burn is
 
small. Following the LM CDH burn at 104:31:42, Program P76 is
 




The CSM attitudes are favorable for HGA communications from
 
approximately 104:22 through the CDH burn as shown in Figure (2-5).
 
3.7 Terminal Phase Initiation
 
After completion of the LM CDH burn, Program P20 will be called
 
which will request an automatic maneuver of 49 degrees to the
 
preferred tracking attitude. Program P34 will be called and the
 
CSM Backup TPI burn Data will be loaded with the elevation angle
 
option. SXT and VHF marks are scheduled for a period of 18 minutes
 
starting at 104:38. It is probable that sun interference in the SXT
 
will limit the total number of SXT marks to Il taken in darkness.
 
After moving to the command seat, the CMP will verify the ORDEAL
 
FDAI. He will then recall P34 and, using the "TIGN" option with
 
the LM computed TPI TIGN, compute the CSM TPI Backup burn para­
meters. Program P40 will be called and an automatic maneuver of
 
53 degrees will be made to the TPI burn attitude. The TPI burn
 
will nominally be performed at 105:09:00 with a CSM to LM elevation
 
angle of 208.3 degrees. After the LM has completed the burn the
 
CMP will incorporate the LM target DV in Program P76. As seen in
 
Figure (2-5), the CSM has HGA coverage from acquisition right after
 
AOS through the TPI burn.
 
3.8 TPI To Station Keeping
 
After the TPI burn, Program P20 will be called and the CSM will
 
be automatically maneuvered 33 degrees to the preferred track
 
attitude. The CMP will move to the LEB during the maneuver,
 
call the MCC Targeting Program, P35, and take SXT and VHF
 
marks for eight minutes startingat 105:13. After obtaining
 
the MCCI solution in Program P35 he will compare it with the
 
LM solution and call Program P41 in preparation for the backup
 
burn. The CSM will not maneuver from the preferred tracking
 
attitude. The MCCl burn will nominally be performed by the LM
 
at 105:24:00 (TPI plus 15 minutes). After MCC1 the CMP will
 
incorporate the LM MCCl Target DV in Program P76.
 
Following MCCI, Program P35 will be called and an automatic
 
trim to the preferred tracking attitude will be made if
 
required. SXT and VHF marks will be taken for a period of
 
.9minutes terminating at 105:35. The MCC2 solution will be
 
compared with the LM TPI solution, after which Program P41
 
will be called. The CSM will remain at the preferred tracking
 
attitude while the LM performs MCC2 at 105:39:00 (TPI plus
 
30 minutes). After MCC2 the CMP will incorporate the LM
 
Target DV in Program P76.
 
-The CSM will then be maneuvered automatically 34 degrees to
 
the COAS tracking attitude using extended verb 89 while the
 
CMP moves back to the command seat. The Thrust Monitor Pro­
gram, P47, will be called at a range of 1.25 nautical-miles
 
and VHF ranging data and V83 will be used to monitor the LM
 
line-of-sight control and braking. Should the LM experience
 
difficulty, the CSM will perform the line-of-sight control
 
and braking. The braking gates are specified in the checklist
 
of Section 4.0. TPF nominally occurs at 105:52:00.
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4.0 NOMINAL ONBOARD RENDEZVOUS CHECKLIST
 
The nominal CSM onboard rendezvous checklist is presented
 
in this Section. The rendezvous checklist was formulated
 
to be compatible with crew operations in simulators and in
 
flight. Therefore, the-checklist reflects procedures in
 
an extremely abbreviated form. The narrative presented in
 
Section 3.0 provides a word description of the checklist
 
events. The rendezvous checklist procedures have in part
 
been verified on a man-in-the-loop simulator. Additional
 
simulations will occur before launch and the rendezvous
 
checklist updated accordingly to produce a verified checklist.
 
The nominal onboard rendezvous checklist includes procedures
 
for performing all CSM PGNCS activities required during the
 
LM active rendezvous. All activities required for the opera­
tion and/or monitoring of systems other than the PGNCS will be
 






EXTERNAL DV PADS NOMINAL LM IGNITION TIMES RESCUE PADS 
CSM SEP PAD CSI ONE 
33 00 0 . Sc l 00 o000 0 11 00 : 000 0: 
81 + 0000.0 + 1o0000.0 0002.5 PC 33 00 oo 0 81 
22 XXX XXX XXX TPI 37 00 000 : N 
CSM BACKUP 
INSERTION PAD 
INITIAL RESCUE TWO PAD CSI TWO 
47 + 
48 * 
+iij0000.I iiii I 47 48 +SI . 81 1 00 : TWO. 000 : 0 
33 00 : 000 :0 33 00 : 000 :o N 
81 1 1 .1 1 81 1 
22 XXX XXX XXX 
: OOQ : 0 .0 * 000 : 0 CDH 
37 
N 





47 +u00u0. CANNED RESCUE TWO PADS FOR- 37 00 OD00o 
48 1. LM PDI ABORT 81 
33 00 000 0 2. PARTIAL PHASING (0 - 40) 59 . . 
81 l .l 3. PARTIAL PHASING (40 - NOM) LOS BT XX XX :XX 
22 XXX XXX xXX 4. ZERO INSERTION 
AVC X 5. PARTIAL INSERTION 
11 00 000 : 0 ARE INCLUDED ON RESCUE CHECKLISTS 
37 00 : 000 : 0 
N 




MIR (fll,250,00) 6FPS,15 MIN
 
- - PO0; MCC-H UPLINK RLS 	 -DAP (21112\(+37768)(-00052 
AND CSM VECTOR V46 11\+30847/\+00059
 
V66 GND 47 [+
 
COPY: CSM SEP PADS
 




VHF AM A - SIMPLEX
 
9710 VHF RCV ONLY -.B DATA V62
 
V49;AUTO TO UNDOCKING ATTITUDE (180, 282/14,14)
 
INERTIAL SEP ATT EXCEPT ROLL AND 140 YAW)
 
--MIN DB FOR LM RCS COLD FIRE CHECKS
 
M UNDOCK GETK 0 K2
 
S 	 LOAD 22 180 1 14 114. 
N MAX DB FOR LM RCS HOT FIRE CHECKS SC CONT-CMC
 
CMC MODE-FREE (AS REQ FOR AGS CALIB)
 
CMC MODE-AUTO (AFTER 32 SEC)
 
"- VERIFY MAX D8 FOR AGS CALIB
 
SYSTEMS CHECKS AND SWITCH VER
 
97.20 	 -VERIFY AUTO RCS SEL-C4(-PITCH-X)-OFF 97:50
 
VERIFY AUTO RCS SEL-B3(+YAW-X)-OFF FOR Lm YAW 140 LEFT AFTER LM AGS
 






RNDZ XPNDR ACTIVATION & SELF TEST
 
cb RNDZ XPNDR FLT BUS - close (verify)
 
L RNDZ XPNDR - HTR for 24 min
 o 	 (1 min ifself test only) 
RNDZ XPNDR - PWR 
SYS TEST (1h) - XPNDR
 
SYS TEST (rh) - A (RRT XMTR OUT PWR)
 
SYS TEST ind -'I vdc
 
SYS TEST (rh) - B (RRT AGC SIG)

97:30 RNDZ XPNDR - TEST (hold)
 




98:00 RNDZ XPNDR - OPERATE 98:30- P30 (LOAD VGZ=-2.5) 
" 
SYS TEST ind 
SYS TEST (rh) 
SYS TEST ind 
SYS TEST (rh) 
- 0 - 4.5 vdc 
- C (RRT FREQ LOCK) 
- .8vdc jnlocked,>4 vdc 









CSM SEP (98:35:16) (0,0, -2.5)1 
(THRUSt AFT) 1(0, 90/14, 0) 
SC CONT-SCS.~~ DAP ~a 11102)(-CCN-CS111 ;V46 -(BURN VGX 2.5 - 5.0) 
'2400 ROLL OPTIMUM FOR SHADE AND MSFNI P20 (AUTO 4O°)(0,145/55,0 
98:10 - ---UNDOCKING (98:10:00) (180, 12/14, 0) 98:'40 VHF ANT-RT 
-25 - 7 
0' 
AUTO RCS SEL - B3; C4-MNA 
DV CG-CSMRR XPNDR-PWR(VERIFY) 
ROLL LEFT 180°(2°/SEC) (0,50/14,0) 
V64;ACQ MSFN PHOTOS; COLOR TV , 
VHF AM B - DUPLEX/RANGING 
LM RR CHECKS 





S INSPECT LM S 
F.. 
(LM 3600 YAW 

























IPHASINGP76 ,-­(32)_ ---P52 (OPTION 3) 
9.2 o 0 05 40 I0I 




























VHF RCV ONLY-OFF 
VHF AM B-DUPLEX/RANGING '99:36 
COMPUTE RDOT FOR LM iR = 3.1 
CONFIRM LM DOI R = 71.81 






--VHF AM A-SIMPLEX/DATA -T














P20 (AUTO 55')(0,206/332,0) 
/1I00:0 





100:00o 1 100:3o 
s GET OF LOSS AND ACQ 
S LOSS I___ 




ROLL 1800 AND 
PITCH UP 700 (180,278/268,0) 




V88 :R = 171.31 
, = 439.& 
r FAILED LM PHASING 
[PARTIAL PHASING CHECKLIST DV<40, 






:[PARTIAL PHASING CHECKLIST 
:i DV40 I 
RESCUE BURN AT 101:331'<,4 
A 
-32 S H .~ M N so,309/1 95, 0) 
20 b 
-­AOS100:12 ­
-(180, 278/268, 0) 7 
P76(32); V82 (LM)(IOX196) 
P20 (TRIM)
COPY LM INSERTION P76 PAD 
oo: 2o LM GO/NO-GO PDI ABORT 
-+5 
100. -I00:50 V87; V57 R = 214.8 
-1 r =462.1i 
V67 (00289,00173,00001) 1 V R 246.1 
M " 
S, - V93 (AFTER 
-21 N P20 (AUTO 250)(180,293/243,0) x 3 SXT MARKS) 
-19 
V87; V57 
COMMENT ON LM VISIBILITY H 
DURING LM DESCENT AND F 
-
-VISUAL ASCENT. RECORD GET 
OF 










101:00 10 101:30 
+15 1 
COPY INITIAL CSM BACKUP INSERTION PAD 
COPY LM INSERTION P76 PAD 







.10' = 239.1 
,R =-246.7' 101:4 - - GDC ALIGN ORDEAL (V83) -40--IR 13.9: 





(180, 337/138, 0) 10-401:49 
ST 
-57 V87(R<327); V57 
(180, 108/162, 0) 
10120 /101!50 


















102: 0 -0 -10 2: 30 
-16 
-i-i---02:30 
P30 R 336.4 
-= 













R= 327 3, 
-9 
LM INSERTION 
:ZERO LM INSERTION; CSM BACKUP I 
:INSERTION AND ZERO INSERTION CHECKLIST 
:PARTIAL LM INSERTION CHECKLIST 









(t IL 4 3 ---
A ' . I "" '' 
PITCH DOWN 560 
(180, 194/182 ) 102:11 AOS 
00 4; ACQ MSFN(i80, 194/182, 0) 
MCC-H UPLINK CSM VECTOR 











0 -83.9 0 
(OPTION 3)- ' 
180,-I7 .l 
102:20 -
CSM BACKUP INSERTION PAD UPDATE' 
---------
102:20 








4 ID2103 ---- ---­:1 2 5 












- P32; OBTAIN AND LOAD LM CSI AND TPI TIGN'S 


































































V87; V57 = - 24 .0]
 




LM PC P76 
841 00 0.0 
33 : 







































H - V90 LM YDOT TO LM(180, 161/354, 0) 















P32 FINAL COMP 

LOAD N8I VGY WITH (-)CSM Y DOT 

:103:00 














LOAD N81 VGX WITH (-)(LM DV+l) 

LM CSI P76 







R = 151.1 

:R = -77.5: 
0
25 lo104 s3
-30 LM PC (104:02:00) 	 - -- RCS 
.- CDIP6PC 
(180, 156/167, 0)OL 	 kM CD (104:31:42)(-.8,0,3.3)
 
-27 P33; OBTAIN AND LOAD LM CDH TIGN 	 -CSM CDH (104:31:42)(-.6,0,-5.0)
 
13 	 P76 (0,188/108,0)
 
104:07 	 2 P20 (AUTO 290)(0,229/137,0) 
= 105.6 P34 (ELEV OPTION) :04:39
-24 i 

= -133.4' . V87; V57 R = 65.6
 




104;10 - A 1 , . .
 S 
_29, 	 AFTER.3 VHF MARKS P34 RECYCLES,'/ 0 	 37 208.3 E 
V V93 (iHREE SXT MARKS I . I 






T LM TPI TIGN
 
75 4 	 33 a0 
-1 	 F [104:50

-, 10 : 0'R 	 = 53.1 :;10 :2 

_12_ V90; LM Y DOT TO'L1 	 = -11 .2= 
CSM Y DOT FOR CSM P34 RECALL .
 
-10 ROLL 180 (0,167/108,0) 58 I I
 
ACQ MSFN 81 ­
-	 , P33 FINAL COMP 8 5
7 I841 

8 '4:30io - - 1 ORDEAL (V83)
331:: 	 -13
 
iR= 76.2 -II 10458
 
-3 LMCD P76 -: -122.1' P34 RECALL (0, 237/77, 0)
 
P41; BYPASS MNVR FOR SMALL BURNS 	 LM TPI TIGN
 







P40 (AUTO 530)(0,192/15,0) 




h5030 38 70 
26 105:30 LM MCC2 P76 
s 2!1 






















P20 (AUTO 330)(0,247/48,0) 
P35; V93; V87; V57 POO; V89; COAS TRACK (340) (0,274/346, 0) 
S LM MCCI P76 









+11 FI8li8 1 •30 1 !5 







1_Los~5o 20 3000 .5 .26 
+15 
+17 




--1MCC(.105 24 0 ) (0,2 5/29, ) 
7IR 












106:10 AOS G FOR PYRO ARM TPF 
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5.0 NOMINAL MAJOR PROCEDURES SUMMARY
 
The following sections present a sunmary timeline and check­
list of major CSM activities during the nominal Mission F LM
 
active rendezvous. The timeline inSection 5.1 will aid in
 
interpreting the data included inthe onboard rendezvous
 
checklist and serves as a time correlated table of contents
 
for the nominal detailed procedures which follow inSection 6.0.
 
Inaddition, Section 5.2 includes a one-page summary checklist
 
for the nominal mission ina format similar to that utilized for
 
the LM rescue onboard data.
 
So1 SUMMARY TIMELINE 
-28­
6ET EVENT PROS GET EVENT PROG 
(9T440) 
(97403) V49.LOA) N22(0801414) 
(97 05) 
MOVE TO COMMANP SEAT 
MCC-H UPLINK(RLS AS REQUIRED(POO) 
MNVR TO UNDOCKING ATTITUDE 
(INERTYAL SEP ATT EXCEPT ROLL 
AND 14 DEG YAW) (18'0,9282/14914) 
AND CSM STATE VECTOR),V66
COPY CSM SEP PADS, 
DOW HELMET ANU GLOVES' 
(97#46) 




CSM/LM COMM CHECK 
,. 
CMC MODE-AUTO(AFTER 32 SEC)
PERFORM SYSTEMS CHECKS AND 
VERIFy CAP WIDE OS FOR SWITCH VERIFICATION 
(97+20) LM RC5 CHECKS (97+50) YAW 14 DP LEFT AFTER LM ASS 




MOVE To LES 
(97#27) 
FORLM ROR SELF TEST 
VERIFY RNOZ XPNDQ-OFF (96005) 
RNDZ XPNDR CHECKS, 









ALIGN TO IMU' 










VHF AM A-SIMPLEX YNDOCKING (180,12/14 0 
§TATION,KEEP AT 40 FT 
MISSION F NOMINAL TIMELINF APRIL 259 1969 
GET EVENT PROG -29- GET EVENT PROG 
DV CG-CSM (98#39) 
RNDZ XPNDR PWR-PWR(VERIFY)
ROLL LEFT 180 DEG AT 2 DEG/SEC 
RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM 
AUTO MNVR TO SXT TRACK 
(P?o) 
(q8+13) 
(0,50/14,0) (40 DEG) (09142/5490) 
AOS VHF ANT-RT 
ACQUIRE MSFN (V64) (PO0) VHF AM B-DUPLEX/RANGING 
ACTIVATE COLON TV MONITOR LM RR CHECKS 
TAKE PHOTOS COMPARE EMS VHF AND V83 RANGE 
INSPECT LM DURING LM 360 DEG YAW MOVE To LEB 
-15 (q8.20) PERFORM OPTIC§ CHECKS 
(98+23) 
LM STATION KEEP (98.50) 
SUNDOWN 
COPY PADS (98+55) 
(98.29) 
RELOAD OAP(11102)f(V46) 
IMU REALIGN TO REFSMMAT 
(OPTION 3) 
(P52) 
(01111kSC CONT' CMC (99.03) COPY GYRO TORQUE ANGLES 
-05 C(B.30) .MOVE To CMD SEAT 
EXTERNAL OV TARGETING 
(SEPARATION) 
(P30) GDC ALIGN TO IMU 
VERIFY ORDEAL(V83) 
-03 (98432) -29 (99.05) 
RCS THRUST PROGRAM (P41) MCC-H UPLINK(CSM AND (POO) 
AUTO MNVR TO BURN ATTITUDE AND LM VECTORS) 
(TRIM) (99*14) 
RCS THRUST SETUP (P41) VHF AM A-SIMPLEX/DATA 
0 (98*35+16) (99+25) 
LOS 
SEPARATION BURN(o,09-2.5) (99+28) 
(n990/1490) RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P2o) 
THRUST(-)X(25,t,0) TO (5,0,00) AUTO MNVR TO SXT TRACK. 
(09206/33290) 
MOVE To LEA 
MISSION F NOMINAL TIMELINE APRIL 259 1969 




LOAD TARGET DV PROGRAM (P76) AOS
 




OBTAIN GO/NO GO FOR PDI ABORT
 




MOVE TO CHD SEAT .-21 (100425)
 
VHF AM B-DUPLEX/RANGING RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P20)
 
VHF RCV ONLY-OFF AUTO MNVA TO SXT TRACK'
 
COMPUTE ROT FOR LM (25 DEG)
 
LM ORBIT PARAMETER DISPLAYCV82) (180#293/24390)
 
(9X60) -19 (100 27)
 
CONFIRM LM DOI CALL MARKING ROUTINES(V8TVST)
 
INCORPORATE P76 DATA -9 (100 37)
 
'(DOI) 	 TERMINATE SXT/VHF MARKS(V88)
 






RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P20) (180,307/193o0)'
 




(09227/3170) TARGET DV PROGRAM (P76)
 
MOVE TO LES (PHASING)
 
(9+44) LM-ORBIT PARAMETER DISPLAY(V82)
 
INITIATE LM OPTIcS-TRACK ' 096)
 
-39 (100 07) (100#48)
 
MOVE TO CMD SEAT RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P20)
 
ROLL 180 DEG AND PITCH YP 70 DEG POSSIBLE AUTO MNVR TO SXT TRACK
 




































CALL MARKING RoUTINES(V87,V57) 

(PROCESS 3 MARKSV93) 

TERMINATE SXT MARKS 





COPY LM INSERTION P76 PAD -16 



















MOVE TO LEB -05 















GET EVENT PROG 
(10214) 
ACOUIRE MSFN (V64) (Poo) 
MCC-H UPLINK(CSM VECTOR) 
COPY LM INSERTION P76 PAD UPDATE 
AS REQUIRED 
COPY CSM BACKUP INSERTION PAD 









































MISSION F NOMINAL TIMELINE APRIL 259 1969
 
GET EVENT PROG -32- GET EVENT PROG 
TARGET DV PROGRAM (P76) -09 (103+25) 
(102.47) 
(INSERTION) 




CS! TARGETING FINAL COMP (P32) 
COPY CSM CS! SOLUTION 
'OAD Nq VGY WITH() CSM YDOT 
COPY LM CSI PAD 
MOVE TO LEB (103+29) 
(102'52) 
IMU REALIGN TO REFSMMAT 
(OPTION 3) 
COPY GYRO TORQUE ANGLES 
5CC-H UPLINK(LM VECTOR) 
(P52) 
(PO0) -04 (10330) 
SPS THRUST PROGRAMTVS6 
AUTO MNVR TO BURN ATTITUDE 
(11 DEG)(1B0.166/27790) 
(P40) 
-41 C102*56) RENDEZVOUS'NAV PROGRAM (P2o) -03 (103431) SPS 
THRUST SETUP (P40) 
AUTO MNVR TO'SXT TRACK(1O1 DEG) GDC ALIGN 
(1?5)(1s0,162/1390)'(102'59) (103+33)SUPSUNUP 
CS! TARGETING PROGRAM (P32)(P20) 0 (103+33.46) 
OBTAIN LM CS! AND TP! TjGNS9 
LOAD CS! TARGETING DATA Lm CSj BURN(5O,59O,0) 
-32 (103#02) 
-27 (103#07) 
REINITIALZE w MATRIX (V93) 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE(VB!,V57) 
TERMINATE SXT MARKS 
CSM BACKUP dSi BURN 
152,29090) 
(180*a0/2779o) 
REINITIALIZE W MATRIX 
MOVE TO CMU SEAT 
CV93) 
!ARGET DV'PROGRAM (P7§) 
-22 (103+12) 
OUT OF PLANE OATA(V9O) 
(CSI) 
LM ORBIT PARAMETER DISPLAY(VBZ) 
(CSM AND LM) (45X45) 
VOICE LM YDOT TO LM 
(103#23) 
LOS 
MISSION F NOMINAL TIMELINE APRIL 25 1969
 
GET EVENT PROG -33- GET EVENT PROG 
(103+38) RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P20) 
(104 08) 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE(V87V57) 
AUTO MNVR TO SXT TRACK (10409) 
(39 DEG) AOS 
-54 (103*41). (lRO,155/239#O) -j2 (104+20) (PROCESS THREE MARKSV93) 
CALL MARKING ROUTINES(V87,V57) TERMINATE SXT MARKS 
(PROCESS 3 MARKS) 
V67 LOAD WR(000.57,0003s4,00001) 
OUT OF PLANE DATA(V90) 
VOICE LM YDOT TO LM 
(103"44) 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE CV57) (104"22) 
MOVE To CMD SEAT 
(103+55) 
TERhINATE SXT MARKS 
ROLL ISO DEG AT 2 DEG/SEC 
ACQUIRE MSFN 
COPY LM PC TIGN 
OUT OF PLANE UATA(V9O) -07 (104+25) 
(0,167/108#0) 
VOICE LM YDOT TO LM COH TARGETING FINAL COMP (P33) 
COPY LM PC PAD COPY CSM CDH SOLUTION 
(103457) 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE(Vs7) 
(104+28) 
COPY LM CDH PAO 
30 (104+02+00) -03 (104+29) 
1ERMINAT5 MARKS RCS THRUST PROGRAM (P41) 
BYPASS BURN ATTITUDE MNVR 
LM PLANE CHANcE(0i0O) 
******************I'***O*** s02 
FOR SMALL BURNS 
(104+30) RSTRS EU 
LOAD TARGET DV PROGRAM (P76) RCS THRUST SETUP (P41) 
INCORPORATE PTA OATA 0OC ALIGN 
(PLANE CHANGE) 0 (104+3194) 
(104#05) 
CDH TARGETING PROGRAM (P33) LM CDH BURN(-,O,3.3) 
POSSIBLE AUTO MNVR TO SXT TRACK 
(TRIM) 
(1801157/158,0) CSM CDH BURN (-.6,0,-50)' 
OBTAIN LM CDH TIGN (0,188/4080) 
LOAD CDH TARGETING DATA 
MISSION F NOMINAL TIMELINE APRIL 259 1969 
GET EVENT PROG -34- GET EVENT PROG 
(104 34) TARGET DV PROGRAM 
(CDH) 
RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM 













MOVE TO' LE- 
TPI TARGETING PROGRAM (P34)(P20) 
0 (1050900i 
LM 'TPI BYRN (22.2,0,-12.1) 
LOAD TPI TARGETING DATA WITH ELEV 
.OPTION CSM TPI OcNKUO BURN 
-31 (10438) (-21!8.0011;6) 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE(V87,V57) 
AFTER 3 MARKS PROCESSED' 
(Oe20'15,O) 
(104*45) 
RECYCLE TPI TARGETING 
PROGRAM 




TARGET DV PROGRAM 
(TPI) 
RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM 






COPY LM TPI TIGN 
TERMINATE SXT MARKS 




MCC TARGETING-POGRAM' (P35) 
"11 (104+56) VERIFY ORDEAL(Vt4) +11 CALL MARKING ROUTINE(V939879V57) 
-07 (105+02) 
TPI TARGET'ING PROGRAM 
(TION OPTION WITH LM TIGN) 
SPS THRUST PROGRAMVV56 




TERMINATE SXT MARKS 




COPY LM IPI P76 PAD 
MCcI TARGETING FINAL COMP 
COPY CSM MCCI SOLUTION 
COPY LM MCC1 PAD 
(P35) 




GET EVENT PROG GET EVENT PROG 
+13.5 +30 (105+39+00) 
RCS THRUST PROGRAM 
RYPASS BURN ATTITUDE MNVR 
(P41) 
M MCC7 dURN 
+15 (105+24+00) 
LM MCC1 THRUST CSM MCC? OACKUP BURN 
CSM MCCI BeCKWP 
(09265/2990) 
AURN TARGET DV'P0OGRAM (P76)(MCC2) 
AUTO MNVR TO CoAS TRACK(V89)(Po0) 
416 






MCC2 TARGETING PROGRAM (P35)(P20) 
POSSIBLE AUTO MNVR TO 5XT TRACK 
THRUST MONITORING PROGRAM (P47) 
(KEY VB3 AND MONITOR LM BRAKING) 
(TRIM) 
+17 li'6RAKING GATES RETICLE ANGLE 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE(V93,V87,V57) * 30 FPS AT 6000 FT .13.DEG. 0 
(105+32) 0 2o FPS AT 3000 FT 926 DEG. * 
SUNUP * 10 FPS AT 2500 FT .54 DEG. 
+26 * 5 FPS AT 500 FT 1.60 DEG. * 
TERMINATE SXT MARKS 
MOVE TO CMD SEAT +43 (105+52)' 
+27 
MCC2 TARGETING FINAL COMP (P35) tPF(O310/353,O) 
COPY CSM MCC2 SOLYTION 
COPY LM MCC2 PAD 
'28.5 
RCS THRUST PROGRAM 
BYPASS BURN ATTII'UDE MNVR 
(P41) 















PITCHDOWD so- (180,194/102.0) 
POO,V64. ACQ IISFN (RHO-20 SAM175)
CC-HUPLINK(CSMVECTOR)COPYLN INSERTION P76 PADAND 
CSIIBACKUP INSERTION PAD 
ORDEAL P30 






GDC ALIGN TO I5UO VERIFY ORDEAL 





INISERTION 110243:8)(-189 2.4 -03.)l 
INSERTION 102:46.8 175.40-C 7 1 10,32/272,E)P52 (OPTION 3)' P7 
-6 30 
L103.00 






L tv1 1 5 
POO,HCC-H UPLINK (Li VECTOR) 
P (101-)(180,162/13,0);P32;11I 
'l' V93; V87; V57SKX/VlF (5),V93,VIF (). V90; V5F(13) 







01 33.59)-71,1,0,-.3) ; P76 
(0,227/317,0) 
ROLL 180'AND PITCH UP 70 (180,278/268.0) 







S "V (L C S 
P32FINALCOMIP; COPYIN CS]PAD 
P40 (1l°)(80,166/277,Q), V56, SPSSETUP; 00C ALIGN 
-- LX CS! (103 33'46)(505,0001 
C (103:33 4 -517,0,0(1-080/27,0 ; P76 
P20 (38')(10, 55/239,0) 
V T,VS7; 3 SXT HARKS V67(000.57.0003.4,000) 










10 - S33 
A 1. 0 ;1 ; P76 
8V 7 ; 3 SXT MARKS;V93 










V87. V57, 3 SXT HARKS; V93 







ROLL18O- (0,167/108,D); ACQ NSFN (RHO -S0; MP 183) 
P33 FINALC42P;COPY L CDH PAD 
L CDX104-31 42C­80,3 311 
£5 C0 ; P76 









COPYC5M BACKUP INSERTIONPADAND 
LM INSERTION P76 PAD 





p34 RECALL WITH LH TRI TIGN 
















o2 10' 9 1-a.o' ii 6 0 2087T150- ; P76 
P20(33')(0,247/48,.). P35 
V93,V87;V57 (MARKTOTPI +11)P3 FINAL COMP,P41 BYPASS MNVR 
-5 0V87; VS7, 3 SXT MARKS;V93 






41 BYPASS MNVR 
05 10-0 lj 2)+30 
40 MCC2 105.39:00)(0.302/20.0 
VS TO COASTRACK(34')(0,274/346,0) 
-37 10 443 TF 0 2 
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6.0 NOMINAL DETAILED PROCEDURES
 
The following four sections contain 1) The procedural ground
 
rules assumed when generating procedures, 2) The detailed
 
nominal procedures, 3) A summary of the rendezvous navigation
 
schedule including the angle between the LOS to the Sun and
 
LOS to the LM, and 4) A Summary of the inertial roll gimbal
 
angle and the ORDEAL pitch and inertial pitch gimbal angles
 
during the nominal F Mission.
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6.1 Procedures Ground Rules
 
6.1.1 	 The CSM will be targeted for a TIGN three minutes after
 
the LM TIGN'for the insertion burn. No bias will be
 
used for the CSI CDH,, or TPI burns.
 
6.'.2 	 The CSM will obtain from the LM the CSl, CDH, and TPI
 
times utilized in the LGC targeting programs. These
 
TIGN's loaded into the CMC targeting programs.
 
6.1.3 	 LM burn data will be incorporated into the CMC LM
 
state vector using Program P76 following each LM
 
burn, No attempt will be made to account for LM
 
burn residuals. The LM burn TIGN loaded in Program
 
P76 will be biased by a fixed number simulating an
 
impulsive.LM burn. The non-zero LM burns considered
 
and the corresponding bias. times are DOI (20 Sec),
 




6.1.4 	 The CSM will compute using V90,, the out-of-plane
 
velocity of the LM prior to the CSI, Plane Change,
 
and CDH burns.for use in the LM-targeting programs.
 








6.1.7 	 No burn attitude verification using stars or the horizon
 
will be made in the CSM.
 
6.1.8 	 The PIPA bias determination, EMS DV test, and EMS
 
accelerometer check, identified in the AOH as required
 
-39­
before each SPS burn, need be scheduled only
 
prior to the entire rendezvous sequence.
 
6.1.9 	 The SM RCS propulsion check identified in the AOH
 
as required before each SPS burn, should not in­
clude recording the values monitored.
 
6.1.10 	 It is assumed that the CMP is able to move to the
 
LEB or command seat during automatic attitude
 




6.1.11 	 The procedures contained herein reflect the
 
COMANCHE 44, 45 programs and routines.
 










0. P32 Final Comp 

E. P33 Final Comp 















G. P35 Final Comp 1.5 Min. . 
H. P41 (Excluding ATT Mnvr and Including 
RCS Setup) 1.5 Min. 
I. P40 (Excluding ATT Mnvr and Including 
SPS Setup) 5 Min 
6.1.13 All automatic maneuvers (DAP) are made at a rate of 
.5Deg/Sec. 
6.1.14 The state vector of the active vehicle (LM) will be 
updated in the rendezvous navigation Program, P20. 
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6.1.15 	 The SXT navigation mark frequency during a
 
tracking period is one-per minute".
 
6.1.16 	 Recycles for CMC targeting Programs P32, P33,
 
.and P34 during mark,periods have not ben 
 -
scheduled. They will be included, as desired
 
for solution comparison purposes, when they
 
do not preclude taking the minimum number
 
of SXT and VHF marks prior to a burn.
 
6.1.17 	 The delta time between the PRO for Final Comp
 
in Program P35 and the MCC is three minutes.
 
6.1.18 	 Program P20 will be terminated (V56) in the
 
thrust program prior to each backup.CSM burn. This
 
will necessitate calling Program P20 after the
 
burn in addition to a pre-thrust program.
 




6.1.19 	 The automatic star selection routine in Program
 
P52 will be used during each IMU realignment.
 
6.1.20 	 The CSM attitude has been specified to be com­
patible with HGA communications when no other
 
attitude constraint prohibits HGA coverage.
 
6.1.21 	 The procedures have been developed to be
 
compatible with Mission GI procedural require­
ments.
 
6.1.22 	 The SPS gimbal motors will not be activated for
 
a CSM backup of a LM burn until the CSM knows
 
it must become active.
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6.1.23 	 Backup charts for the CSI, CDH, TPI, and MCC
 
burns will not be used in the CSM.
 
6.1.24 	 VHF navigation marks cannot be taken at ranges
 





MISSION F RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES
 











TVC GMBL DRIVE (BOTH)-l 
*CDR SWITCH SETTINGSW* FCSM(A,B);,RESET/OVERRIDE 
EMs FUNCTION-OFF 
.CMC ATI-Imt EMS MODE-STBY 
FDAI'SCALE5/1:. UP TLM(CM.IU)-BLOCK 
,FD4I SELECT",/2 RCS TRNFR ,M 
FDAISOURCE-ATT SET PANEL 8 CS CLOSED EXC!PT 
ATT.".SET-IM0i RCS LOGIC(2) 
MAN ATT,(3),-RATE CMD O6K PROBE(2)
LIIT CYCLE-OFF ELS BAT ABAT B 
AtT DB-HAX .L VENI FLT/PL 
RATE'-LOW . FLOAT BA6(3)
THC-LOCKED. SECS ARM BAT ABAT S
RHC-LOCKED . AUTO'RCS SEL(16)-NA 
.TRANS CQNT PW,RON(UP) EXCEPT
 









SC CONT cHC. ,:.-LOGIC PWR 2/3-ON(UP)
 
CMC MODE-AUTO SCS ELECT PWR-GDC/ECA

RMAG MOOE(3)-RATE2 SIt COND/DRVR BIAS PWR(2)- e1
 
SPS THRUST DIRECT-NORMAL SMAG PWR(BOTH)-ON
 
DV.TMRtST(AiR) OFF COAS PWR (L WINO)-ON
 






















PANEL S G/N CB(lo)-CLOSED
 




































* * **VERIFY DAP WIOE D8 FOR** 
* TIMELINED RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES * LM RCS CHECKS 
* * KEY V4OE 
F 04 46 (DAP CONFIGURATION) 
'VERIFY R = XXXX 
PRO 
P 06 47 (CSM AND LM WJT)
 
I OROCEOURES THRU UNDOKING 'PRO
 










**MCC-H UPLINK RLS(AS REQUIREO)* (96.85544)
 








UP TLM (CM) CMDC)-ACCEPT -83 (#YAW-Xi--OFF1(FOR LM
 
'MONITOR 'UPLI.NK ACT LT-ON ROR SELF TEST)
 
MONITOR GND UPLINK ' VERIFY'ANZ XPNDR-OFF
 
MONITOR UPLINK ACT LT-OFF 97T27)
 
UP TLM(CM)(MDC)-BLOCK L9ss OF SIGNAL.
 
CONFIRM COMP LT-OFF (97C30)

-KEY V66E CONFIGURE CAMERA:
CY/SEQ/18/CEX-BRKT(RH WIN)
 
COPY SEPARATION PAD MIRtF1192S.OINFINITY)6FqS


















































VHF AM A-SIMPLEX 





**MANEUVER TO UNDOCKING ATTITUDE** 

(INERT*IAL SEP ATT EXcEPI ROLL 



















































CB RNDZ XPNDR FLT BUS-CLOSE
 














SYs TEST IND-GRATER THAN I VOC
 














SYS TEST INU--,5 VDC KEY V83E
 
SYS TEST(RH)-C(RRT FREQ LOCK) F 1 54 (RRDOTTHETA)
 
SYS TE0T IND VERIFY R=RDOTmO
 
-LESS THAN .8 VDC UNLOCKED IF NOTKEY V66E

-MORE THAN 4 VDC-LOCKED SLEW/ADJYST FDAI TO THETA
 










**GDC ALIGN TO IMU** KEY V48E
 




16 20 (RPsY) 11102
 




NULL ATT'ERROR NEEDLES PRo
 













KEY RELEASE 	 **PROCEnURES FOR UNDOCKINGe









F 04 06 (VEHICLE OPTION CODES) THC-ARMEO
 
PRO I CB 5OCK PROBE(2)-CLOSED
 
F 16 44 (HAPHPTFF) EVNT TMR RESET.DOWN "
 
CALC AVE ALT 





ALT SET KNOB TO-AVE ALT
 





UNTIL LMSEP PLUS 5 SEC)
 




















ROT CONT PWR DIR(BOTH)-OFF
 




















"*CS 'STATION KEEPING** 	 COPY 00I P76 PAD
 
COPY INITIAL PHASING P76 P/D
ATT DO-MIN 	 COPY INITIAL'PDI-ABORt P76 PAP
 








FDAI SCALE-5/5 Ky V48t 
ROLL 180 nEG LEFT AT F 04 416 (OAF ONFIGURATION) 
2DEG/SEC LOAD 
''(Ov a/j#io}" 	 11112
 
FOAI SC1LE-S/l 	 01111
 
**ACQUIREMSFNO* PRo 
F O 47 (CSM AND LM WT)KEY V64E 	 -'P Mo 
F 06 51 	(RHO,6AMMABLANK) F 06'48 (SPS GMBL TRIM,)
 
SLEW HIGAIN ANT PRO
 (q8B13) 	 MAG MOOE(3)-RATE 2'
 
ACQUISITION OF SIGNAL KEY 	V46C
 





ACTIVATE COLOR. Tv P30 KEY 	V 7E3 E
 
TAKE PHOTOS 	 FOb 33 (GET OF SEP)'
 










F n6 81 (VG-LV) -00+40
 








PRO 1§ 85 (VG-BODY) (AVG G ON)
 
F 16 45 (MKSTFIMGA) COMp ACTV LT-2 SEC FLASH
 




CONFIRM MGA LESS THAN 45 DEG CK VG FOR HI PIPA BIAS
 
PRO (LESS THAN 2,0 FPS PER 9
 






**RCS SEPARATION BURN SETUP ** 0.00 (98435+16)

! 16 8s (VG-BODY) 
SET MDC ET COUNTING UP
P41 KEY 41E 

F 60 18 (COMMANDED RPoY) FROM SEPARATION
 
PRO INCREASE ye-BODY FROM
 
06 18 (COMMANDED RP9Y) (+2.*50,0) TO (*5,0,0)
 
MONITOR ATT TRIM BY THRUSTING AFT
 








06 18 (COMMANDED RPY) (090/140)
 
MONITOR ATT TRIM WHEN BURN COMPLETE VOICE
 






MONITOR COMP ACTV LI
 




































COMPARE LM RA RANGE AND 
*PROCEDURES FOR 4 RANGE RATE WITH EM 








"*MANEUVER TO SXT TRACK ATTITUDE** PERFORM OPTICS CHECKS
 
P20 KEY 20E ZERO OPTICS-OFF
 




06 18 (COMMANDED R9 P9Y) MONITOR LM IN SCT AND SXT
 
MONITOR AUTO MNVR OPTICS MODE-MAN
 












EMS MODE-VHF RNG ADUST RETICLE BRTNESq
 
VHF AM A-OFF P52 KEY V37E52E
 
VHF AM B-9UPLE F 04 06 (ALIGN OPTION CODE)
 
VHF RCV ONLY-OFF LOAD 00003 IN R2 FOR
 




MONITOR EMS FOR RANGE F'50 25 (000159 PERFORM STAR ACQ)
 
OMC-MANEUVER SCT TO AQ
 
KEY V83E TWO SUITABLE STARS
 
F 16 54 (RoRDOT*THETA) (ALTAIRn40PEACOCKa42)
 
COMPARE EMS AND V83 RANGE PRo
 








MISSION F DETAILED RENfEZVOU5 PROCEDURES. REVISION Aq APRIL 25, 1969
 
-52-
OPTICS MODE-CMC, F O 93 (GYRO TORQ ANGLES) 
PRO COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST 
06 92 (SHAFTgTRUNoRLANK) PRo 
MONITOR OPT DRIVE TO STAR ONE F 50 25 (Oool4 PERFORM FINE ALIGNi 
IDENTIFY STAR ONE PRO 
OPTICS MODE-MAN F SO 25 (00015#PERFORM STAR ACQ) 
F 51 B8 (PLEASE MARK) PRO 
CENTER FIRST STAR IN SXT F 01 70 (STAR CODE) 
MARK ON STAR ONE LOAD THIRD STAR CODE 
F 50 25 (00016t TERMINATE MARK SEQ) (RASALHAGUEu35) 
PRO 
F 01 71 (MARKED STAR CODE)
PRO ZERO OPTICS-ZERO (1SSEC)
ZERO OPTICS-OFF 
F 01 70 (STAR CODE) OPTICS MOOE-CMC 
CHECK SECOND STAR CODE PRO 
ZERO oPTICS-ZEAO (ISSEC) 06 92 (SHAFT)TRUNQSLANK) 
ZERO OPTICS-OFF MONITOR OPTICS DRIVE TO STPR 
OPTICS MODEPCMC THREE 
PRO ZERO oPTICS-ZERO 
06 92 (SHAFTTRUNRLANK)
MONITOR OPT DRIVE TO STAR TWO PO0 KEy V37EOOE 
InENTIFY STAR TWo 
OPTICS MoDE-MAN SET LEa ET COUNTING DOWN 
F 51 BR (PLEASE MARK) TO LM DOI TIGN 
CENTER SECOND STAR IN SXT 
MARK ON STAR TWO (99.03) 
F 50 25 (000169 TERMINATE MARK SEQ) MOVE TO CMo SEAT 
PRO 
F 01 71 (MARKED STAR CODE) **ALIGN GDC TO IMUO* 
PRO 
F 06 05 (ANGLE DIFF) KEY V16N2OE 
COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST 
PRO 
16 20 (RqPgY) 
ATT SET THUMBWHEELS TO N20 
FDAl §ELECT-1 
MISSION F DETAILED RENDEZVOU§ PROcEDURES, REVISION A, APRIL 259 1969
 
-bJ-
NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLES -9 (99+25) 




*"MANEUVER TO SXT TRACK ATTITUDFO* 
ATT SEJ-GDC 
DEPRESS GDC ALIGN PB. P20 KEY V37E20E 
ATT SEIIMU F 50 18 (COMMANDED R.PY) 
KEY RELEASE PRo 
**ORDEAL VERIFICATION*O 
0b 18 (COMMANDED RoPtY)
MOVE TO La DURING AUTO MNVR 
F 50 18 (COMMANDED RgPgY) 
KEY V83E (09206/332#0) 
F 16 54 (RRDOTTHETA) KEY ENTER 
SLEW/ADJUST FDAI TO THETA 
PRO ZERO OPTICS-OFF 
-29 (Q9+05) OPTICS MODEWCMC 
**MCCwH UPLINK(CSM AND LM VECTOR)-** -4 (99#30) 
VERIFY VHF AM A-SIMPLEX 
UP TLM(CM)(MDC)-ACCEPT
MONITOR UPLINK AcT LT-ON 
VERIFY PCM BIT RATE-LOW 
VERIFY TAPE RCDR FWD.WD 
MONITOR GND UPLINK .2 (99+32) 
MONITOR UPLINK ACT LT-OFF 
UP TLM(CM)(MOC)-BLOCK 
P76 
! 06 84 
KEY V37E76E 
(DvS OF LM DOI BURN) 
CONFIRM COMP ACT LT-OFF LOAD C-71#1,0-.3) 
PRO 
SET MDC ET COUNTING DOWN F 06 33 (GETI OF, DOI) 
TO LM DOI TIGN LOAD LM DO TIGN *20 SEC 
(99+14) )(99+3419) 
VHF AM A-SIMPLEX 0000 (99+33459) 
VHF AM B-OFF 
VHF RCV ONLY-B DATA LM DOI BURN 
VHF RANGING-OFF (71.190.Q0-.3) 
MISSION F DETAILED RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES, REVISION A, APRIL 29, 1969
 
-54-
MOVE TO CMD SEAT -63 (9944) INITIATE LM TRACK 
(49+36) VHF AM A-OFF SET LES ET COUNTING DOWN 
VHF AM B-OUPLEX TO LM PHASING TIGN 
VHF RCV ONLY-OFF 
VHF RANGING-RNG ZERO OPTICS-ZERO 
VHF RANGING-RESET(NO VO'IcE 12 CEASE TRACKING 
SEC) 
COMPUTE ROOT FROM VHF RANGE 
-39 (10O 07) 
MOvE'TO CAO SEAT 
CONFIRM LM BURN COMPLETE FDAT SCALE.S/5 
RHCmARMEO 
F 31 88 
PRO/INCORPORATE P76 ROLL 180 DEG AND PITCH UP 70 




F 04 06 (VEHICLE OPTION CODES) 
LOAD R2=00002 
RHc.LOCKED 
PRO PO0 KEy V37EOOE 
F 16 44 (HA9HP9TFF)
PRO F 06 51 
KEY V64E 
(RHoGAMMAoBLANK) 
F 37 S8 SLEW HI GAIN ANT 
PRO 
(9937) (10012) 
SUNUP ACQUISITION OF SIGNAL 
(Q9+38) 
P20 




OBTAIN GO/NO GO FOR PDI ABORT 
MOVE TO LEe 
MOVE TO LEB KEY V6TE 
(99+41) ZERO OPTICS-ZERO(15 5CC) F 06 99 (POSVEL ERR9OPTION CODE) 
ZERO OPTICS-OFF 
MISSION F DETAILED RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES, REVISION At APRIL 25, 1969
 
-55-
LOAD WI 0400 (100+46+21) 
*002.89 
+0017.3 
+00001 LM PHASING BURN 
PRO 
(100+25)




PPO KEY V37E20E 
F 50 I (COMMANDED RP.Y) CONFIRM LM BURN COMPLETE 
PRO 
06 18 
F 50 18 
(COMMANDED RPY) 




F 06 84 
KEY V37ET6E 
(0V9S OF LM PHASING EURN) 
LOAD(170.4,O,.956) 
PRO 
KEY EN ER 
ZERO OPTICS-oFF 
F 06 33 (GETZ OF PHASING BURN) 
LOAD LM PHASING TIGN 
KEY VOTE 
-32 SEC 
KEY VSTE (1004.4653) 
F 51 B8 (PLEASE MARK) PRO 
OPTICS MODE-MAN F 37 BB 
OHC-CENTER LM IN SX KEY VB2E 
MAKE 10 MjRKS IN NEXT F 04, 06 (VEHICLE OPTION CODES) 
10 MINUTES LOAD R2=00002 
COMMENT ON LM VISIBILITY 
DURING LM DESCENY AND 
ASCENT. RECORD GET OF 




VISUAL LOSS AND ACQ OF LM F 37 BB 
9 (10037) 
PRO/PROCESS LAST MARK 
OPTICS MODE-CMC 
KEY V88E/TERMINATE VHF RNG 




PROCEDURES FOR * KEY V57E 
PHASING THRU INSERTION * F 51 BB (PLEASE MARK) 
OPTICS MODE-MAN 
oIIC-CENTER LM IN SXT 
MAK(E-1 MARKS IN NEXT
 
10 MINUTES
 (100+48) (101+24) 
**MANEUVER TO TRACK ATTITUDE** PRO/PROCESS LAST MARK 
KEY V88E/VERMINATE VHF RNG 
P20 KEY 20E ZERO OPTIcS-ZERO 
(100*49) OPTICS MODE-CMC 
SUNDOWN 
(100+51) MOVE TO CMD SEATKEY V87E
 
KEY VSTE LOSS OF SIGNAL
 




OHC-CENTER LM IN SxT (O1+*0)
 






KEY V93E(REINITIALIZE W MAT) 16 ?0 (ApoY)

MAKE 6 MARKS IN NEXT ATT SET THUMSWHEELS TO N20
 
7 MINUTES F9A1 §ELECT-1
 
(101+01) NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLE§

PRO/PROCESS LAST MARK ON FDAI I WITH ATT 
OPTICS MODE-CMC SET THUMBWHEELS 
- FA! SELECT-1/2 
(101005) ATT SETaGOC 
COPY INITIAL CSM BACKUP DEPRESS GOC ALIGN PB 
INSERTION PAD ATT SET-IMU 
(101#10) 
COPY LM INSERTION P76 PAD 





F 16 54' (R#RDOTTHETA) 
(102+11) 
ACQUISITION OF SIGNAL 





SLEW/ADJUST FDAI TO THETA 
PRO 
MOVE TO LES 
SET LEB ET COUNTING DOWN 
TO INSERTION USING LM 






PO0 KEY V37EOOE 
KEY V64E 
F 06 51 (RHO GAMMABLANK) 
SLEW HI GAIN ANT 
ACQUIRE MSFN 
PRO 
*MCC-H UPLIN CSM VEC70§i* ' 
uP TLM(CM)(MDC)-ACCEPT 
MONITOR"UPLINK ACT LT-ON 
KEY V87E MONITOR OND UPLINK " 




MONItbR UPLINK ACT LTOFF 
UP TLM(CM)(MDC)-BLOCK 
m54 (101652) 
OHC-CENTER LM IN SXT 
MAKE 4 MARKS IN NEXt3 MINUTES 
3UPATE 
COPY LM INSERTION P76 PAD 
UPDATE AS REQUIREDCOPY CSM BACKUP INSERTION PAD
AS REQUIRED 
-37 (10+209) 
KEY V93E(REINITIALIZE W MAT)
TAKE 16 MARKS IN NEXT 
17 MINUTES 
PRO/PROCESS LAST MARK 
SET MDC ET COUNTING DOWN TO 
INSERTION USING LM 
INSERTION TIGN-'3 MIN AND 
MISSI6N TIMER 





MOVE TO CMD SEAT KEY V83E 
F'16,54 CR,RDOTpTHETA)
SLEW/ADJYST FDAI TO tHEIA 
PRo 




**TARGET CSM INSERTION BACKUP** 
P30 KEY V37E30E 
F 06 33 (GETI OF CSM INS BACKUP) 
LOAD (102#46+18)
PRO 
F 06 81 (VG - LV) 
LOAD(175*4O-107l) 
PRO 
F 06 42 (HAHPgVG) 
PRO 
F 16 45 (MKSTFIMGA) 
VERIrY ET=TFI 
CONFIRM MYA LESS THAN 45 DEG 
PRO 
F 37 BB 
Ob 
F 50 




RHC PWR DIRECT(BOTH)MNA/MNB 
BMAG MODE(3)-ATTi/RATEE 
SCS TVC(SOTH)-RATE CMD 
TVC GMBL DRIVE(B6TH)-AUTO 
AUTO RCS 5EL A/C ROLL(4)-MNA 
RHC -ARMED 
ALIGN S/C TO 180 DEG ROLL 
PRO 
18 (COMMANDED RoPY) 
MONITOR ATT TRIM 
18 (COMMANDED RPtY) 
**GDc ALIGN** 
-14 o102+32) 
**MANEUVER To INSERTION ATTITUDE** 
ATT SET THUMBWHEELS TO N18 
F9AI SELECT-i 
NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLES 
P40 
F 50 18 
KEY 40E 
(COMMANDED RPY)PRO 
ON FDAI I WITH ATT 
sET THUMAWHEELSFOAT SELECT-1/2 
-g 
06 18 
F 50 18 
(102+37) 
(COMMANDED R,PvY)




GOC ALIGN PB-PUSH 
ATT SET-IMU 
KEY ENTER 
F 5U 25 (00204v GMBL DRIVE TE§T) 
**SETUP SPS INSERTION BACKUP** 
EMS MODE-STBY 
EMS FUNCTION-OV SET 




(10243#18) *-O0*05 	 * 
MONITOR LM ENGINE IGNITION * F 99 40 (TFt!,VGtDV) 
* 	 PRo 
LM INSERTION tOUHN 0000(102*46+18) 
(w189.2,0,1 ,-83J, ****.4****O**0*4 
e e* diSM BACKUPI'NSRTION BURN 
" * - (175:4o.1O70) * 
(180,3_/27290) 
4. 	 *eeon~n**o******o*#***Oe a * #. 
S.IF LM CANNOT PERFORM THE'SURN 0 0+00+01 4' 
I (USE-ZERO INSERTION CHECKLIST) 0 06 40 cTRAVGLLV) * 
4 (FOR PARTIAL LM INSERTION 0 TO *T T TERMINATE ULLAGE 
I PARTIAL INSERTION CHECKLIST FOR 0 * MONITOR SPS BURN * 
* RESCUE 2 BURN AT 1O3+32) * * F 16 40 (TFC9VGDV) * 
* 	 oaooaoo**e*.e##oe*.a#non.*o* * a DV THRUST A-OFF 
MN BUS TIE(BOTH)'-ON' * 'GMeL, MTRS(4)-.OFF/SEQUENTIA'LYe 
* NONESS BUS-MNA a a PRO 
i SPS HEVLV TS (BOTH).BP 4 * F 16 85 (VG-BODY) 
* 	 SPS HE VLV (BOTH)-AYTO , THC.NULL VGS 
* VERIFY Sp§ TH LT-OFF *t THcQLOCKED 
* GMBL MTRS(4)-ONiSEQGENTIALLY)* * EMS MODE-STBY * 
* 	 TVC SERVo pWp I-AC1/MNA * TVt SERVO PWR(BOTH)wOFF 
* 	 TVC SERVO PWR 2-AC2/MNB * SPS HE VLV (BOTH)-OFF a 
* 	 KEY ENTER * * MN SS TIE(BOTH)-OFt 
* 06 40 	(TFIVGoDV) * NONESS BUS-OFF I 
* 	 DV THRUST A-NORMAL 4', PRo 
" 
THC-ARMED 0W F 37 a8 
*-00#35 *- (CONTINUE DETAILED PROCEDURES* 
' DSKY BLANKS 0 * BUT DELETE P76) " 
*-00*30* ,******************4*0** 
* 06 40 (TFI@VGDV) (AVE G ON) * 
EMS MODE-NORMAL * 
*-00*15 	 * 
I 	 THC-APPLY ULLAGE
 
MISSION F DETAILED RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURESs REVISION At APRIL 25, 1969
 
-60-
CONFIRM LM BURN.COMPLETE 
P6- KEY V37E76E 
F 06 84 (DVqS OF LM INSERTION BURN) 
RHC-LOCKED 
THC-LOCKED 
AUTO RCS SEL, A/C RPOLL ()-OFF 
EMS FUNCTIONrVHF RNG 




ROT CONT PWR DIRECT (BOTH)-OFF 
SNAG MODE(3) RATE2 
TVC GIMBAL DRIVE(BOTH).l 
F 06 33 
F 37 BB 
LOAD (=189209=83,9) 
PRO 
(GETI OF INSERTION BURN) 




F 04 06 
F 16 44 
F 37 88 
KEY V82E 









F 51 B (PLEASE MARK) 
PROCEDURES FOR 4 CENTER FIRST.STAR IN SXT 
INSERTION THRU-CSI' MARK ON STAR ONE 











SUNDOWN F 01 70 (STAR CODE)

MOVE TO LEB CHECK SECOND STAR CODE'
 
SET LEB ET COUNTING DOWN TO ZERO OPTICS-ZERO (lsSEC)
 
CSI USING LM CSI T GN ZERO OPTICS-OFF'
 




**REALIGN IMU TO REFSMMAT4*- 06'92 (SHAFTsTRUNIBLANK)
 
P52 KEY 52E MONITOR OPT DRIVE TO STAR'TWO
 
ADJUST-RETICLE ORTNESS IDENTIFY STAR TWO
 
F 04 06 (ALIGN OPTION CODE) OPTICS MODEwMAN
 
LOAD 00003 IN R2 FOR 1 08 (PLEA§E MARK)





F 50 25 (000159 PERFORM STAR ACO) r 50 25 (0016 TERMINATE MARK SEQ)

OHC-MANEUVER SCT TO ACQ PRO
 




PRO F 06 05 (ANGLE DIFF)

F 01 70 (STAR CODE) COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST
 
CHECK FIRST STAR CODE PRO
 
ZERO OPTICS-oFF F 0@,93 (GYRO TORQ ANGLES)
 
PRO cOPY DATA ON CHECKLIST
 
06 92 (SHAFTTRUNBLANK) PRO
 
MONITOR OPT DRIVE TO STAR ONE F 50 25 (06014t PERFORM FINE ALIGN)
 
IDENTIFY STAR ONE PRo
 








F 01 70 (STAR CODE) KEy ENTER 
LOAD THIRD STAR CODE ZERO OPTICS-OFF 
(RASALHAGUE=35) (102 59) 
COPY LM CS! AND TPI TLGNS 
ZERO OPTICS-!ZERO (ISEC) P32 KEY V37E32E 
ZERO OPTICS-OFF 
OPTICS MODE-CMC 
F 06 11 (GETI-CSI)
LOAD LM CST TIGN 
PRO 
06 92 (SHAFTtTRUNRLANK) 
(103+33+46) 
PRo 
MONITOR OPTICS DRIVE TO STAR 
THREE 
F 06 55 (NECENTANG)
LOAD R2=*208.30 
ZERO OPTICS-ZERO LOAD R3=13000 
PRo 
(102+52) 
Poo KEY V37EoOE 
**LM STATE VECTOR UPLINK*,* 
F 06 37 (GETI-TPI) 
LOAD LM TPI TIGN(105*09 00)
PRO 
F 16 45 (MKSITFI-CSI,-00001) 
UP TLM(CM)(MDC)-ACCEPT
MONITOR UPLINK ACT LT-ON 
S T LES 
KEY V32E 
TaTFI 
MONITOR GND UPLINK F 06 75 (DHDT-CSI/CDHDT-CDHITPI) 
MONITOR UPLINK ACT LT-OFF 





**MANEUVER TO TRACK ATTITUDE** 
F 06 Be (CDH VG-LV) 
PRo 
F 16 45 (MKSTFI-CSI1-00001) 
Ppo KEY V37E20E 
F 50 18 (COMMANDED RPvY)
PRO "32 (103+02) KEY V931REINITIALIZE W MATRIX 
06 18 (COMMANDED RPY) 
MONITOR AUTO MNVR 
KEY V§7E (VHF RANGING) 
KEY VSTE 
F 50 18 (COMMANDED RPY) F 51 88 (PLEASE MARK) 
(1899162/13o0) OPTICS MODE-MAN 
OHC.CENTER LM IN SXT 




MAKE 6 MARKS IN.NEXT (103+23) 
-27 C 03 07) 2 MINUTES -g (103*25) LOSS OF SIGNAL 
PRO/PROCESS LAST MARK PRo/MAKE FINAL PASS 
F 16 45 (MKSTFI-CSI,-O001) F 06 75 (DHDT-CSI/CDHOT-CDH/TPI) 
ZERO OPTICS-ZERO COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST 
OPTICS MODE-cMC -PRO 
MOVE TO CMD SEAT 
F 06 81 (CSf VG-LV) 
OVERWRITE N81VSV WITH 
(-) CSM YDOT 
-22 (103+12) COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST 
KEY V9OE PRO 
F 04 12 (VEHICLE OPTION) 
LOAD R230U002 
F'06,82 (CDH VO-LV) 
cOPY DATA ON CHECKLIST 
PRO PRO 
F 06 16 (TIME OF EVENT) F 16 45 (MKSTFIaCSI9MGA) 
LOAD 'LM CSI TIGN SET MDC -ET,=TFI 
(103#33446) PRO 
PRO F 37 86 
F 06 90 (YYDOTPSI)
VOICE LM YDOT TO LM 
(103+28) 
COPY LM CSI PAD (P76) 
PRO (103+29') 
F 16 45 (MKSTFI-CSI,-O0001) P40 KEY 40E 
F 50 18 (COMMANDED R9PY) 
KEY V9OE KEY V56E 
F 04 12 (VEHICLE OPTION) PRo 
LOAD R2=00001 
PRO 
06 18 (COMMANDED RwPY)
MONITOR MANEUVER 
F 06 16 (TIME OF EVENT) F 50 18 (COMMANDED RvPY) 
LOAD CSM CSI TIGN (1809166/277,0) 
(103.33.46) -4 (103430) 
PRO *§ETUP SPS CSI BACKUP** 
F 06 90 (YYDOTPPSI) 
COPY (-)CSM YOOT 
ON CHECKLIST 
EMS MODE-STBY 
EMS FUNCTION-DV SET 
F 16 45 (MKSTFI-CSI,-00001) LOAD CS! BURN VC 











RHC PWR DIREcT(BoTH)-MNA/MNB 

AMAG MODE(3)ATT 1/RATE 2 

TVC GMBL 6RIVEiBOTHAUTO 





ALIGN 5/C TO 180 DEG ROLL
 
PRO 
06 18 (COMMANDED RPY) 
MONITOR ATT TRIM 
F 50 18 (COMMANDED R.P9Y) 
**GOC ALIGN**
 




NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLES 























06 40 (TFIVGOV) 










































Ip LM CANNJT PERFORM THE BURN
 
It******t4******** 




SPS HE VLV TB (BOTH)oBP
 
SPS HE VLV (BOTH)-AUTO 4,
 






TVC SERVO PWR I.AC1/MNA * 
TVC SERVO PWR 2-AC2/MNB * 
PRo * 
* 
















F 16 40 




















MONITOR SPS RURN * 
(TFCVGOV)











TVC SERVO PWR(BOTH)-OFF 

EMS MOOE-STBY 4 

SPS HE VLV (BOTH)-OFF * 

MN BUS TIE (ROTH)-OFF a 
BUS-OFF * 
PRO * 






































F 06 33 (GETI OF CS! BURN)
 





F 37 BB 
KEY V82E 
F o 06 (VEHICLE OPTION CODES) 
LOAD R2m00002 
pRO 




F 37, 8 





PROCEDURES oR * F 06 99 (POS ERRVEL ERR.OPTION COtE) 









**MANEUVER TO TRACK ATTIruDE** F 51 88 (PLEASE MARK)
 
MAKE 11 MARKS IN NEXT
 
Po KEY 20E i1 MINUTES
 
F 50 18 (COMMANDED RPgY) (103+55)

'PRO 
 PRo/PROCESS LAST MARK
 
06 18 (COMMANDED RPY) OPTjCS MODE-CMC
 
MOVE TO LER DURING
 
AUTO MANEUVER OBTAIN LM PC TIGN
 








SET LEB EN COUNTING DOWN TO PRo
 
CDH USING LM CDH TIGN F Ob 16 (TIME OF EVENT)
 





F 06 90 (Y YDOTv PSI)
 
(103+41) VOICE LM YDOT TO LM
 




F 51 98' (PLEASE MARK)
 
OPTICS MODE-MAN COPY LM PC PAD
 
OHC-CENTER LM IN SxT (103+57)
 
MAKE 3 MARKS IN NEXT KEY V57E
 






MISSION F DETAILED RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES, REVISION A. APRIL 259 1969
 
OHC-CENTER LM IN SXT 














F 06 84 







F 06 13 





(DVS OF LM PC BURN) 

LOAD LM PLANE CHANGL DV9S 

PRO
(GET! OF PC RURN)












OBTAIN LM COH TIGN 


















F 06 81 
F 16 45 
(10408) 
F 51 88 















F 06 90 



















OHc.CENTER LM IN 5XT
 




KEY V93E IREINITIALIZE W M&T)
 








































MOVE TO CMn SEAT (104+28)
 
(104#22) COPY LM COH P76 PAD
 
FDAI SCALE-5/5 "3 (104+29)
 
RHC-ARMEU P41 KEY 41E
 




RHC-LOCKED KEY ENTER(5YPASS MNVR)
 










F 06 75 (nHDT-CLH/TPIDT-TPI/TPI) BMAG MOOE(3)-ATT1/RATE2
 








F 04 12 (VEHICLE OPTION) KEY V16N20E
 
LOAD R2O00001 lb 20 (RqpoY)

PRO ATT SET THUMBWHEELS TO N20
 
F 06 16 (TIME OF EVENT) FDA! SELECT.
 
LOAD LM COH TIGN NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLES
 




F 06 90 (Y.YDOTqPSI) FDA! SELECT-1/2
 
COPY (-) CSM YDOT ON CHECKLIST ATT SET-GDc
 
PRO DPRESS GIC ALIGN PB
 
F 06 81 (CDH VG-LV). ATT SET-IMu
 
OVER WRITr N$1 WITH, KEY RELEASE
 
C-) CSM YDOT -00435
 




F 16 4 5 (MKSoTFI-CDHMGA) 16 85 (VGuBODY) (AVE G ON)
 




F 37 8 EMS MODE-NORMAL
 




F 16 85 (Vt-BODY) 
-MONITOR LMIGNITION 
LM COH BURN(-O*8,O3,3) 
* 
IF LM CANNOT PERFORM THE'BURN 
*F 
* 
P76 KEY 76E 
f 06 84 (DvoS OF'LM CDH BURN) 
LOAD LM CD DV9S 
LdAD (-0.5,0,45,8)
PRO 
F 06 33 cGEtl OFCOH BURN) 














F 37 BB 
THC:NULL:VS * 
THC LOSKED * 
PRO W 
(CONTINUE DETAILED PROCEDURES*. 
BUT DELETE P76 * 
CONFIRM LM BURN COMPLETE 
F 37 82 
PRO(TO BYPASS CSM-CDH BURN) 
RHC-LOCKED 
AUTO RCS SEL A/C ROLL(4)-OFF 
SNAG MODE (3)-RATE 2 










F 51 BB (PLEASE MARK) 
OPTICS MODE-MAN 
OHc.CENTER LM IN SXT 
MAKE 4 MARKS IN NEXT 
'35 (104+34) 3 MINUTES (INCORPORATE ) 
**TARGET CSM TPI'RACKUP*O 28 (104+41) OPTICS MODE-CMC 
P20 F 50 18 KEY 20E(COMMANDED RP9Y)
PR0 R 
KEY V32EF 06 37 .(6&TI-TPI)
COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST 
06 18 (COMMANDED RPY) 
MOVE TOLEB DURING 
AUTO MANEUVER 
F 0 58 
PRO - ,I 
(HPoVTPIOVTPF) 
COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST 
P, 
F 50 18 
F 06 37 









LOAD,R2 c *208,30(DEG) 
LOAD R3 a +130,00 (qEG) 
PRO 
F 06 59 




COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST 
PRO 
(MKSgTFIvwO0001) 




oHC.CENTER LM IN SXT 
TAKE 14 MARKS IN NEXT 
F 16 45 (MKSTFI,-O0001) 






KEY V87E (VHF RANGING)' 
KEYVSTE 
F 51 82 (PLEASE MARK)
KEY V16N45E
F 16 '45 (MKSoTFI-0001) 
=13 (104056) 
F 1 
COPY LM TPI TIGN ON CHECKLIST 
PRo/PROCESS LAST MARK 
45 POSTFLo ATM0001)
ZERO OPTICS-ZEROOPTICS MODE*MC 













KEY V83E- F'50 18 (CoMMANDED R#PY)
 




PRO 0§18 (COMMANDED RoPY) 
F 16 45 (MKS9TFIO0001) MONTOR ATT MNVR 
Ll (104658) !, 0 18 (CoMMANDED RPQY) 
KEY V37ES4E (0192/1590) 
F 06 3? (TPI TIGN' 














F 06 55 (SLNKELANGCENTANG) 0DAj:'SCALEb-i5

COPY DATA ON 9HgCKLiST RA' sRIGH" "
 
PRO RHk PWR DIRECT(BOTH)MNAIMNSl
 
F 06 98 (HPtDVTPi#DVTPF) BMAG MODE'($i-.TTl/RATE2:
 
COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST TV, GMBL:'ORIVE(BOTH)sAUTO
 
PRO AUTO,RCS:,SEL 4/C ROLL (4)-MNA
 
'F06 81 (VOeLV) Rf4t.ARMED "
 




F 06 59 (VGmLOS) 06,18 (COMMANDED RePY)
 
COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST PONiTOR AT! TRIM
 
PRO ! ,s 1 (9O4MANDEO RoPY) 
F 16 45 (MKSPTF9,MGA)
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**GQC 	ALIGN** t'LM CANNOT PERFORM THE'BURN
 
ATT SET THUMeWHEELS TO NIB 	 MN iUS TIC (2)-OBUP) * 
FDAI SELECT-1. * 	 NONCIS BUS.MNA 
NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLES * SPS HE VLV (BOTM)-AUTO 
ON FDA! I WITH ATT SPS HE VLV TB (BOTHi-BP
SET THUMBWHEELS - VERIty SPS TH LT-OFr 
FDA! SELECT-1/2 1-O01S H L
 
ATT SET-eDC ,THKAPPLY ULLAGE
 
DEPRESS GOC ALIGN PB , GMBL MTRSC4)-ON(SEQUENTIALI.Y)-

ATT SET-IMU * TYC SERVO pWR )-ACI/MNA
 
* TVC SERVO PWR 2-AC2/MNB 
KEY ENTER * PRO 
F 50 25 (O0204. GMBL DRIVE TEST) * 0400 
KEY ENTER * *******#**O***4***** ee**O*O 
06 	40 (TFI.VG9OV) * CSM Tt'BACKUP BURN' 
DV THRYST jaNORMAL (01 O,16), I--THC-ARMED 	 * g0208/15O) -, 
e00435 
DSKY BLANKS . , 
-00+30 *.0001 0' 
06 40 (TFI9VG9DV) (AVE S ON) 06 40 (TttVODV) a-
EMS MODE-NORMAL . TM&.tERMINATE ULLAGE ' 
-00+05 MONITOR SPS BURN 
F 99 40 (TFI#VG.DV) * F-16,40 (TF;VG9OV) 
.... DV THRUST A-OFF 4. 
uOiOeiOc0) GMBLMRS(4)-OFF/SEQUENTIALLy:' 
MONITOR LM ENGINE IGNITION * F 16 85 (VeoBODY) 
* 	 THC-NULL Vs 
C* 	 THCLOCKED
 
LM TPI BURN(22.O,O-12.1) e 	 EMS MOCEmSTBY 
tvC SERVO PWR(BOTN)-oFF 
* SPS He VLV BOTH)-OFF -. 
*e~e..eeeeeeoe..,oo~...e~e*eee**,eee o..,e*.oeeo * MN BUS TIE (BOTH)-OVF 








F 37 BB* 
(CONTINUE DETAIL PROCEDURES 0 
BUT DELETE P76) * 


















TVC GIMBAL DRIVE dBO0il OFF
 




























OHC.CENTER LM IN SET 
* PROCEOURES OR MAKE 8 MARKS IN NEXT 
* TPI THRU TPF * e MINUTES 
PRO/PROCESS LAST MARK 
#27 





P'O KEY 20E 
F 50 18 (COMMANDED RPY) MOVE TO-COMMAND SEAT 
PRO 
06 18 (COMMANDED RP#Y) 
MOVE TO LEM DURING AUTO 
+12.OO(TIGN-3.Q MIN) 
LOSS OF SIGNAL 
MANEUVER 
F 50 18 (COMMANDED RP9Y),
(09247/48,0) F 06 61 
PRO/MAKE FINAL PASS 
(VG-LV) 
KEY ENTER COPy'DATA ON CHECKLIST 
PRO 
**TARGET CSM MCC1 BACKUP** F Ob 59 (Ve-LOS) 
COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST 
PI5 KEY V37E3SE PRo 
F 16 45 (MKSoTFIt-O0001) 
(TIME tROm TPI) 
F 16 45 (MKSTFI9MGA) 
PRO 
SET LES ET TO TFl1 F 37 SB 
COUNTING UP 
ZERO OPTICS-oFF COPY LM MCCI PAD (PT6) 
.3 
KEY V93E (REINITIALIZE W MAT) 
KEY V87E (VHF RANGING) 
413+30 
P41 KEY 41E 
KEY V57E F 50 18 (COMMANDED RoPY) 
F 51 88 (PLEASE MARK) 
KEY-V16N45E 06 8r 
KEY ENTER(BYPASS MNVR) 
(Ve-BODY) 
F 16 45 (MKSTFI,-O0001) 
OPTICS MODE-MAN **SET UP MCCI BACKUP" 
*1425 
DSKy BLANKS 
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*14430 O*TARGET CSM MCC2 BACKUP** 
16 85 (VG-BODY)(AVE'G ON) 
THC-ARMED P35 KEY 3SE 
.15 (105024+QO) 
RHC-ARMEO F 10'*5 (MKSeIFI, O0001) 
ZERo OPTICS-OFF 
F 16 85 (VG-BODY) 417 
KEY V93E (REINITIALIZE W mAT) 
LM PEROORMS MCC1 BURN KEY V87E(VHF RANGING)
KEY VS7E 
F 51 BE (PLEA§E MARK) 
KEY V16N45E 
CSM MCCl BACKUP BURN 
(09265/29.0) 
F 1b 45 (MKSiTF!.-o0001) 
Omc CENTER LM IN SXT 
OPTTCS MOOC-MAN 
MAKE9 MARKS IN NEXT 
CONFIRM LM BURN COMPLETE 9 MINUTES 
PRO (TO BYPASS CSM-MCCI BURN) (105432) SUNUP 





PRo/PROCESS LAST MARK 
F-1645 (MARKSTFI,-OOOO1) 
ZERO OPTICS-ZERO 
F 06 84 (DV.S OF LM MCC1 BURN) 
LOAO L M MCC1 DVoS MOVE TO COMMAND SEAT 
PRO 
F 06 33 (GETI OF MCCI BURN) +27 (TIGN-3.U MIN) 
LOAD LM GET-MCCi PRo/MAKE FINAL PASS 
(105424.00)
PRO 
F Ob 81 (VG.LV)
COPY DATA ON CHECKLIST 
F 37 B8 PRO 
MOVE TO LES F 06 59 (VO-LOS)
COPY DATA ON-CHECKLIST 
PRO 
F 16 45 (MARKSTFIMGA)
PRO 
F 37 BB 
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COPY LM MCC2 PAD 
COMPARE CSM SOLN WITH LM 
SOLUTION 
+28+30 
P41 KEY 41E 
F 50 1 (COMMANDED RP.Y) 
KEY V56E 
KEY ENTER(AYPASS MNV,, 
06 85 (VG-BODY) 
















F 16 85 (VGoBODY) 

LM PERFORMS MCC2 BURN 





CONFIRM LM BURN COMPLETE 













F 06 84 (OVS OF LM MCC2 BURN)
 






















F 04 06 (000032000019BLNK)
 
LOAD R2 = 00002
 
PRO -
F 06 18 (COMMANDED RoPY)
PRO
 








F 50 18 (COMMANDED RPY)
 




06 18 (COMMANDED RqPY)
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MONITOR R AND R DoT
 
* BRAKIN6 GATES AND'R T'ANG.S 
* 30 FPS AT 6000 FT-113 DEG * 
20 FPS AT 3000 FT-.26 DEG 
* 10 FP§ AT 1500 FT-s4 DEG 
* 'SFPSAT 500 FT-lo6 DEG * 
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6.3 P20 NAVIGATION SUMMARY WITH SUN ANGLES 
IT - INITIATE TRACK 
CT - CEASE TRACK 
(OUT-OF-PLANE SUN ANGLE IS 4 DEG) 
SUN ANGLE 
GET EVENT 
(L.O.S. TO SUN) 
DEG 
98:35 CSM SEP 
98:50 SUNSET 
99:34 LM DOI 
99:37 SUNRISE 
100:27 IT (SXT/VHF) (10/10) 207 
100:32 186 
100:37 CT (SXT/VHF) 174 
100:46 LM PHASING 
100:49 SUNSET 
100:51 IT (SXT/VHF) (4/3,V93,6/7) 
101:01 CT (SXT) • 
101:14 
101:24 
IT (SXT/VHF) (10/10) 
CT (SXT/VHF) 
101:35 SUNSET 




102:09 CT (SXT/VHF) 93 
102:43 LM INSERTION 
102:47 SUNSET 
103:02 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93,6/5,V93,17/18) 
103:07 CT C'SXT) 
103:25 CT (VHF) 
103:33 SUNRISE 
103:34 LM CSI 






104:02 CT 123 
104:02 LM PLANE CHANGE 
104:08 IT (SXT/VHF) (4/3,V93,8/9) 105 
104:14 87 
104:20 CT (SXT/VHF) 70 
104:32 LM CDH 
104:38 IT (SXT/VHF) (4/3,V93,14/15) 17 
104:43 4 
104:45 SUNSET 5 
104:56 CT (SXT/VHF) 
105:09 LM TPI 
105:12 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93,8/8) 
105:20 CT (SXT/VHF) 
105:24 LM MCCI 
105:26 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93,9/9) 








6.4 	 CSM ATTITUDE SUMMARY
 
INERTIAL AND ORDEAL FDAI GIMBAL ANGLE
 
PROFILE FOR THE NOMINAL F MISSION 
(YAW = 0.0) 
TIME ROLL PITCH PITCH PITCH 
GET ORDEAL INERTIAL MNVR 
97:40 180 282 14 (Yaw = 14.0) 
97:50 180 312 14 
98:10 180 12 14 
98:12 0 21 14 
98:35 0 90 14 
98:39 0 142 54 40 
98:55 0 170 34 
99:28 0 206 332 55 
99:39 0 227 317 
100:07 180 278 268 70 
100:25 180 293 243 25 
100:48 180 308 188 
101:14 180 337 138 
101:49 180 108 162 
102:11 180 174 162 50 
102:36 180 3 272 110 
102:46 180 32 272 
102-:56 180 162 13 101 
103:05 180 161 346 
1,03:29 180 166 277 11 
103:34 180 180 277 
103:38 180 155 239 39 
104:02 180 156 167 
104:05 180 157 158 
'04,25 0 167 108 
104:32 0 188 108 
104:36 0 229 137 29 
104:58 0 235 75 
105:02 0 192 15 53 
105:09 0 208 15 
105:11 0 247 48 33 
105:24 0 265 29 
.105:39 0 302 20 
105:42 0 274 346 34 
105:52 0 310 353 
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7.0 DISCUSSION OF LM ABORT AND RESCUE CASES
 
7.1 LM Active PD! Abort
 
A LM active PDT abort rendezvous is planned if a failure occurs
 
after DOI which precludes continuation of the nominal rendezvous
 
mission. The LM PDI.abort burn is targeted to occur atLM perilune
 
one-half revolution after LM DOI. This burn provides phasing such
 
that the LM TPI burn occurs one revolution earlier ,than the nominal
 
TPI time. The LM CSI burn occurs one-half revolution after the
 
PDI abortburn and the LM CDH burn occurs one-half revolution after
 
the-CSI burn. The CDH burn is targeted to prqduce a 15 nautical
 
mile delta height. The LM TPI burn-will be cued-at anelevation
 
angleof.26.6 degrees and will occur near the'midpoint of darkness.
 
Since the LM is active for this rendezvous, the.function of the CSM
 




The onboard data for this case is valid if the CSM becomes active
 
following the LM PD! abort burn.
 
7.2 Partial LM Phasing Greater Than or Equal to 40 FPS
 
Thi-s abort,and rescue case was -developed to provide a rendezvous
 
-capability assuming the LM could not completethe-Phasing burn but
 
could apply-at least 40 FPS. This' is the most li'keli partial Phasing 
s-ituation since the LM RCS could be used to apply 40'FPS even if a
 
failure of both'the EM DPS and, APS engines precluded- appl-ication of 
the burn. The rendezvous sequence assuming a partial Phasing burn 
greater than-or equal- to 40 FPS requires the CSM'to perform a rescue 
burn approximately one revolution after the LM 'DOIburn.'This
 
rescue burn is sized, based upon the magnitude of,the partial Phasing
 
burn, so that the terminal rendezvous approach is-similar to that
 
in the nominal case. A canned rescue burn (48.7 FPS retrograde)
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will be provided onboard which is valid for the partial phasing
 
equal to 40 FPS, the most likely failure situation. This burn
 
will nominally be updated by the ground 20 minutes after the
 
failed LM burn based upon the LM DV applied at phasing. Updating
 
the Rescue burn preserves the nominal terminal rendezvous approach.
 
The CSM Rescue burn at 101:33 lowers the CSM perilune to about
 
20 nautical miles and provides phasing which results inTPI
 
occurring near the nominal TPI time (105:09). The CSM CSI One
 
burn is targeted so that the CDH burn occurs one revolution after
 
the CSI One burn. A CSI Two burn (nominally zero) is scheduled
 
half way between the CSI One and CDH burns. The CSM TPI burn
 
at a delta height of 15 nautical miles will be cued on an eleva­
tion angle of 208.3 degrees which results in TPI at the midpoint
 
of darkness. There exists the possibility that the LM-could become
 
active following the CSM Rescue burn. This would require slightly
 
different targeting for the terminal rendezvous phase; however,
 
the CSM onboard'data would not be affected significantly.
 
7.3 Partial LM Phasing Less Than 40 FPS
 
In-the event theLM cannot apply 40 FPS of the Phasing burn (the
 
DPS, APS, and RCS have failed), a rendezvous plan similar to that
 
in Section 7.2 will be utilized. A CSM rescue burn is applied at
 
101:-33, one revolution after the DOI burn, and the magnitude of
 
the rescue burn is a function of the LM DV applied (zero to 40 FPS),
 
A canned rescue burn (57.1 FPS retrograde) is also provided onboard
 
for this ,case. This canned burn is valid for a LM DV of 20 FPS
 
and will be updated after the failed LM burn. A nartial LM
 
burn of 20 FPS was chosen simply because it is midway in the zero
 
to 40 FPS partial burn range.
 
This rendezvous plan differs from the LM partial Phasing greater
 




CSI One and CSM CDH burns. A CSI Two burn is scheduled half
 
way between the CSI One and CDH burns and a CSI Three burn
 
is scheduled half way between the CSI Two and CDH burns.
 
-Both the CSI Two and CSI Three burns are nominally zero.
 
The CDH burn for this'rescue is'targeted so that the delta
 
height 'between 'CDH and TPI is 10 nautical miles instead 'of
 
the hominal 15 ,nautical miles. The TPI burn is cued as in
 
the nominal case at an elevation angle of 208.3 degrees. The
 
LM 'could be active after the CSM rescue burn.
 
7.4 Partial LM Insertion
 
Should the LM APS fail during the Insertion burn
 
DV be outside the LM-RCS capability either to complete the In­
sertion burn or to null out the applied DV' (i.e>.,DV ) 40or VG >.80)
 
a CSM active rescue will be initiated. For LM applied DV.of
 
,less than 45 FPS the LM will use the RCS to burn the DV back to
 
zero. If'the'velocity-to-go isless than 80, the LM will Use the
 
"RCS,to'complete the bun. For other LM-applied DV's, the LM will
 
"use the RCS to apply"an.additional 80 FPS along the'burn'vector to
 
prevent the subsequent maximum ranges from becqminggreater than
 
400 nautical miles. Based upon the LM DV applied, the MCC-H will
 
target-the CSM Rescue burn magnitude to preserve the nominal Terminal
 
Phase characteristics, but will result in a TPI one revolution
 
later than nominal. A pad containing this. Rescue burn,, as well as
 
'CSI, CDH, and TPI burn data will be voiced to the GSM approximately
 
20"minutes after the failed LM Insertion burn. Should the CSM
 
'fail to receive these pads, the CSM will apply a canned Rescue
 
burn of 44.9 FPS (regrograde) at DOI + 238 min. (2revs after DOI).
 
Th-is Rescue burn is valid for a LM applied DV of 120 FPS at the
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partial Insertion burn, which is approximately in the middle
 




After the CSM Rescue burn, the usual concentric rendezvous
 
sequencing of CSI, CDH, and TPI is initiated, with CSI scheduled
 
to occur at one-half revolution after the Rescue burn, and CDH
 
one revolution after the CSI burn. Half-way between CSI-and
 
CDH a second, nominally zero, CSI is scheduled, followed by a
 
Plane Change burn half-way between the second CSI and CDH. TPI
 
occurs 35 minutes after CDH at an elevation angle of 208.3,
 
approximately 23 minutes before sunrise. TPF occurs approximately
 
two and one-half revolutions after the failed Insertion burn. The
 
LM could become active after the CSM Rescue burn.
 
7.5 Zero LM Insertion
 
Should the LM APS fail at the Insertion burn with less than 45
 
FPS being applied, the LM will use the RCS to reduce the total DV
 
to zero. The CSM will initiate a ground supplied backup Insertion
 
burn at 102:46:18, three minutes after the LM Insertion TIGN.
 
This burn preserves the relative trajectory, producing a CSI, CDH,
 
TPI sequence similar to the nominal case; however, due to the in­
creased orbital period of the CSM, the delta times between burns
 
will be somewhat larger than nominal, The resulting TPI time is
 
seven minutes later than nominal and 23 minutes before'sunrise TPI
 
occurs at an elevation angle of 208.3,.aid at a delta height of
 






8.0 LM RESCUE ONBOARD DATA
 
The onboard procedures data required to perform CSM active LM
 
rescues will take the form of a one-page summary checklist which
 
covers the complete timeline for each rescue case. Each summary
 
checklist will show all activities from the failed LM burn to TPF
 
required to complete the LM rescue including program requirements,
 
navigation schedules, and burn schedules. Inaddition,
 
sunrise/sunset, LOS/AOS, and tracking,and burn attitudes will be
 
indicated. Inorder to condense activities into one page, con­
siderable abbreviation from the nominal checklist format is
 
required. This may necessitate the crew referring to the nominal
 




Accompanying each one page checklist will be a relative motion
 
plot (LM centered) showing the orbital position of the CSM with
 
respect to the LM. Inaddition to the plot, maneuver pads for
 
copying o'nboard data will be provided for each burn during the
 
five contingency rendezvous situations.
 
The rescue checklist timelines, relative motion plots, and burn
 
data for the two partial LM Phasing cases and one partial LM
 
Insertion case were formulated assuming the CSM applied the canned
 
rescue burn. The onboard data for the zero LM Insertion rescue
 
case assumes a nominal trajectory to Insertion and a ground targeted
 
CSM Backup Insertion burn. The PDI abort case assumes the LM DOI
 
burn was nominal and the LM isactive for the rendezvous. The CSM
 





8.1 -LM PDI Abort
 
8.1.1 Plot and Pads -86-
LM ACTIVE PDI ABORT (LM CENTERED) 
CSM 
CDH TPI ABOVE 
LM (102:33:41) LM (103:09:24) 
(-115.9,0,5.7) (22.2,0,11.1) 
CSM (112.9,0,-21.4) C 0,20/18,0 
0,11/290,0 -AOS 




AA 120 80 
AOS 
40 0 40 
LosL 
80 120 160 200 240 
CSM 
-­40 








PDI ABORT P76 PAD 0BELOWC02,0 
841 LM CDH P76 
33 












CSM CDH COPY 
81 
59 







8.1.2 Checklst 7 
LMACTIVE POI ADOPT 
-53 
30 






















POLL180'A D PITCHUP70' (180,278/268,0)V64; OOHSFN 
CROLL 







1 A -V EY.V73 SRIMARKS; V93 
(HA& oM -13)S SXlIJ
F (14) 
20 PC1 
P33 F A C LP V , 9O(CShA D LM) 
ISO-(0,347/290,0)ACO SFM (RHO-55,G M 173)
5P33 FINALCOMP 
30 173 
_ P40 (1221 (0,355/290,0) ;Y56; SPSSETUP,BGCALIGN 
0MAULNYAT1/ETOBRATID)M - PZOv(149°')(O22/141,0)
;P34(ELEVOTIONJ 
32 ILMPOIABORT BURN (100.31 24)(96.2,0.0).CS" (10.298/230.0). P76 -27 Va7; V57; 3 VHF MARKS; V93 
0 PO0 (ARK TO TP1-12) 
40 so • (15) 
.P5 (OPTION3) 
-12 VERIFYORDEAL 
-44 N MCC-HUPLINK(LM VECTOR), COPYCSI.CAi, TPI PAOS 
P20 (47-)(180.315/183.0) 
-7 
103"00P34 WITl LM TPI TIGN. FINAL COMP 







VHF (5) SXT/VHF(5); TERMINATESXT; V93; VHF(5); V9g; 
(ARLKTOcsI-iS) 
F 020 
S (I0H C1o 
COPY L S PA 
-- P32 FINALCONP 







RTl(IO 4 0,.211I 
TI BACKUPBURN(- .0,2) ( 08 0) IP76 
V93,V87,V57 (MARK TO TPII I)SKI 
_P35 FIIALCOMIP;COPYLM MCCIPAD 
--
P41 BYPASS(0,26/3)
___csl P,2BCRUP BURN0,26330.0 
)1P76; P35 
L" MCCIBURN (1032Z4,4 
V93,V07;VS7.(APK TO TPI +26) 
P35 FINAL COP;COPYLMIMCC2PAD 
0J 
30 LN CSIBURPI(101,3147) (49 7,0,0) 
CSI CST BACKUP BURN(-502.,0.0)(100,180/288.0);P76
P 2(168o)(180,16/120,0) 
.SM 40 - LH CC2 BURN(103.39'24 1 ;P76;P0 
V 
V47€ T COSTAK83o(12530O 
40 T VP8b/57P.(MARKTOPLANECHANGE-2)3 551 MARKS, V67 (000 57.000) 4,00001) +43 
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8,2 LM Partial Phasing Greater or Equal To 40 FPS
 
8.2.1 Plot and Pads
 









AHEAD 80 4 0 40 80 AOS 12 160 BEHIND1h 
CANNED RESCUE TWO PAD CSM PLANE CHANGE (-21.4,0,5.3) (103:27:12) (102:311Vl) 















CSM CSI TWO COPY CSM CDR COPY 
80,180/283,0 
22 XXX180 XXX283 XXXOO0 11 .13! 
6VC X0038.8 37 a * 75 _ 
11 00102: 00031 :011.00 75 . :81 
37 00104 : 00057 : 059.00 81 • LMCDH P76 
N 2 82 . . • 841 
CSM CSI ONE COPY LM CSI TWO P76 331
 
11 a * 84 . . CSM TPI COPY 
37 33[" 37 
75 CSM PC COPY 58 
81 33 81
 
821 al I 59
 
LM CSI ONE P76 LM PC P76 LM TPI P76
 











PARTIAL1KPA PG 100 46 21 
P52 (OPTION3)



















_P41; V56, RCS SETUPi GOC ALIGN 
COl PLANEClAGE 10355 10123 130 
-16 20 .P30P40(O5)(18o,165/283,0), V56;SPS SETUP;GOCALIGN 
-22 104.00-
173 (10) 




O a 30S - E C E B R 0 ' 3 1 ) ( 4 ,CSHlRES UEBU N(101.331]9 -48,7 
"P20(141°)(180,327/64,O) 




20 - 0 
HF P33 FINAL COIIP V90 CSI) 
ROLL180' 0,160/1CROf ACQMSFN(1110-56. GA 173) 





V93, V87 (VHF ONLY} 







BURN 104,23,12 109 1 0,32.7 0,344 265O 
P20 (119')(0,228/147,0) 
P34 (ELEVOPTION) 
V87. V7(MARK TO TPT -12) 
F4o - MS (15 




PI2 20-14 20(MRNK 






P40(78=)(0,179/6,0), '/56,SPSSETUP, SO 
CSMTICBURN104:67.69) -21405.3 019460 
l( 'c V93V8 
; V87; VTOTPI .11) 
COP; P41BYPASSKNR 
ALIGN 
*l5 -- K Ci OUURN4 105:12.07 0 228 330 
0 30 -1CS/I CSIONE RM (102,31 11)(-6 ,10 180.100103.01o R -J SI FoOUR ORSIll)-E O~tO(l~tBOlORtO! +15i7 20 - VHT 9) I 353(PARKV7TO TPIP26) 










CC-1IUPLINK (0S VECTOR)(IF L ACTIVE) 
PRO (82°)(I80,321/185,O) 
COUPUTECSl TWOTIGN,N1
"93; YBV7 O 
SXT/VIIP (5), TERMINHATESILTi V93. VIlE (5); 





0-54002 BUPUI1l527:57 0o292/Il 










20 -- P32 FINAL COMP -
0 30 
P41; V56; RC SETUP;CODALIGN 
5C11CSTTWO BURN(103-2712)(180,10/125.O-P0 (13-)(1I0,13/112,O) o0 
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8.3 LM Partial Phasing Less Than 40 FPS
 
8.3.1 Plot and Pads
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CSM TPI PARTIAL LM PHASING c40 FPS
CANNED RESCUE TWO PAD 

471 137768. +100000, 	 (106:50:57) 
PARTIAL LM(-15.0,0,5.9)
48 000.52 000.59 (0,202/14,0) 	 PHASING 
33 00101 00032 : 059.00 (100:46:21) 
_ ooooooc CSM CDH CSM CSI TWO CM GSI ONE 
81 - 0057.1 + 0000.0 +10000.0 (106:16:07) CSM (104:24;00) (102:30:35) 
22 XXXI80 XXXZ83 X (65.3,0,12.2) ABOVE 0 ' 0 ,0 (-35.6,0,0)-
AVC X0. XXX____83__ MOOD_ (0,349/271,0) /25- (180,335/257,0) (180:180/10) 
11 00102 * 00030 : 035.00 AHEADA L ADS 
37 00106 : 00050 : 057.00 Aos O 50 AOS 60 150 200- 250 
CSM P-/ _T& LOS CSMN 

BELOW ... 	 O - BEHIND 
CSM RESCUE
CSM CSI ONE COPY CSM PLANE CHANGE 
 £ (101:32;59) 
11 ID(105:48:00) CSM CSI THREE (10 )
37 ( 0 , 0 , 0: (1,0 ,0) 
.	 (0,0,0)37 •____* ,(180,135/149,0) (105:20:00) (180,180/283,0) 
75 75 001 (180,18/121,0)
 
81 • • • 





LM CS! ONE P76 37 	 13. * S 
75•841 1 1 75 
331 813*1 •* 810 
LM CD P7682 * * 












81 * * * CSM PC COPY 58 * 
82 * . * 331 811 
T _ 59 	 * LM CSI TWO P76 	 811 
841 1 _ _ • _ _ • LM PC P76 	 LM TPI P76 
3384
 
S3333 0 0 
8.3 2 Checklist 
-g.
 
CtI ACTIVE LM RESCUEPHEASINGLESST AN 40 FPS 
- P32 FINAL COMP,ACO HUFN (PHU-78, GAN 18) 
4o F 20 P41;V5G;RCS SETUP; GOC ALIGN 
__PARTIAL LH PHASINGBURN100:4621 
- 0 s JCSXCII 810 BU8 (104S2400 180,3UU/257.0
G.-21 P3 (PTON3SO 176 F0 Pl0 (2')(A1O,31/21.O)PC2 UPINK- I N P32; COMPUTE TIGN -ICSI THREE -
1HC-i UPLINK(LM VUCTO;R) -50 893 V87- V57 -SO (5) SXTVVF WS; TERMINATESUT. Y93, VHF(5), 
101.0 40 OO. VHF (31) 
-27 COPYRESCUE;CSI INE, CIN,TPI PADS H VSO(CSM) (MARXTO CSI THREE-9) 
10- 50 
SiPU0O •1 (36)
14 20 "P4 (U1)(10,150/283,0), V56; UPSSETUP;GUCALION 1oS;DO0 
30- -9 YO -- P32 FINAL COMP
 
- CS RESCUEBURN(101 32:59-57 , 1. /3 P41; V6, RC SEP, ALIG
 
40- -P20 (133')(1BO,322/5,0) 0 .. CSMCSI THREEBURN(105:20:00)(180,18/121.0X 
-P3; 1.4 
-2T V7;V57;3 SXTOARKS,V7(00057.00034,00001)
47 V93t Y87(VHP ONLY) CIIARG-12)(KARKTO PLANRE 
50- V (MARKTOCSl ONE-14) 3( i 12) 
-12 V9o(c)
 
A -A V47, V57,3 MARKS;V93 
20 P32 FINALCOP. ACQ I (8-UU; CM 7) ( ROLL1 ( OR0, C -I ( 
2 7 P40 (174V5(180.15/103,0), , PS SETUP; GOCALIGN 106:00- ( 10) U7-12 Ul AG FUSFIN RAN173)LIO- (9,154/110.0), (RHO -58; 

7 -P40 (1u'(G,1G6/27I 0)* V5S; SPSSETUP; ODCAjLIGN
 
0 3D -CS CSIONE BURN (102.30 35)(-32 0,0,0t180.180/103t0 10 73(MANUAL MIYR1'/SC TOBRN ATTITUOE)
o 
40-jr P52 (OPTION3), GOCALIGN;VERIFYORDEAL(V83) 20' P34
 
ICE-HUPLINK(LM VECTOR)(IFLI ACTIVE) 
 -27 UV , 3 P1XS V93 
P2O (74)(180,320/177,0) 30 N (MARK TOTPI -12) 
.23 O V87 (VIF ONLY),3 MARKS,V93 1+23 (IMAK T) CSI ONZ.38) 
T103O ON-1O4)- P34 FIIAL COMP;VERIFYORDEAL(V83)CII 
1(1) P40 (60')(O,247/74,O);
V56, SPS SETUP, GRE ALIG"
 
+ 0 C1I TPI BUM8 108 5 -(10,U.9 0,202/14,0+U 0X " --" P 2 0 ( 3 8v )t0 24/t5z ); F i t
 
-V93; V87; V57(MARKTOTPI .11)20-
 +El 107:00 r-P3U FINALCORP;P41 BYPASSMHVR 
ICS14R 73MOO1(107.05-57O 
SIT V93, V87, V57(MRK TOTPI 426) 
VHI (9) P35 FINALCOMP,P41 BYPASS KNVR
 




60- FIR, COMPUTE TIN. 30, P47; V83
CSTTWO 1. 
32 V87 (VHF ONLY). 3 MARKS,V93 +1 3 




8.4 LM Zero Insertion
 
8.4.1 Plot and Pads 




























000.52 + 000.59 



















LM CSI P76 
84 
LM CDH P76 













CSM PC COPY 
CS PC COPY 
33 
3:CSM TPI COPY 
8 LM PC P76 58 .... 

















CSH ACTIVE LM RESCUE - IN INSERTION • 0 -96­
400 -
ISRINBURN (102-4618)(175 4 0 -107.1)08O 32/272.01 0 
H 
C1 UN 0: 4 .804. 6 1 
---P5HOTO )4 P20 (70c)(0, 2241160,D) 
M MCC-11UPLINK (LM VECTOR) 
P20(103')(180,165/16,0) -30 
P34(ELEV OPTION) 






893. V87; 857SXT/VNNF(5); TEPINATE SXT, V9S; II0. VIF(15) 













P32 FINAL COHRP 
10 P40 (99)(0,165/353,G); ISO. SPSSETUP, GDC ALIGN 





P40(5f)(180,156/Z93.0);V56;SP5 SETUP; GOCALIGN 
-­ =CSMCS BURN 103.32.19f -39.0,0,0)180 180 2930X 
P20(27')(100,8/266,o ) 
v87,V57; 3 HARKS. V67(00057,00034,00001) 












CM TI BURN 10516 47V-21.1.0-8)(0180/363.0 
.P2O(61°)(0,246/54.0); P35 
..' ., '7V (MARK TO TP 11 
(7) 
P35 FINAL LUMP 
C MCC BURN 1053147 0245 37 0 
- -
5 V93; V87. V57 













E-CSMMCC2 BURN 1054647V028 230 
POO;V89(370)(0,254/346.0) 
0 - SM PLANECHAGE (04.04.00 180,173/205,Ol 
PZO(25*](180,147/180,O) 








P33 F AL1 CO$P;V90(CSM) 
ROLL180'(0,155/133,0), ACQ MSFU (RHO -35,GAH 0) 
P40(98)(0,245/231,O); I56;SPS SETUP,GDC ALIGN 20 
-97­
8.5 LM Partial Insertion
 
8.5.1 Plot and Pads
 
CSM ACTIVE LM - PARTIAL LM INSERTION (LM CENTERED) -98-





00,, 0 ) CSM TPI180,171/276,0 
 CSM CDH (107:08:54) CSM
CSM OSI ,(N=) (106:33:49) (-24,0,3.9) T
 




------------------------- --------- 10, 
180,0/281,0 ..- * PARTIAL LF INSERT ION / "",\ 40/( 102:43:18) \ LOS
 
(120fps) 6.4 
AHEA ISM , ICSM 4' BEHIND 
400 360 320 260 240 200 d 160 120 80 40 0BH 
PLANE CHANGE 
ASCS 
CANNED RESCUE TWO PAD 
47+ 137768,. +I 00000~. 
- 0.0i 





48 00059 180,180/282,0 BELOW 
33 00103 " 00031 : 059.00 
-80 

















37 00107 : 00008 054.00 81 * * * LM CDK P76 
N1 2821 
 84 F°- 1 • " 
CSM CSI ONE COPY LM CSI TWO P76 331__ " 
11 84 1 " • CSM TPI COPY 
37 * 331 1 37 __: 
75 . : : CSM PC COPY 58 • ° 
81 ** 33 81*
 
82 -1 8,F * • 59 * * 
LM CSI ONE P76 LM PC P76 LM TPI P76 
84. -1 84" .- _ _".. _ _. .­
331 33F -. 33 a 
-- 
8.5.2 Checklist 


































 LM PARTIAL IISERTION BURN(1024318 

N 5 OTO )0 

-CC-H UPLINK (LII VECTOR) 

COPYRESCUE;CSECNE, COE,TPI PADS




P40 (19*)(180,165/282,0);V56, 3PS SETUP:GOC ALIGN 















P32 FINAL COMP 
P40 (175' O345/281 0 ; V56. SPSSETUP;GOC ALIGN 
ACQMSFH(RO -48,GA1 ISO-) 

ESM (SI ONERUIN 1042V59 114.605018002800




PS2 (OPTION 3) 





P32, COMPUTE CSI TWO TIGN;N-1 
V93, V87 V57 

SXT/VBIF(S), IF VRFTERMIIATE SXT, V93, 
FrF(S),V90, VF(13) 
1 
 V9O(CS) (MARKTOCSI TWO-9)
V NOTE. 



















































P32 FINAL COIP 
p41, V5, RCS SETUP
 
CSMCS! TWO BURN(105:31 55180.7711276.01 
VSO
 (27)(180,164/249,O) 
V67; 3, ARKS, V67 (00057.00034,00001)
 



















P33 FINAL COMP, V9O(CSM) °
 
180' (0,223/178,0); ACQ MSFN(RHO -58%GN 173 ) 
P40 (3")(,229/165.0); V5S: SPS SETUP;GDCALIGN 




V87 VS7e 3 HARKS;V93
 






P34 FIAL COMP 
VERIFYORDEAL (V83) 
P40 (56°)(0,174/10.0); V56; SPS SETUP, GODCALIGN 
CSHTPI BURN 107-08:54)(-24 0.3.9(0 189/10,0)I 
320 37 (0,2 047,0P 5 I 




P41 BYP SS IINVR
 






1 (9)(MARK TO TPI +26)P35FINAL COTP
 
P41 BYPASSINVR 







9.0 LM RESCUE PROCEDURES SUMMARY
 
9.1 Rescue Procedures Ground Rules
 




9.1.2 	 P20 will be terminated with a verb 56 before all
 
SPS burns and the Plane Change burn.
 
9.1.3 	 A rescue pad will be received by the CSM 20 minutes
 
after LM failure in all cases where a Rescue rather
 
than Backup burn is used. The pad will include
 
CSI, CDH,and TPI burn data.
 
9.1.4 	 The detailed procedures for SPS burns are
 
listed on the timelines because gimbal motor
 




9.1.5 	 Moves to the LEB or CMD seat are not made during
 
auto maneuvers unless time is limited.
 
9.1.6 	 The 180-degree option should be taken in P32
 




9.1.7 	 TIGN for CSI Two (and Three) burns will be
 
computed onboard to be half way between the
 
previous CSI TIGN and P32 CDH TIGN.
 
9.1.8 	 The LM state vector will always be updated
 
unless notified otherwise by the ground.
 
9.2 LM PDI ABORT
 
9.2.1 qUMMAPY TIMELINF -102-
GFT PFh,T pR(JrT EvENT PROG 
-11 nI0n.20) 
POT ARORT V67 LOAD WT(f02.9,nn17.300001)MOVE To LF; 
-4 
(q9,3359) 
LM DOI BUHN(.1.iA0-.3) 
• CONFIRM Lm DOI 





RENDEZVOUS NAv PROGRAM (P2O) 







RENDEZVOUJS NAV PPOAH (p20) 
AUTO MNVR TO SXT TEACK 
(17 DEG) 
(180,288/251.,0) 
(100,2 2 ) 
CALL MARKING POUTIN S(VP7,VST) 
(1002 9) 
TERMrNATF MARKS (7) 
(fon3124) 






MOVE TO LEE 
INITIATE Lm OPTICS TRACK 




TARGET VV pROnRAM 





RAI,.L 18G DEG AND PITCH UP 7n DEG 
AT I DEG/SEC 
ACQUIRE MSFN (V64) (PO0) 
( R0,278/268.0) 
Anc 
RHn=-7A , TAMMAA1R7 
-44 (10n+48) 
IMU REALIGN TO PEFS MAT, 
(OPTION 3) 
COPY GyRO TORtuE AN'OLES 
MCC-H UPLINK(LM VEC;OR 
COPY CSICDH.TPI PAnS 
(P52) 
(PO0) 
MISSION F RESCUE TIMELINErAPRIL 2svig6q
 
GET EVENT pROG -G03- rET EVENT PROG
 
-40 (100+52) -11 (101#21)
 
RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P201 SPS THRUST PPOGPAM,;i56 (P40)
 
AtITO MNVR To SXT TRACK AUTO MNVR To'BUPN ATTITUDE
 
(47 DEG) (161 DEG)
(JR0,315/1A3.0) (1809165/p889o)
 
-38 (200454) -5 (c01+27)
 
CST TARGETING PROGRAM (P32) P20) SPS'THRUST SETUP (P40)
 
ORTAIN LM CST AND TPI TIGNS, GDC ALIGN
 




R2 2O83O 0 (i01d31a47)
 




CALL MARKING ROUTINE(V93,VA7VST) 
(AFTER 5 MARKS VQ3) 
-30 (101.02) CSM CS! AACKUP.SuR ,-50.2)0,O) 
TERMINATE sXT MARKSV93 (jB0.16O128,O) 
CONTINUE VHF 
.2d (101.07) jARGET DV PROGRAM (P76) 
OUT OF PLANE UATA(vqO) (CST) 
VOICE LM Y DOT To LM -30 (jil.33) 
CONTINUE VHF RENDEZVOUS NAV PqOGRAM (P20) 
-1! (inI17) AUTO MNVR Tn SXT T6ACK 
TERMINATE MARKS(2O) (168 DEG) 
MOsE TO CMD SEAT (180,16/120,0i 
CS! TARGETING FINAL COMP (P32) -24 (101.39) 
copY csm CsI SoLUTTON ALL MARKING POUTIN S(vRT7VB7) 
OVERWRITE N81 WITH(-)CSM AFTER 3 SYT MARKS pOCESSEC 
YDOT(V90) v67 LOAD wR(000o57'1003,4,00001) 
- fm101.20) 
COPY LM CST PAD 
LOF 
MTSSION F RESCUE TIMELYNE APRTL ?5,IRQ
 
-104-AFT F lmr PpOr rT EVENT PPOG 
(i+l54),
-o 1 W3 10?.21) 
CA"Y LM PC TTGPN TEPMTNATr MAPWS (141
 
OUT nF PLANE U'ATA(vqcl OUT OF PLANE DATA(VoO)
 
VnTCE LM YnOT TO LM' VOTCE LM YThT TO Lm
 
CnY LM PC PAO MOvE To CML SFAT
 
-2 (102+01) ROLL 180 o..G AT 2 OrG/SEC (Po0) 
TEPMTNATE MARKS t22) ACO MSFN 
L0AD TARQET DV PROnRAM (P76) RhoK-55 , GAMMA'173 
0 6i02+030T (0,347/29p00)N 
CDH TARGLTING" FINAL COMP' (P33) 
Lm PLANE CHANGE(O,0-,O) COPY CSM CDH S;OLlIT N 
COPY LM COH-PAD 
INCORPORATE P 6 DATA -41 (R0+25) 
-rPLANF CHANGE) SPS THRUST PROGRAM, V56 (P40) 
-Pg (102+05s) MANUAL MNVR AT I DEdA/SEC TO R1URN 
CDH TARGETING PROGRAM (P33) ATTITUDE 
PoSSIRLE AUTO MNVR TO SXT TRACK (122 DEG)
(TRTM) (0,356/29090) 
ORTAIN LM COH TIGN -5 (10?29)
 
LOAD COH TARGETING DATA (SpS THRUST SFTUP (P40)

-21 (102.07) Oc ALIGN
 




AoS :4M COH BURN (-i1!i.90e5.7)v 
CSM COH RACKUP BURN (11'.9,0t-21.4 
MISSION F RESCUE JIMELTNE APRTIL ?5,lqq
 
GET EvENT PPOG -105- GET EVENT PROG 
.33 (j02.36) 193+4 
TARGET DV PROGRAM, (P76) SPS THRUST SETUP (P40)
'( H) (TPI) 
RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P20) GOC ALIGN 
AUlTo MNvR TO SXT TRACK 0 (iOq+0 9 24) 




Tpt TARGETING PROGRAM (P34)(P20)

LOID N55 WITH ,# # O
RL-20830 
 CSM TPI RACKIIP BRN (-2293,0,12)
 
-2 (0'4)R3m13000 (n,2 0S/12,O)
 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE(VS7VS1i TARGET Dv PROGRAM (P76)
 
+02 (TPI)
4 22 ( 102.4) (PROCESS THREE MARKSV93) 

SUNDOWN 
 RENDEZVOUS NAV PROG6AM (P20)

-7 '(102.2) 
 AuTo MNVR TO SXT 'TpACK
 




TERMINATE 'MARKS (15i) MCC'TARGEtTNG pROGRAM (P35)






 CALL MARKYNG ROIJTIN (V93,V?7,V57)
 




(TIGN OPTION WITH LM TIGN)

-7 (103.02) +11 TERMTNATr MARKS(S)
 
SPr THRUST PROGRAMV56 (P40) .12
 
AuTO MNVR TO BURN ATTITUDE Mcc1 TARGETING FTNAI COMP (P35)
 
(56 DEG) 
 COPY CSM MCCI SOLUT;ON
 
(0,103/180) 
 cOPY LM MCCi PAO
 
COPY LM TPI P76 PAD
 





GET FVENT PpoG 
j3.5.30 
Rrcq THPIJST PROG3RAM (P411) 
RyP4SS BURN AtTITUIPE MNVIR 
LM MCCl THRUST 









NCd2 TARGETING PROnRAM (P35) (P20)
 












NOvtE To CMn SEAT
 
NCC2 TARGETING FINAL COMP (P35)
 
COPY CSM MCC2 SOLUTION
 
COPY LN MCC2 PAD
 
ROS THRUST PROGRAM (P41)
 










I'M MrCp 'AJpN 
















tHRUST MONITORING P60GRAM (P47)
 
* ARAKINGGATrs ETICLE ANGLE *
 
* 30 FPS AT 6000 FT Al DEG. 0
 
P-0 FPS AT 300 FT .26 DEG.
 
a 10 FPS AT 2500 FT .54 DEG,
 







9.2.2 RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION SUMMARY WITH SUN ANGLES 
LM ACTIVE - PDI ABORT 
(MISSION F) 
IT - INITIATE TRACK 
CT - CEASE TRACK 
(OUT-OF-PLANE SUN ANGLE IS 4 DEG) 
SUN ANGLE 
(LOS TO SUN) 
GET EVENT DEG 
-99-34 LM DOI 
99:37 SUNRISE 
100:22 IT (SXT/VHF) (7/7) 156 
100:29 CT (SXT/VHF) 171 
100:31 LM PDI ABORT 
100:42 SUNSET 
100:57 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93,6/5,V93,14/15) 
101:02 CT (SXT) 
101:17 CT (VHF) 
101:30, SUNRISE 
101:32 LM OSI 





102:01 CT (SXT/VHF) 99 
102:03 LM PLANE CHANGE 
102:07 IT (SXT/VHF) (4/3,V93,10/11) 90 
102:12 83 
102:17 71 
102:21 CT (SXT/VHF) 63 
102:34 LM CDH 
102:42 IT (SXT/VHF) (4/3,V93/11/12) 8 
102:47 SUNSET 6 
102:57 CT (SXT/VHF) 
103:09 LM TPI 
103:12 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93,8/8) 
103:20 CT (SXT/VHF) 
103:24 LM MCC1 
103:26 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93,9/9) 
103:33 SUNRISE 96 
103:35 CT (SXT/VHF) 97 
103:39 LM MCC2 
103:52 TPF 
-108­
9.2.3 CSM ATTITUDE SUMMARY
 
INERTIAL AND ORDEAL FDAI BALL GIMBAL ANGLE PROFILE FOR THE LM
 
ACTIVE PDI ABORT RESCUE CASE (MISSION F) (YAW = 0.0)
 
TIME ROLL PITCH PITCH PITCH
 
GET ORDEAL INERTIAL MNVR
 
99:34 0 215 320
 
99:38 0 225 318
 
100:07 180 278 268 70
 
100:21 180 288 251 17
 
100:31 180 298 230
 
100:52 180 . 315 183 47 
101:21 180 165 288 161
 
101:32 180 180 288
 
101:33 180 16 120 168
 
102:03 180 130 143
 
102:21 0 347 290
 
102:25 0 356 290 122
 
102:34 0 11 290
 
102:36 0 229 141 149
 
103:02 0 193 18 50
 
103:09 0 208 18
 
103:11 0 245 51 33
 
103:23 0 260 30
 
103:24 0 263 30
 
103:25 0 264 27
 
103:37 0 258 19
 
103:39 0 252 19
 
103:40 0 265 340 26
 
103:52 0 277 340
 
-109­
9.3 	 LM PARTIAL PHASING GREATER THAN
 
OR EQUAL TO 40 FPS
 
9.3.1 	 Summary Timeline -II0-

ILM PHASINC GqF ATEk THiv, i F'P. r'b CIJF TTrLT ',
 
pROc,AET PFE~bIT 	 P ,r., T EvErvT 
4Mc-I OCKPr)
j0o+46+21) 	 - 4 
M*****iss **** 	 PRO 
LM PHASING HtJN(14.Q,0.-IC."S) *, 06 IQ (COMvANOFP -,Pv) 	 * 
is 
*4* ******* 	 i w *4 siisi is 
***4****$**********it** * 	 U4NIToR M'jVR 
(j00+48) it F 50 18 	(COMMArInjfFD NP,y) it 
P, 8 1'3 TTF-(?i -ON1(UP) *SOW31F7 
MOvE Ttl LEP * Pqw 1V1 TA(R'^TH)-p 	 i 
(I00.49) s PS '-HE Vi V(BOTWfl-ALITO * 
Imi PELTI%, ro HFF,4H'T (pS?) * -.NES Rljq-MiNA .* 
(flpTTON~ 	-1) PR*O* 
(j0~f) 06 1'R (COMmANrIFf' RtP, )* 
MCC-H 1IPLINK(Lm VETOR) (Pil0) * r'ONITOR ATT TRIM * 
MOVE To Ctt-) St'T ** F S0 18 (COMMAsnFF R.P,) i (101.06) 	 ************************* 
COPY RESCUECS! ONF.COHqTPT PADS -8 (101+25)
" 
'e (x[Oi s-Psr THRUST qETUP (P40) 
EXTERNAL UV PHOURZAM (p30) (p20)*u***************4*0*** 
" Xo0 1i *-A (101+25) * 
SPq THRUST PP00GHAM,V96 (PAO) * * 
A'ITO MNVR* TO WtJPr'J ATTITLtnF * .**GDC ALTGN** 
* (q, nEG) 	 * 
*
(1PO,165/2P3,U) * 
(101 0) * ,ALTIET KNOH To* 60 NiM * 
Lnq, * FDAI ;EIFCT-1 
* ArT. qET THUMRWVHELS TO NI i * 
.i4 (101.19) * .- NULL ATT EROR hEEOLEs * 
KEY 4 E * it 	 ON FObAT I WITH ATT 0 
F 	 50 in (COMMAIJOEU H'PY * i SFT THIJMBWHEr.S 
KF:Y v56E 4 * ATT SFT-rZC * 
0'4-ARMEO * * EpPcF;S GDC ALTnN OR 4 
ALIGN ROLl. Tn..I1 o I)EF. * * FDAI ;LLECT-1/2 * 
MISSION 	F PESCUF ITFLTHE APPTI ?., iA9
 
SI II=-
OT FVENT PROG nirT EVENT PRnG
 
&TT SET-TlI * * MONITOR GMML DRIVE * 
* * SEQ AND, TRIM * 
**MTVC CHECKS** * * 06 40 (TFIVG,DVM) * 
* *02*00* 
SMAG MnDE(3)-ATTt/RATr? * * FDAI sCALE-5,5 * 
-TVC SERVO PWR I.ACIX/MNA * * VERIFY SPS TH LT-OFF * 
TVC SERVO PWR P-AC2/MNq * a EMS MnDE STBY * 
TRANS CONTR PWRmON * * EMS FOINCTION-DV SET * 
RHC PWR NORM 2-AC * * LOAD RES&uE VC
 
GMBL MTRS PITCH I STRT-ON * * EMS FUNCTION-DV *
 
GMBL MTRS YAW 1'STT-ON * * i'THC-ARME *
 
THC-CLOCKWISE * * RHC-ARME)
 
RHC-ARMED * * OV THROST(A)-NofMAL

RHC-VERIFY NO MTVC * *-00+35 
GMBL MtR$ PITCH 2-STPT-ON * * PSKY 9LANKS 
GMBLMTRS YAW 2oSTRTyN * 4-0030 * 
SET':SPS GIMBALS TW(2)- *1 06 40 (TF19VGqVM * 
PITCH m -'52 *,* EMS MODENORMAL * 
YAW a +9 5g * *00t15 
RHC'VERIFY MTVC *PERFORM ULLAE 
'THC=!NEUTRAL * 4-.00;s * 
RHC PWR NORM 2-AC/PC * 4 0,99 40 (REQUEST FOR ENTINE ENABLE) * 
RHCLtOCKED * * PRO * 
PRO * 4 06 40 (TFI.VGgDVM) * 
06 I1 (COMMANDED RPy) *
 
MONITOR ATT TRTM * f (101.33+19)
 
F 50 18 (COMMANDED RP,y) a
 
KEY ENTER * CSM RESCUE RURN(-48-75o00)

S50 25 c0204,GMBL DRTVE TESTI * (18018/283.,O) 
RHC pWP OIRECT(BOTH).MNA/MNR * 
RATE-HIGH * 
AUTO RCS SEL A/C ROLL(4)-MNA * 
PRO * 
MISSION F RESCUF ITMELTNE APRTI. PS. 1969
 
-112­
p¢tfT EVENTrET 	 vr)PFslT 
is* is iisi ,*i iisiisiis4.I 	 rfl0F-,VPF P~Ris itIisi* s I*isi 	 isfmS 
vHF RMG.PFS' T 	 isE-KFSrp 
is -N BUS TTF (dB -OrP "
qTETmC l - T.TA NT 	 i is 
MON I TUP 	 * 
oRnSOS TNH'IIF i T-N,* 	 i it 
*OV T11fQjCAT0 R-J*C FAFTr'1C it F 37 HR 
is+60+ol 
 MOVL To I.ERisIILLAGE.FF 
i (101+34)
06 4,n (TFC.VrllV'-. 

MOITToP WP- f)OprPtTON * SUIRTSE
 
PST ( 1 0 1 .351
PC T,1I)1C'ATor-95-l05 

PENDFZvOII5 NAl ORO6OAr (P20)

,4ONITOR SPS FNnITNF CUTOFF 	 * 
i 	 AIITo MNVP TO SXT TnACKSrS THrUST I T-OFF 







CST TAPGFTINfl'PROGRA K" (P35) (P20)
PC TW1)jCATh = ( is 
*s 	 LOAD N55 p=.6o0nn2SPS INJ VI.( TND(4)-Cl.OSE 
SPS HE VLV TR(nTHI)-HP * P2=+20810 
SPS (5M1 . $ RFTURN To SERVO * o3=+13000 
NIuLL 	 * -4 (101+4 2 ) 





FnAI SCALE-S/I 0 AOq 
, 
* -14 (10;+17)RATE-Lnw 

POT CO ,T PN fTRECT(floT1J-OFF* TERMINATE MAPKS(5)
 
i CST TARGFTINC FINAL (P32) (P20)
ppn 

F 16 pq (V-RIY) * COMP
 
THC-NULL V9 COm1PONENT * 
 MOvE To CmD SFAT 
4 -i1 (1024-20)THC-LUCKEJ 

SPS THRUST PPOGRAM,;56 (P40)
PHC-LOCKEU 

AUTO MNVP Tn BURN ATTITUDEFMI .FUNCTION-V14F RNC, 	 i* 
(170 DEG)
 
MISStO I F RFSCUF" (IMELTME APPTI. 9S 19A4 
-113-

GET FVFNT ppOr rFT EVENT PROG 
*0****411***********************4** NULL AT! ERROR iEEDLES* 
1- (102+2) * * ON FnAI, WfTH ATT 
KEY 40 E" * * SET" THLIMBWHELS * 
F 50 1 (COMMANDE RPy) * * ATT SET-SDC 
KEY vS6E * * DEPRESS GrC ALjt.N PB * 
RHC-ARMED * * FDAI SELECT-I/2 1 
ALIGN ROLL TO 1Jn DEG.. * * ATT SET-TMJ * 
RHC-LOCKEO * * * 
PRO * * *MTVC CHECKS* 
oer34 (CoMMANDED'RPY). * * * 
MONITOR MNVR * * AMAG MODE-(3)ATrI/RATE2 * 
F 50.8 (COMMANDEO Rtpq} 4 * TVC SERVn PWR 1.AC1/MNA * 
MN BUS TIE(2)-ON(UP) * ,* TVC SERVO.PWR 2.AC2/MNB * 
SPS HE VLV TqR(OTH)-BP * * TRANS CONTR PWR.ON * 
SPS HE VLV(BOTH)-AUTO * * RHC'PW-'NORM 2-C 









I STRT ON 14 
* 
MONITOR ATT TRIM * * RHCPARMED 
P. . 0 IA (COMMANDED R,Pjy) ,* * 
S** 
AHC-VERFY.NQ MVC 
GtMSL MTRS PITCH 2-STRT=ON * 
(102+26) ,
S'SP; THRUST SETUP (P40) * 
GMBL MTRS YAW 2-STRT-ON 
SET SPS GIMBALS TW(2)- * 





AW = $HC-VRIFY MTVC * * 
**,DC ALTGN** * * THC-NELTRAL U 
* RHC PWR NORM 2-AC/DC 4 
* RHC-LnCKED 
ALT SET KNOB TO 60 NM * * PRO 
FDAI SELECT-i 
ATT SET THUMRWHEELS TO Ni8 
* * 
* 4 
06 18 (COMMANDED RqP,-) 
MONITOR A TRIU * 
o FSO 1 (COMMANnED RPZ) 
* ,KEY ENTER 
MISSIOM'-F RESCUE TXMELTNE APPTL, 2S, 16 
GET F, FM T pr er -1, 14- Pqn , 
* 
* 
F 50 u, (0)02014.GM,'I.. 1iTWE TFr T) 
P H(, PWR DAL41CTtrNOTH -M1 l'1/NN* 
RATE-HIGH * 
C c +31. ) 
Sm CS!I ONL f~g pi'i(-9f. 8 .nQ 
* AUTO HCS SEL A/C WLL(4i-MNA * (18,.,ISO/103.0) 
* 4~4NITo(SEt4 GNMLAN) fl:TVE ************************************************* * * .SET MDC ET-PFSE;',START 
* 06 4n (TFRIVG.Dvt') * MONITOR 
i-/)800 
i FDAI ScALE-/i




























MONITOR qPS nPE ATjoN 



















F 16 40 
MONITOR SPS ENGINE CUTOFF 
SPS THRUST ITOF 
(TFCVG,nVM) 




































F 16 85 
PC TNr)TCATOR = 0 * 
SPq INJ VLV INO(4)-CLOSE * 
SPS HF VLV TR(BOTH).BP * 
SPS GMRLS RE;URN To SERVO * 
NULL * 
tVMRL MTPS-OFF (S QtENITTALLY)* 
TVC SiERVO PWP (PnTH)-OFF 
FDA CALF-5/1 * 
PATE-LOW * 
POT CONT pwR DT ECTtBOTH)-OFF* 
PRO * (V(3-000Y) 
o 
* 




MISSION F RESCUE ITIVFLItE APPT 2)5. 1969 
-116-
GET FVENT PRO( r T EVENT PPOG 
RHC-LOCKEU 
EMS FUNCTION-VHF RNG * 
(103,400) 
TERMINATE'SXTCONT. VHF 





OUT OF PLANE fATA(VO) 
F 37 R 





COPY CSM YOnT 
LOS 
(102.32 ) 
CM. IDLING PROGRAM 




CSI TARGFTIN FINAL (P32) (P20) 
ComMOVERWRITE MAI WiTTNr-)CSM YOOT 
SlfNSET 








MOVE-TO CMD SEAT 
MCC-H UPLINK(LM VECTOR) 
(TF LM ACTIVE)
1 
RENDEZVOIJS NAV PROARAM 









AUTO MNVR TO BURN' TTITUDE 
RCS-THRUST SETUP (P41) 
GDC ALIGN 
- -
CSM CSI TWO RURN( , 9 
(1s~,lO/12EO) 
(102452) 
CST TARGETING PROGRAM 
LOAD NS5 Rl=+O0'O01 
RP=.2O830 
R3=+13O0 
MOVE TO LEA 
'(P3?)(P20) 
-24 (101+31) 
RENDEZVOUIS NAV PROG6AM 





32 (i0*55) , 
CALL MARKING ROUTITt(V93,VR7V7) 
(V93 AFTER 5 MKS PROCESSED) 
CALL MARKING ROUTINr(VBT7V57) 
AFTER 3 MARKS PROCESSEO 
V67tLOAD WR(00057o0034,00001) 
MTSSZOM F RESCUE II'ELTNE APRIL 29, 1969
 
5-116-




Ou4rO PF PLrt,,E .JATA(v'()0 (1O +1.3) 
nUT oF P1 ANF nAVlA(Voh) 
OVEPWRITc Nf41 Vi"lHj-) 





Dv TAPGfrT'G (p30) (P20) 
i 03z;3)To 
MANUAtL MNVR (I 
HURN ATT 
f)EG/LEC) 
RC<z THRUST PRORHM,V96 
RY PASS PURN )TTTTIDF MNVP 
.(P41) (158 1E. 
(0,338/2An01 
Rf~tS THRUST SEtUOP (p41 
GOr ALTGN *-8 (04+13)* 
(iO+) 
F 50 18 
KEY 4flE 
(CommANflFO P0 P,tV)* 
C'v PLANE CH!\MGE(I.,n?13/i_.,)l <Ey k/96F 
PHC-aRPuf* 
(j03.56) ALIGN' ROLL TO 0 DEG. 
RE'U)EZVOUS NAV RROGPAM (P20) 





.(TQIM) * 06 IS (COMMAN)Er R.Pov) 
(n10357) 
COw TARGETING, PROGPAM P33) (P20) 
* 
* F 50 I 








mN SLS TTE(2)-O(UP) 
SPs HE VLV rq(B'nTH) - B P 
* 
- -2(j04+01) 
CAiL MARKING nUTINF(VA7,Vy' 
* 
* 
SPS HE VLV (7oT 
NONESS RtS-MNA 
-AuTO 





IA CCOM'MAN0ED RPqv)* 
MONI-TOR 47T TRIM 
MOWE TO CmF) sEAT 
Rol 1, 140 tiEGAC0 WIFN 
* 50 1? (COMMANrFO R,Pv) * 
(f160/108,0) -5 (104+18) 
( HO -56, rAM 173) SPS THRU9T SETUP (P40) 
Crfu TAPRGETTNG FIIAl (PiI)'(P2r.) 
MISSIOn' F RESCUE IIIMELTIE APPTI ?91 1'69' 
-117­
nET FlNT PRO( rrT EVENT PPOG 
* THC-NEUTRAL 
6(04#18) -**RHc PWP NORM 2.XC/DC* 
* #i~DC ALIGN** * RHC-LnCKE * 
* ** PRO * 
* * 06 18 (COMMANDED,R Ptp) 
ALT SET KNOB TO 60 NM * * MONITOR ATT TRIi * 
* FDAI SELECT-i * * F 50 18 (COMMANDED RP, l 
*ATT 
'4 
SET THUMBWHEELs TO NIS 
NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLEq 
* * 
* 4 F 50 25 
KEy ENDER 
(00204GMBL DRIj'E TFST) 
.* ON FOAl I WTTH ATT * o RHC PWR fTRECT( OTH)-MKA/MNB * 
SET THUMBWHEELS * 4 RATE-HyGH 
* 
ATT sET-GOC 
DEPRESS GUC ALIGN pB 
* U 
* * 
AUTO RCS SEL A/F ROLL(4)-MNA 
PRo 
FDAI SELECT-1/2 MONITOR GMBL ORjVE * 
ATT SsET-TMU * * SEQ AND TRIM 
: *MTVC CHECKS** 
* * 
, 02 0* 
06 40 (TFIsVGnOVM) 
* 




VERIFYSPS TH LTOFF- it 
* .TVC SERVo pWP I-AC1/MNA * 4 EMS MODE STBY 
* TVC SERVO PWR 2.AC2/MNR * * EMSXFUNCTION.DV SET 
TRANS CONTR PWR.ON * LOAO CO, VC 
RHC PWR NORM 2.AC * * EMS FtNCTTON-DV 
GMRL MTRS PITCH I sTRT-ON * THC-ARMEO 
* GM8L MTRS YAW I STRT-ON * * RNC-ARMEn * 
*i THC-CLOCKWISE * 4 OV THPI'IST(A).NOMAL 
*RHC-ARMED *.*-.0t35 * 
* RHC-VEPIFY NO MTVC * 4 OSKY RLANKS 
* CMRL MTRS PITCH 2-STPT-ON * *-Oo+1O * 
* GMIL MTRS YAW 2-STRT.ON * * 06 40 (TFIVGDVM) * 
SET SPs GIMBALq TW(21). * * EMS MODE.NORMAL * 
*P!TCNH -. SP' * 
* YAW = +.5q * * PERFORM ULLAGE * 
* PHC-VERIFY MTVr * 
MISSION F RESCUE" rIMELINE APTil., 259, 1969 
-118-

GET F r ps)r rcT E VENT 	 PP,¢nG 
40* 	 NOT CONT Pw; DrECITBOTH-oFF* 
* F 99 4, (RFQIIC.T, fHoR EGII'E F r O 	 *A-L ) 
bo* * F 16 8! (VG-RODY) , 
.* 06 4n (TFI,,VGUVM) • * * tHC-NMji i \s COONFN.T9 * 
**4****i****************4 t ************4*** *THCs.LfCKrfl 
(]04+23,12) 	 RHC-L.OCK p
 
*f**************************'**** * EMS FI!MiCTTfN-VHr RNn * 
CSV COH HUpW(109.1,o,3?.7) * s 1.OE--F.RN * 
(II, 344/?66, 0) VHF RNIG.PF qE" * 
,* 	 SET WC Ef-RESFT,ST9AWT ,* * F 37 8 * 
4 	 AO NITO R 
* 	 SPS THRUST IT--ON * (104+24) 
, OV INoCATo..rECFASqIN 4 RENOEZvots NAV Pp0 d1 AM (P20) 
4$* AuTO MNVR Tn S9T T,ACK 
:* 06 40 ILLAGE-OFF * (119 bEG)
4 06 40 (TFCiVG90VM) *0,228/14790
* 	 MONITOR-SPS C)PEATTON (104*28)PC,INoICATo\/M 	 **S TPJ TARtFTINr pPnGpOM (P34) (p20) 
*mONITOP SPS ENGTNE CUTO'F 4 LOAD R2=-20P30 
, SPS Tii4UST LT'OFF R3=+13000 
* F 16 4" (TFCV. OVM) .	 MOVE TO LEP 
*V DvHRIiST(i~oTHI-nFF *-27 (104+31)
*moIfop * CALL MAR'<TNr POTINp,(VBT,V5)
4 PC TNMI'CATO = ) * (V93 AFTFR 3'MK pRnCEsSED) 
*. 	 SPS INJ VI/ TN )(4.('LOSE * (104+34) 
SPS HE vL\I Tm(ROTH)-n'P 4$ SUNSET 
SPS'GMdzLS- RRTUR.N Tn SEpVn . 12' (10/4+46) 
,NULL 	 * TERMINATF MAPKS(15) 
* 	 PeL tITRS-OFF(FQJEtTTiI g.y) * MC\1E TO CmA SFaT 
TVC SEpVO P WR(nTH),-nFFn VERIFY Oi'LAL(Vbi)
 
, FOAL SCA~~.e-/l. * 
*( TPI TARGFTINC FINAL (P34) (P20)
CoMPPATE-L w
* 




GET FvENT PQOG T EVENT Pnc( 
7(]l4*5]) 
SPq THRUST PROGRAMV56 








ATT SET THUMBWHfELS TO NIB 
NULL AFT" ERROR iEEDLES 




* KEY 40E 
* F 50 jA '(COMMANDED R,Piy) 
KEY V56E 
* RHC-ARMED 
ALIGN ROLL To 0 DEG. 
RHC-LOCKEO 
4, PRO 
4 06 j9 (CoMMANDED RoP] 
* MONITOR MNVR 
F'50 I8 (COMMANDED R,P,y) 
MN BUS TIE(2)-ON(UP) 
•0 SPS HE VLV TB(ROTH)-BP" 
S'PS HE VLV(BOTH)-AUTO 
NONESS BUS-MNA 
PRO 
06 18 (COMMANDEO RP,y), 
-* 'MONITOR ATT TRIM 
F 50 IR (COMMANDED RP,y) 
*************O********************************* 
-S (i04+53) 

































TVc SERVO 0WR IUACI/MNA 
TVC'SERVOrPWR'-AC2/MNB 
TRANS CONTR PWR-ON 
RHC PW6 NORM"ZAC 
GMBL MTRS PITCH 1 STRT-ON 




GMBL MTRS PITCH 2-STRT-ON 
GMBL MTRS YAW a-STRT-ON 
SET SPS GIMBALS 1WC2)* 




















** 06 IA (COMMANDED RPqv) 
* ALT SET KNOB'Tn 60 NM * * MONITOR ATT TRI 4* 
MIRSIONI F RESCUE TIMELTNE APRTIL 25. 1969 
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, An T E vE PTGET FVE PT 
O 

4 KF2Y ENJTER* 
S F 50 ;?- (00204.GmIL'NfTvF TFqT) * CSM TPI IIRN(I.1.4,A5.3-) 
*, RHC PwP flIR-Cl(pOTH)-,/MNR * {0. 1*/4.0) 
* PATE-HTW1 * 
41 UiTO RCS SEL 4YC ROLL (4)-MmA * * 
*Pn 11 1 * * SET Mf)C ET-QESE;,ST4RT * 
* MONITP *IAL i),jVE * 4 mONITOR * 
* F 50q (CntAKAOEl-) R,vY.. 0 1lU4.57+59) 
SSEj Aip) T T., * SPS THRIST LT-ON * 
0 (TFI.VG. OM) * oV INrTCaTOR'OECPEAsIMG *Oe'4n 

* O+nn+nl * 
* FOA1 SCALE-5/5 , * ,JLLArIFOFF * 
* VERIFY SpS riN I.T-OFF * * 06 4A (TFC0ve.rVM) * 
EMS NOn)E STY * * mONITOR SPS nPEATInN * 
* FMS FUNICTION-1fj SET * * PC INrICATOR_5-105 PSI * 
*LOAD TpI VC * * MOpITOR SPS FNGTNIE cUTCFF * 
* EMS FUNICT ON-I)' * 4, SPI; THPIJST LT-OFF * 
* THC-AmED * * F 16 40 (TF.C.VG,PVM) 
* RHC-AHME * * oV TRPUST(ROTH)-oFF * D 

* -flV THRtjST(A)-NOAAL * *I ONITOR' *
 
O* PC IN1C'ATOR 0 *
 
* )SKY lANKS * * SPS TNJ VLV 'NO(4)-CLOSE, *
 
*-0,+30* SPI HF VLV TP(BOTH)-RP *
 
* OA 4A cTFIVcrVM) * * SPS (MPLS REiIJRM TO SERVO *
 
*, FM,5 MOrlE.NORMAL * * NLL. 
%.6O+".5 * 41 CMBL MTRS.OFF(S'OUENTIALLY) * 
* oEPFOQ,4 IJULLAGE * 4 TyC SFQVO pw(BTH).OFF * 
4.* * FOAl SC&LE-/-51 * 
4 F 9 41 (PEOUET FOR EiIFfNE ENANLE) * * PATE--OW * 
*PRO * * POT NT PUP DT6ECT(BOTH)-OFF* 
*1 6 41 '(TFIVG,f VM) .* PRO * 
*i.*************4*t4*****************4t *.F 1'6 8c; (VG-HOO)Y)* 
41 THC-tilH'L VG OMDONE'NiTS * 
* THC-IOCKFD * 
MISSION, F RESCuJE fI IFLINE APRTI, PS. 196 
-121-

GET FVENT 	 PP)Il (qFT EVENT PROG 
* 	 PHC-LOCKE * +16 
FMS FUNCTION-VHF RNG * MCC TARGETINA PRnGRJN (P35)(P20)
4$ 9AS MODE-VHF Rr * PoSSIRLF pNVR To SyT TRACK 
VHF RNG-RESET *+7 
MN BIIS TIE(2)-nF * CALL MARKING PoUTIN4(Vg 3 9V7,V57)
*i PRO * 23 






RFNDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P2n) 
 MOvE To CMfl SEAT
 
AUTO MNVR To SXT TRACK' +27
 
(49 DEG) 
 MCC TARGFTING FINAL (P35 (P20)
(0.245/5190) 
 Comp 
Mn'VE To LEA DURING AUTO M$JVP . .+2.5 
MCC TARGETING PROGRAM (P35)(P20) RCS THRUST PROGRAM (P41)

+3 
 BYPASS-BURN ATTITu6E MNVR 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE(V93,Vn7.V57),. 
- RCS THRUST SETUP (P41)- ­,
 
(105+08) 3-o 'O0 +a7 7)
 
LO..






Mc TARGETING FINAL 








Rrc THRUST PROGRAM (P41)

RYPASS BURN ATTITUPE MNVR 
 CALL P47 WHEN R=l.PF'N,M,

RCS THRUST SETUP 
 (P41) THRUST MnNIITOP PROGRAM (P47)
 
.15 (105'+12+57I 






MISSION, F 'ESCUE rIMELWIE APRI :;9* 1959 
-%,I­
'-122-
GET PFhT PnOn 
*.RPAKING 'A.TES 
*0 q FPS AT 6000 FT 
4* ;0 FPS AT 3000 FT 
* 10 FPS AT 2500 FT 
0 5 FPS AT 500 FT 
RETICIE ANGLE* 
.13 OEG. * 
.?6 DEG. * 
.. 94 DEG, * 
1.6n DEG, * 
*40 (0539#57) 





LM PARTIAL PHASING : 40 FPS
 






(OUT-OF-PLANE SUN ANGLE IS 4 DEG)
 
SUN ANGLE 
(LOS TO SUN) 
GET EVENT DEG 
100:46 LM PHASING 
100:48 SUNSET 
101:33 CSM RESCUE BURN 
101:34 SUNRISE 
101:42 IT (VHF) (V93,35/35) 108 
102:17 CT (VHF) 144 
102:31 CSM CSI ONE BURN 
102:42 SUNSET 
102:55 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93,675,V93,14/15) 
103:00 CT (SXT) 
103:15 CT (VHF) 
103:27 CSM CSI TWO BURN 
103:31 SUNRISE 
IT (SXT/VHF) (4/3;V67,00057,00034,00001;8/9) 66
 
103:43 CT (SXT/VHF) 83
 
103:55 CSM PLANE CHANGE
 




104:11 CT (SXT/VHF) 61
 
104:23 CSM CDH BURN
 






104:58 CSM TPI BURN
 




105:13 CSM MCCI BURN
 





105:24 CT (SXT/VHF) 






9.3.3 CSM ATTITUDE SUMMARY.
 
INERTIAL AND ORDEAL FDAIBALL GIMBAL ANGLE
 




TIME 	 ROLL PITCH PITCH PITCH
 
GET 	 ORDEAL INERTIAL MNVR
 
100:46 	 180 307 193
 
101:19 180 	 165 283 95
 
101:33 180 	 180 283
 
101:35 	 180 327 64 141
 
102:20 	 180 165 103 170
 
102:31 	 180 180 103
 
102:49 	 180 321 185 82
 
103:27 	 180 10 125
 
103:28 	 180 13 112 13
 
103:55 	 180 123 138
 
104:11 0 	 160 108
 
104:13 0 	 338 266 158
 
104:23 0 	 344 266
 
104:24 0 	 228 147 "119
 
104:51 0 179 	 6 78
 
104:58 0 194 	 6
 
105:00 0 245 51 	 45
 
105:13 0 228 	 33
 
105:28 0 294 	 19
 
105:29 0 261 343 	 36
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9.4 LM PARTIAL PHASING LESS THAN 40 FPS
 
q,4-l , ,M ,Y 1.TtAFLJNF 
GET F!T , T E,ENT P OGC'O~ 
PHASING LESS THAN 4,, FP(;, HC-LnCKFO 
* PRO 
* 06 I (CflM4ANfED P.P,) *
 
(i00+46+21) ,4ONITOR ,mvR *
 
********************************* *' .. F 50'18 (COMMAN'fEh RPq,) *
 
PArVTTAL L'i PHASINiG PINP * MIN BIf TTF(2)-bN(UP) *
 
***********o**MM*****o*o****o*o** * SPS HE VLV TH(PnTH)rBI' 0
 
-4 (iO+f48) 0* SPS F VI V(ROTH) -AUTO *
 
SitsStT "'TO'E *
E* "RI5 -. ,NA 
*TMll U4EALTCN TO HFFcMAT (PS) * PRO 

(nCTTON )' * 06 18 (COMMANnED ,P,) *
 
-3q (100+54) * MONITOR ATT TRI; * 
Mcr-H UPLINK.(LM VECTOP) (pOO * F 50 1 (COMMA,0EnF RP,) * 
RI-if=-21,G'AmMAIllh
-ttP (ioi '0e) -10 (101.23) ,CfV PYESCE'-CSI ONegCDHTPT PAD 1 1 SFPS THRUST S.TUP (P40) 
E'XTERNAL DV TARGFTTNG (P3Oj *-in (101+23) * 
-i4 (101+19) * *
 
SWC THRUST PP0GRAMV~h -p~n) * -*060C ALTqN*4 *
 
AITO MNVR TO HUQPN ATTITInF 4 *
 
(cQDE) 0 * 
(1Rfl l. 3,0) *=" ALT SFT KNOB TO 60 NM 
Ln' * FDA SELFrCT-1 * 
4,*** *ATT SET THUMRWH4ELS TO NIS * 
*..14 (t01.1c))* * NULL ATT FRRnR &iEEnLES 
* y'KE " * oOih FnAI I WT+t-i TT *Y 
* F 50 In (CONMAMDE H,P,y) * * SET THUMEWIHEFLS * 
* KEY 'V'&E * * ATT qRET.Dc 
* I..HC-aNEO * oEPRFSS rnc ALI'N PH * 
4$ ALTGN POLL 1 * FDAI SELFCT-1/2TO " 

k4SSIO' F PFSCUE TIMELTfIE APRTI ?910.9. 








TVc SERVO PWF I-AC1/MNA

TVC SERVO PWR 2-AC2/MNP 

TRANS CONTR PWR.ON 

RHC PWR NORM 2-AC 

GMBL MtRS,PITCH I STPT-ON 







RHC-VERIFY No MTVC 

GMBL MTRS.PITCH 2-STRT.ON 

MBL MTPS YAW 2-STRT-ON 

















* 	 ~~06in (CoMMANDED RP.y) 
MONITOR ATT TRIM 
F 0 S (COMMANDEU kpy) 
KEY ENTER 

F 50 ?q (00204,GMeL IORTVE TEST) 
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* *-Q'O +S 





* * 06 40 

EVENT 	 PROG 
MONITOR PMF3L DRVE
 





VERIFY SPS TH L-OFF *
 











































AUTO RCS SEL A/C ROLL(4)-MNA * S
ET MDC ET-RESE ,START 
PRO 
MTSSIONI F RESCUE TIMELTKIE APPTI PIq6o
 
4 
-128­r r1- c,oV'N,,T P f0. rv"r E vE -T p1p0r 
o SPS IH,.lS'r I T- N '* (11) +35) 
* IN TNF [ CATr)fl.FCRFAq 1 er * sIJnR TSF 
,6o0 oi * MOVE To I.Frl 
* 






RENJDEZvOIIq Nl'V POl AM (P20) 
*" ONITOR. S OPFRAT ON: * AUTO MNV 'TO SXT TACK 
* 
* 
PC tNjji1ATOr-.q5-o( PST 





* F 16 4, 
SPS THIIiST 
{ FC,VC,flVN"J 
IT-fFF * -5n 
* 
(101+41) 
CS! TARGFT!IN p -nGRp'n 4 (P32) 
* DV THRIlST(hOTH'l-tFF * LOADf55 WITH 
* qifQ,I TOPi * 01=+00004 
* PC TNFlIcATO' = 0 * 2='2083' 
* SPS INJ. VLV TNr(4)-CI OSE * R3--*13000 
SPS HE vL/ TA(IOTH)-P * -47 (101+44) 
SPS GMtiLS NFTIJRN TO RFRVO * CALL MARKING POI)TINp(V93,V87) 
* NtuLL *0o.06) 
* I3MHL MTRS-OFF(qFQUENTTftLIY) * A4S 
* TVC SEPVo PWP(.4fTH)-OFF * -14- (102+17) 
* FOAL SCALE-5/1 TERMINATE MAPKS(33) 
* PATE-Lnw * %OvE To CMD SEAT 
ROT CONT P4R DTRECT(RnTH).OFF* CSI TARGETN, FIMAL COMP (P32) 
* DRf * ACo. MSFNI,.PHo -57,GA MMA-7 
* F 16 Rq (Vf,-AOfY) * OUT OF PLANF O)ATA(V O) 
* TC-NULL VG CO',PONFITS * OVERWRITF Ngl WITH '-) cSM YDOT 
THC-IOCKEO * -11 (10719) 











TO RURN jTTITUDE 
* VHF RNG-RESET * (1RO,16/103,0) 
* 
* MM,,bUSP~n TIE(2)-nrF * *-1j1 (10 ,19) * 
, F 37 Rp * KEy 40E * 
MTSSIOI F RESCUF fIMELTME APPTI 25,lq6q 
AET flIEJT PROG 129- rET EVENT 	 PROG' 
F 50 1q (COMMANDED RPqY) * * FDA! SELECT-1/2 * 
4$ KEY V56E ATT SET-TMU. * 
• 	 flHC-ARMEO * * * 4 	 ALIGN ROLL TO * * **MTVC CHFCKSO* * 
*PRHC-LOCKED 	 * * * 
*pRO PR , RMAG mOur(3)-AT I/RATE2 * 
* 06 in CrhMANI)ED R,P~y) o TVc SERVO pWp ITACI/MNA * 
* 	 MONITOR NVR * * TVC sERvO PWR 2.AC2/MN8 
• F 50 1q 	(COMMANDED H,Pqy) * * TRANS CONTR PWR-ON * 
* MN HuS TIE(2)-oc(Up) * * RHc PWR NORM 2-tC * 
SPS.HE VLV TRflRTH)-BP * 4 	 GMBL MTRS PItCH I STRT-ON * 
* ,SPS HE VLV( 3 OTH)-AuTQ * 	 GMBL MTRS YAW 1 STRT-O­
* 	 .NONESS BuS-MNA * * THO-CLOCKWISE 
PRO 4 * RHc-ARME * 
-
S06,in (COMMANDED R,Py) 4 * 	 pHC-V RyFY No MVC * 
HONITOR.ATT TRTM * * GMBL MTRS PITCH 2-STRT-ON. 4 
* F 60 1P (COMMANDED R,4Py) 4 GMBL MTRS YAW 2-STRTON * 
***O**********4$*******4***************4***4* 4$ SET SPS GIMBALS TW(2),-
S .(102+26) 4$ PITCH -,52 
SPq THRUST SETUP (p4n) 4 YAW = +, * 
********0****4$*********4$*$************4$ 4$RHC-VERIF t MTVC 	 . 
4-5 (102+26) 	 4 * THC-NEUTRALi * 4 RHC PWR NORM 2-jC/PC "* 
4 f*nbcALIGN** * 4 RHC-LOCKFD4 * * 	 PRO * 
06 18 (COMMANnED RP, ) 	 * 
* 	 ALT SET KNOB TO 60 NM MONITOR ATT TRi4 	 FDAI SELECT-i * * F 50 18 (COMMANDEn RP,) * 
ATT SET THUMMWHELS T( MI8 * 0 	 KEY ENTER 
* NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLES * * F 50 2s (0049,GMBL DRI(FE TEST) * 
* ON FDAI I,WITH ATT * * RHC PW3 OTRECT(cOTH)-MNA1MNB * 
o 	 SET THUMB1VHFELS * * RATE-HIGH 
• 	 ATT SET-GC * * AUTO R S SEL A/ ROLL(4)-MNA * 4 	 DEPRESS GUC ALTGN PB 4 .* PRO 
MTSSTO!I F oESCUF TIMELTIME APrTI ?9,196Q 
CF T 	 D~v TtvEl~iTP 0 
* SEi$ Ak') TOTp' 	 SE'T mOC FT-N4ESFT.STtRT 4 
* u!) 4nl (.TII\rqlflJ) 	 *M ~ONTJTOlR 
*0 2+** 	 Sot; T14P115T LT+O 4 
* Wh~FAT SrALE-B/9 ODV TflTCATOP,,UECREAST'iO 
4*\FRI'y' Spb TH IT-OFF, * *+fAlhO* 
* P'S Q'rE STbY * * uLLAGF-OFF*
 
4*F'15 F(JtiCTiQN-g'/% SET * * 06 40 (TFC.V(C,,nVm)*
 
* rqm) C<I yrv. * * 	 'IMTOR qFS OPErATION 
* E~r.1s FIJNCTT4N..fI/ ,*a 	 Pfr INOT(>TORA95-105 PSIT 
* THr-ARm~Erl 4* 	 ONJTOP SPS PI'WiNE C.UTOFF 4 
* PH-C-AHMEO * 	 SPS; TI-4IIST LT;-OFF* 
* f)V'TH[RIIST(A)-Iifl~MAL **F 16 40 (TFC.'Qwc,. nvM)a 
*.00435 * * V T'IPUS3T (.8TH)-OFF* 
* nSicY IHL4NKS **MONITOQ 
0.00430 PC TNDnTCATOR = 0 4 
*06 *4ti (TFIVG,0'JM) *P *M;VVjD4-~s 
* 	 FMS M0flE-NORM4I. **Sn'S HF VJLV TP(BOTH)-AP * 
** SI's GMRLS REfLJRN To SRVO 
* PFPRM ,JLLAGE 4 *NULL* 
*.O0oO5 * fMPL MTRS,-OFF (Sk3rUENTI4ALLY)* 
* F 9~9 4nl (REO3UEST FRN Er~nINE ENA'4LE) **TVC 	 SEE~Vn'P (R TH)-.OFF* 
* PROl4 FOAl RCAL-5/1 
* o6 4n (TFI,VC,,fldM) * ATE-.LO4 
a HOT M\NT PwR OpEnCT rHOTrn -OFF* 
(10;)+3O+351 ~RO P,* 
M*************************4* *F 16 85 (VS-PoOY) 4 





**4f******44*****44$*4******'*** 	 ,HC-?, OCKFP 
* ~ ~ M S FIkiCTTONI01 RN, 
*FI, EMS n E-v4F.Rjvr. 
* ~ ~ vHF OflIG-RFSET* 
C ~mN Aii TYF(2)-CrF* 
MISSION' F NESCIJE TIMFLTY1E APPTI 259l9bq 
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SET FVENT 
 PROG (ET EVENT PROG
 
* PRO * -37 (j0-j52)
. . F 37 R* MOVE TO LER 
** ****o**** MARKING~ POUTIN iVA7)***** + *~**CALL (102*32) 











IMi REALIGN TO ReFpMMAT 4PS2) TEpMINATE MARKS(23)
(nPTION 3) 
 MOVE TO CMr SEAT
 
GOC ALtGN 
 CST TARGEINs FINAL COMP (p32)






MCC<HUPLINK(LM VECTOP,I LM 
 RCS THRUST PROGRAM4!56 (P41)

ACTIVE)' (POO) 





RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM 
 (P201 CS THRUST SETuP'Gf ALIGN (P41)











THREE MARKSVq3 RENDEZVOUS NAV PROG6AM (P2O)

438 (103.09) 








-0 6S TARGFTiN PROGRAM (P32)
SINIRTSE 
 LOAD N55 WITH
 
- (103.46) 
 RI = +00001
 
CqT TARGETING PROGRAM (P32) 
 R2 = +20830
 
LnAD N55 WITH 
 P3 = *13000
 
R1=+00002 




MltSIO i F iFSCUF TfIMEL PTE AP PTI ?5 q196q 
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rFTF T pP 0 r EvEmTPs.i" 
C,1l L HARKISIG 










511, SFT (18O,18/1?0qO) 
T'FmNTNATr',XT rAm<KV'9-4 










OiIT OF PLANE 0ATA(1'O) 




Nm/F TO CMf sEAT 
C t TAFtGETTNG FIA4L COMP 













CALL MARKTN93 ROLiTINr(V87,V57) 
AFTEN 3 SX4 MP PDoCESSEO 
v 6 79,LOAD tA,,'no '7,f 0,i)34*O00h ) 
TEPMINATF MAPKS1(]2 
MOVE To C,4n SFAT 
OUT OF Pl.ANE DATa(Vfl) 
EXTERNAL nV TARGETX;,G (P30) 
PCS THRUqT PPOGRAMUE6 (P41)
"AIITO MNVp To BUPN ATTITUDe 
-2 (I0l 
(il 
AluTO MNVR TO HURN ATTITUrF 
15) In 














****** **** *** 
-2A (IO .SO)N 
RENDEZVOIIS ,AV PPOG6AM 




00O-H TARGFTINS PPOGRIAM 
MOVE TO L;E$ 
(033) 
$TS5IOM F HFSCIJF ) TMFLTN!E APRI ?9,1q6Q 
-133- PRO r0AET F'ENmT 	 pROG rET EVENT 
(105+2) , SPS HE VLV(BOTH%-AUTO * 
$ 'NONESS RIS-MNA * Aoc 

-i22 (105+.54) 	 *PRO0 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE(V97qV57) 0 	 06 IS (COMMANDEP.RPV)
 
*(1193 AFTER 3 MARKS PROCESSED) 	 MONITnR ATT TRTl 

-I (106+04) * F 50 18 (COMMANDED RP99) 
TrPMINATE MARKS( l0) 
MOVE TO CMD SEAT -5 (106#11) 
SPS THRUST SETUP 	 (P4 0)
CnH TARGETING FINAL COMP (P331 
OUT OF PLANE DATA(V90) 
OV RWR!TE NB1§ WITH'-(-) CSM YOOT 4-5 (06.&11) 
ROLL 1S0 DEGqACQ MSFN 4 '4 
RHoO-S5SGAmMAn173 4 **GDC ALIGNi4 4 
SPS THRUST PROGRAMV56 -(P40) 6 	 ALTSET kNOB TO 60 NM
 
-MANUAL kNVR TO I DEG/SET TO BURN 	 -. "- COsLEc 

ATTITUDE ,ATT'sET"T'UMBwHOELS TO-NIS' 
(161-DEG) NULLATT LAROR %EEDLES. ',4 




KEY 40E OEPRSS Gb4ALIN P8 
4 F 50 IS (COMMANDED RP,y) FDAI SELECT/2 
4' KEY V56E * ATT SET-TMU 
i RHCrARMED * * A-

ALIGN POLL To i*MTVC CHECKS44
 
* - RHCTLOCKED * *
 
0 w" PRO* SHAG MODE(3).ATTI/RATE2 .0
 
4 06 18 (COMMANDED RjP,y) * * TVC SERVO PWR I;ACI/MNA *
 




* 	 F 50 IR (COMMANDEU R.Ply) * * 

MN BUS TIE(a),-OUP) * RHC'PW- NORM - ­
sPS HE VLV TB(qOTH)-RP GMBL MTRS PITCH 1 STRT-ON
 
MISSION F RESCUE TIMELTNE APRTL 2c,)Qb9
 
-134-
GFT rT EVF-N1T 
* r,RL MIRS yAW STqTni * ,. ,HC-APMFn 4 
* THc-CLOCK4ISF * * nV T ,oii;T(A).NObAL * 
* PHC-AP.'IEfE * *."Ql 3 * 
rPHr"-VEpIFY Onf !-T\C * * 0SKY RLANKS * 
* flMHL FITRS PIT>.N '-STPT-Or' * *-no+jfl * 
S;MHRL ,TRS YAW .2.STRT.nN * 06 40 (TFI \IGqflVM) * 
4 SET SPS GIMbaL9 TW(2)- ,* * EMS MODF.IOtAL * 
* PTICH = -. 5? *.*-0n,15 * 
* YAW =t 5 * * PEPFORM IILLAtE * 
* PHC-VERIFY MTVr * o-fl~o; * 
*t TH".-NEIrMl_ * PQ 9 40 (HF5QIFST FOP EN' TNE ENARLE) * 
* ri-i PWR NORM 2.AC/DC * . PRo * 
* rHC=LOCKEF * * 06 40 (TFI,VG,fVM) * 
* m'Rn ,*, ************************ 
* 06 11, (COMMANDEU RP.y) * 0 (iUA+16+0 7 ) 
* MNiqITOR AlT TNTM* 
IF 50 1 (COMMANDE0 R,P.y) * CSM CVi HUN(653.0:!12.;.) 
4 KEY ENTER (n, 493/..gn) 
1

* F 0 Pr, font2,I'4 "GMHLIQIE TESTI * 9
 
RHO PWp, DIRECT 'oTH).iMNA/MN3 *. 
4 RATE-HIGH * * SET mDC ET-RFSE ,START * 
4 AUTO ,RCS SE1 AP,. ROLL(4)-MNA * * MONITnR 
* PRO ** SP9 THPUST LT-ON * 
. MONITOR (GiML OPIVE * * OV INTATOR-DECPEAS G * 
SSEA AND TyI, * *+on+nl 
06 4.. (TFIVs,nvM) * * ULLA-F.OFF * 
.- 62*O0 * * 06 40 (TFC.,,nvM) 
4 FrOAI SCALE-5/ * * MONITOR SPS fPE6ATION * 
4i VFPIFY SPS TH tjT-OFF * * PC ,mTCATOR-'S-105 PST * 
* EMS POlE STBv * * MONITOR SPS FNGiTNE CUTOFF * 
SF; FUrICTIN-fOV SET * * SPs tHPIIST L"T-OFF 
I()At) CrH VC * * F 16 41 (TFC.vG,PDV,) 
* EM; FUNICTION-I)V * * DV THRUST (ROTH)-OPF * 
Tk'OARMEO * * MONIT0* 
MYSSION F NESCUF Ii'Wt:LT-IE APR71 p?,lq6q 
GET FVENT 




z 0 * -27 (106.24)SPS INJ VLVTND(4)-CLOSE * CALL MARKING ROUTIN(VBTV57) 
SPSHE'VLV TE(BOTH)-RP * (V93 AFTER 3 MARKS PROCESSEA)




 * -12 106+39)TVC SERVO PWR(ROTH)-OFF 
 * TERMINATE MARKSQS)
FOAI SCALE-5/1 * MOVE To CMASE1T 
' RATE-LOW 





 * -7 (106.44)F.16 RS: (VG-BODY) 
 0 SPS THRUST PROGRAM, 56 (P40)
 
",TH9-NULL VG COMPONENTS *AUTO MNV 








EMS FUNCT ION VHF RNG
4 ~EMS-MOOE-. VHF"RNG IL,*. .I06.+44) t-. -.-.VHF RNG-PESET 
 * * KEY 40E
MN BUS"TIE(2)-iOPF 

PRO F So 18 (OdMMA'NDED RPy)
* * KEy V66E 
 * 
. F 37 " *R RHO-ARMED .4
-* ALIGN -nOLLTO
33 (I06,18') * RHC-LOCKED* 
RFNDEZvOuS NAV PROGRAM (P2n) * PRO
 
AuTO MNVR TO SXT TRACK 

- 06 1 (COMMANDED RtP,) * (1)7 PEG) 
 * MONITOR NvR * (TO228/144,) 
 F 50 18 (COMMANDED R,P, )

29 (106 22) MOVE TO LEa 
 * MN BUs TrE(2 ).-oN(UP)

( 
 SPS HR VLV TS(ROTH)-BP
TPT TARGETING PRoGRAM (P34) * SPS HE VLV(BOTH)-AUTO

LnAD N55 




.* 06 19 (COMMANOEflR,P,) 4 
4* MONITOR ATT TRIM * 




.FT V7 F T p~qnr tI-EvtiT PPC)fl 
* p oF 10 tC,.,'hIdEIJ44,PY) .. -M L MP:; YPW ?-STWT-O, 
4*****4***************4~******$**$***~S *_ ~eT 5S en MHALC T4 ( P) -* 
-5 ('10646) ' PTTCH= --. 5? ' 
Snc THRUS[ SFIIJP fP41) 
**,a*4********************************PH* 
* YAW = +.5 
9IWERIFY MTVC* 
* 
*- (106+4A) THC-NFUTPAL * 
* * a HC PWR NO(RM,.2.AC/PJC 
O 4**fI)C .iLT(N * * i*HC-InCKF[ * 
* * * PRO * 
* * * 06 18 (COMMANFf} ,P,v) * 
4.ALT SET.K,Nt Tn 6o N * * MONITnP ATT TRI * 
*FFAT SFLECT- 4$ F So i (CCMMIANFn ,P,') 
* ATT SET THUMH'9FEL9 Th't'IP * tEY FNITP 
* IJLL ATT ERHnR t,IEEf.I.E:q F 50 2r (00204(ThPL nRT,F TFST) a 
* OIl .Fr)A,1 IS£~F THU;46i 4'JTTH1ATTHFFLS * * 'p* ,.i4HC PR DrREcT(csOTH-MNA/MNHATE-HirH * ' 
* ATT SET-GUC * * AUTO.r 5EL Aib ROLL(4)-MNA 







MONITOR rmRL DR.VE 




* *T"TVC CHECKS** * *-O2~00
* * 
06 40 (tFIgJG,,nVM) 
FDAI SC41F-S/5 4 
* R'486 r'OIE(3)-TT1/RATr? * * VERIFY Sps T H LT-OFF * 
1* T"iC SEPVO PW IACl/MNA . * EMS MOfDF STBY 
4 TVC SEPVO PW9 2-Ac?/M;Ip * EMS FgINcrTToNOV SET * 
* * TRANq CQNTN PWPQON * * IOAD TAT VC 
* RHC PR NOM 2-AC * * EMS, FlNCTYON.DV 
* GMPL MTRS PITCw I STRT-f!" * * THC-ARMEfl 
* (rS,14L rITRS YA1. 1 STPT-frj * RHC-APMFE *) 
* THC-CLOCKTSF 4 4nV$t Tr4USTtA)-NOMAL 
* rc-AMEI) , * *-O)l*3 * 
* nremtr-vIFf W) ,TVC *1SKY RLA'KS * 
* rk-WL-WTRS PITCk 2-STRT-'l"' 
MTSSIO.t F ;ESCLIF TtmFLTNE APRTI 2S,1l6q 
EVENT
rET Ppr7- rRT EVENT PROG
 
4
-0030 * SPS GmBLS RE4URN TO SERVO 
06 40 (TFI.VGDVM) " * * NULL. , 
EM4S MODE;.NoRMAt. * GMBL MTPS-OFF(SFQUENTIALLY
-OO+15 * * TVC SERvo PWR(BTH)-OFF * 
* PERFORM ULLAGE * * FDAI SCALF-S/I 
9.00.05 .
 * * RATE-LOW 
O F 99 40 (REQUEST FOR ENGINE EtARLE) * * ROT CONT PWR D!ECT(BOTH)-OFF*
*. PRO ** PRO. * 
06 46 (TFIvVGDVM) * * F 16 8S (VG-fOOY) 





i * *RHC-LOCKFD 
CSM. TPI RURN(-15v0,5.9) * EMS FUNCTTON-VH RNG 
(09202/1490) , * EMS MODE-VHF RNG 
.*41***4**t*******4***1******** *VHF RNG..RESET* 
a MN B3US tIE 2 -0F 
41 SET MOC EToRESETSTART 0 ..A PRO -.. * 
41 MONITORI **, F 37 BB 
SpS THRUST LTJ * 
DVNDICATO.DEcREA§TNG * +2 
".00.01 * RENDEZVOIS NAV PROGRAM (P20)
* ULLAGE.OFF * AUTO MNVR TO SXT TpACK
* 06 40 (TFCVGDVM) * (3a DEG)
41 MONITOR SPS OPERATIONi * (0247/57,o)
* PC INDICATO.5.105 PST MCc1'TARGrTTNG PRO66AM tP35)(P20)

* MONITOR SPS ENtUNE CUTOFFi * MOVE TO LFU 
4SPS THRUST LT-OFF * +3 






PC INDICATOR z 0 * +11
 
41 SPS INJ VLVTND(4)- LOSE * TERMINATE MARKS(B)

SPS HE VLv TP(BOTH)-BP ;12
 
Mccl TARGETiNd FINAi' COMP (P35)
 
MISSION F RESCUE IIMELTNE APRTIL ;,1q69
 
-138­




PYP'ASc HURN ATT t itlE 







THPUsT Mr)NITOPI r, Prn('GPM (P47)
VqPEPFrlm SPAKTNr AND LOS 
CONTROL 
isRRAKIN fGAT ,FTFCLE ANGLE 
(i07+14) 
MCC? TAPRrETTrNG PPOstpAM (p i (P* 
CAlL MRktI?'J6 HOUTT',F(V93.\I17 ,V9ih 
SINtMPT SF :+44 (107 
*3o FPS AT 6000 FT 
isA 20 FPS AT 3100 FT 
In FPS AT 2C00 FT 
is7 5 FPS AT 500 FT 
34+57) 
.13 PEG.* 
.26 OG. is 
*54 OES. * 
1.66 ORFG.41 
TF'PMTNATE MAPRS(4)) 
MnVE Tn CMP) SEAT 
TPF 
MCC? TARGETING FTNAL COMP (P35) 
*36 
R.c THRUST PCRo(a 
RYPASS RURN ATTITuDE MNVR 









MISSION F RESC11E IIMELTMIF APPTI 5,)o6c 
-139­
9.4.2 RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION SUMMARY WITH SUN ANGLES
 




IT - INITIATE TRACK
 
CT - CEASE TRACK
 






























102:17 CT (VHF) 123
 




















104:15 CT (VHF) 141
 
104:24 CSM CSI TWO
 


















105:36 CT (SXT/VHF) 101
 
105:48 CSM PLANE CHANGE
 

































9.4.3 CSM ATTITUDE SUMMARY 
INERTIAL AND ORDEAL FDAI BALL GIMBAL ANGLE PROFILE 
FOR THE LM PARTIAL PHASING < 40 FPS RESCUE CASE 
(MISSION F) (YAW = 0.0) 
TIME ROLL PITCH PITCH PITCH 
GET ORDEAL INERTIAL MNVR 
100:46 180 307 193 
101:19 180 150 283 98 
101:33 180 180 283 
101:36 180 322 56 133 
102:19 180 165 103 174 
102:31 180 180 103 
102:51 180 320 177 74 
104:24 180 335 257 
104:26 180 317 231 26 
105:20, 180 18 121 
105:22 180 18 120 
105:48 180 135 149 
105:50 180 132 139 10 
106:04 0 154 110 
106:08 0 166 271 161 
106:16 0 349 271 
106:18 0 228 144 127 
106:44 0 247 74 60 
106:51 0 202 14 
106:53 0 247 52 38 
107:06 0 267 33 
107:21 0 300 23 
107:23 0 265 348 35 
107:35 0 298 348 
9.5 LM ZERO INSERTION
 
9.5.1 	 Summary Timeline -2-

LM INSERTION EQUALS 0 FPS RESCUE TIMELINE
 
GET EVENT 	 PROG GET EVENT PROG
 
(102+46*18) MOVE To CMO SEAT
 
GSI TARGETING FINAL (p32)(P2O)
 
CSM INSERTION BURN(175?4,O,-107e1) COMP
 




SUNSET SPS THRUST PROGRAMV56 (P40)
 
(102448) AUTO MNVR TO BURN ATTITUDE
 





MCC-H UPLI'NK(LM VECTOR) (PO0) *.6 (1039 b)....
 
MOVE TO LEB KEY 40E R Y
 
RENDEZVOUS'NAV PROGRAM (P2) * K0Y VSGE
 
AUTO MNVR To SXT TRACK " RHCOARMEO i,
 






CSI TARGETING PROGRAM (p32)(P20) * 06 19 (COMMANDED RPtY)
 
LOAD N55'RliO0001 * MONITOR MNVR
 
R2m42030 * F 50 I8 (COMMANDED RiPY) 0

R3m1o000 . MN SUS TI(2)'-ON(UP)
 
sg9 (1o34o3) 'SPS-HE VLV TSWeOTMI)cBP 0
 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE(V93,VSTV57) 0, 	 sPS HE VLV(BOTH),-AUTO.

(V93 AFTER 5 MKS PROCESSED) * 	 NONESS BUS-MNA
 
(103408) 	 * PRo

TERMINATE SXTCONT.VHF 	 0 06 I8 (COMMANDEO R9PY)
 
V90(CSM) 	 0 MONITOR ATT TRIM
 






MISSION F RESCUE TIMELINE APRIL 259 1969
 
SET EVENT 	 PROG 60r EVENT PRO 
(103t25) 	 * SET SPS GIMBALS TW(2)P 
LOS * pITCH = -952 
"5 (103 27) + *yAW *,59 
SPS THRUST SETUP * RHc-VERIFY MTVC 
*****4***4****************************G***O*OtO** * 	 THC.NEUTRAL * 
4-5 (103+27) 	 * * RHC PWR NORM 2-AC/DC
* 4$*GDC ALIGN** * RHC.LOCKED * 
*e** PRo f 
* * * 	 06 Is (COMMANDED R.PY) 
* 	 ALT SET KNOB TO 60 NM * * MONITOR ATT TRIM . 
* 	 FDA! SELECT-i * * F 50 18 (CoMMANDED RPY)
* 	 ATT SET THUMSWHEELS TO N18 * * KEY ENTER 4 
NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLES * * F 50 25 (00204,GMBL DRIVE TEST)
* 	 ON FDAI 1 WITH AIT * * RHC PVR DIRECT(BOTH)%94NA/Mtde 
* 	 SET THUMBW'EELS i * RATE-HIGH 
* 	 ATT SET-GOC 0 0 AYTO RCS SEL A/C ROLL(4)-MNA 
DEPRESS GOC ALIGN PS * PRo
* 	 FDAI SELECT-1/2 * 4 MONITOR GNBL DRIVE 
* 	 ATT SET-THU * SEQ AND TRIM 
Se* 064 0 (TF19VGOVM) 4"
* **MTVC CHECKS** 	 * O-02D00A L5
* 	 FDA* SCALE-5/5

e 	 BMAG MODE(3)-ATT1/RATE2 * * VERIFY SPS TH LT-OFF 4. 
4 TVC SERVO PWR 1;ACMNA * * EMS MODE STBY 
* TVC SERVO PWR 2-AC2/MNB * 0 EMS FUNCTION-DV SET 
* TRANS CONTR PWR-oN * * LOAD CSI VC * 
* 	 RHC PWR NORM 2-AC * EMS FUNCTION-DV 
* 	 GMBL MTRS PITCH 1 STRT-ON * * THC.ARMED * 
GMRL MTRS YAW 1 STRI-ON * 0 RHC.ARMED * 
* 	 THC-CLOCKWISE * * DV THRUST(A)-NORMAL 4 
* 	 RHC-ARMED * *-0035 
RHC-VERIFY NO MTVC * * DSKY BLANKS 0' 
* BoML MTRS PITCH'2-STRT-ON * -0030 	 4,
* 	 GMAL MIRS YAW 2-StRT-ON * , O 40 (TrxVGODVM) 




GET EVENT 	 PROG GET EVENT PROG
 
* EMS MODE-NORMAL 	 GMBL MTRS-OFF(SEQUENTIALLY) * 
0* 	 41 TVC SERVO PWR(BOTH)-OFF 
* PERFORM ULLAGE * 	 4 FDA! SCALE-5/1 ­
*"00*05 4 	 * RATEwLOW 
• F 99 40 (REQUEST FOR ENGINE ENABLE) 4 	 * ROT CONT PWR DIRECT(BOTH)-OFF , 
* PRO 	 - pRo 
* 	 06 40 (TFIvVGvDVM) F 16 85 (VGBODY) 
4" THC.NULL. VG.COMPONENTS 4­
0 	 (103032419) * THC-LOCKEO ­
************************* * RHC.LOCKED -

CSM CST BURN(-39,0O6d) ' EMS FUNCTION-VHF RNG *
 
(10BO180/293,O) W EMS MOOE-VHF RNG
 
**n*****o**41*41.***n***.**.neeo.* * VHr RNGwRESET
 
SUNRISE MN4 BUS Tlg(2)*-OFF ,
 
41 	 PRO
SET D9 ET-REETSTRT * * F 37 Be 
MONITOR e-
SPS-THRUST LT-ON (103434)"
DV INOICATOR-OECREASING * RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P20)
U0LLl1 "AUTO'MN9R TO SXT TRACKe ULLA6E'OFF (? DEG) . 
*06 40 (TFCV@9DVM) (18015/26690) 
MONITOR SPS OPERATION * MOVE !O LEB 
e PC INDiCATOR-95-05 PSI -*p4 (103*40)
* 	 MONITOR SPS ENGINE CUTOFF * CALL MARKING ROUTINECV87,VS7) 
* 	 SPS THRUST LT-OFF * AFTER 3 MARKS PROCESSED 






PC INDICATOR-a 0 * 	 OUT OF PLANE, DATA(VQO)
* 	 SPS INJ VLV INO(4)-CLOSE 4 EXTERNAL DV PROGRAM (P30)(P?6) 
* SPS'HE VLV TB(BOTH)-BP * LOAD OUT OF PLANE DATA 
* SPS GMSLS RETURN TO SERVO * 
* NULL * 




GET EVENT PROG GET EVENT PROG
 
we (103+56) -9 (104+28)

RCS THRUST PROGRAMOV56 .(P41) SPS THRUST PROGRAMV56 (P40)
 
BYPASS BURN ATTITUDE MNVR AUTO MNVR TO BURN ATTITUDE
 




CSM PLANE CHANGE(180173/205.O) *.9 (104+8). 
**a**********4*******o***** *KEY 40E 
(104*05) * F 50 18 (COMMANDED RtPY) * 
RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P20) * KEy V56E * 
AUTO MNVR TO SXT TRACK * RHC.ARMED 
(25 DEG) 4 ALIGN ROLL TO 0 DEG* 
(180147/180,0) * RHc-LOCKED * 
-30 (104407) PRo 
CDH TARGETING PROGRAM (P33)( PZ) * 06 18 (COMMANOED RtPY) * 
-28 (104409) * MONITOR MNVR 
CALL MARKING ROUTINECVSTV57) * F 50 18 (COMMANDED R9PvY) 
(VQ3 AFTER 3 SXT MARKS PROCESSED) ti MN BUS TIE(2)-ON(UP)
(104+12) 4 SPS HE VLV TB(BOTH)'SPB 
ADS * SPS HE VLV(BOTH),-AUTO 4' 
-13 (104024) * NONESS BUS-MNA * 
TERMINATE MARKS(15) * PRo W 
MOVE TO CMD SEAT * Ob 18 (COMMANDED R9PY) * 
ROLL 180 DEGACQ MSFN * MONITOR ATT TRIM f
 
(09155/13310) 0 F 50 18 (COMMANDED R.PqY)
 
(RHO -359 SAM 0)
 
CDH TARGETING FINAL (P33)(P20) (104+ ...
-5 2),  
COMP SPS THRUST SETUP (P4o)

OUT OF PLANE DATACV90) 
OVERWRITE N81 WTTH(-)CSM YDOT O-5 (104+32) * 
* **GODC ALIGN** * 
* ALT SET KNOB TO 60 NM * 




GET EVENT' PROG GET EVENT PROG
 
FDAI SELECT-1. F 50 18 (COMMANDED RPY) 	 * 
*ATT SET THUMBWHEELS TO Ni8 * 	 KEY ENTER 
NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLES *' F 50 25 (002049GMBL DRIVE TEST) * 
* ON FOAI 1 WITH AT RHC PWR OIRECT(BOTH).MNA/MNS * 
SET THUMBWHEELS • * RATE-HIGH 
ATT sET-G6c * .AUTO RCS SEL A/C ROLL(4),MNA * 
DEPRESS GDC ALIGN PB. * PRO 
FDAI SELECT-1/2 4' MONITOR GNBL DRIVE 
ATT SET-ThU * * SEQ AND TRIM * 




* * FDAi SCALE-5/5 
BMAG MODE(3)-ATTtRATE2 4 4 VERIFY SPS TH LT-OFF 
TVC SERVO PWR 1iACMNA 4, EMS MODE'STBY 
TVC SERVO PWR 2-AC2/MNB *' - EMS FUNCTION-DV SET
 
TRANS bONTR PWR-oN * LOAD-COH VC
 
RHC PwR NORM 2-Ac P *. EMS FUNClON"DV 
GMAL MtRS PITCH 1 STT-ON * *. THC.ARMED 
GBL MTRS YAW I STRf.ON *.* RHC.ARMED -0 
THC-CLOCKWISE 4' 4, OV THRUST(A),-NORMAL, 	 -' 
RHC'ARMED *.*Oe*35
 
RHC-VERIFY NO MTVC *_-. DSKY'BLANKS .
 
GMAL MTRS PITCH 2-STRT-ON 4-*O430,
 
GMBL MTRS YAW 2-STRT-ON 4.. 	 O4 *0 (T#iVGvDVM) 
SET SPS GIMBALS TW(2),l * - - EMS MOENORMAL oi 
PITCH a -,52 *' -00415 
YAW a *.59 . PERFORM ULLAGE 0' 
RHC-VERIFY MTVC * *00€05
 












RHC PWR NORM 2mAC/DC e 	 PRO 












 * 	 EMS FUNCTION-VHF RNG 
CSM 	COH BURN(-8,0t42.6) * EMS MODE-VHF RNG * 
(09269/21390) , VHF RNG-RESET 
**************************g***** 	 MN BUS TIE(c)-OFF * 
* 	 PRO* 
*SET 	 MOC ET-RE§ETtSTART ,*F 37 8
 
* 	 ~~~MONITORO*************O********4*4 
* 	 SPS'THRUST LT-ON "37 
DV INDICATORDECREASING * RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM (P20)





06 40 (TFCgV ,DVM) (0224/16090)

* 	 MONITOR SPS OPERATION -32 
*PC 	 INDICATOR-95-ioS PSI * TPI TARGETING PROGRAM (P34)(P20)
o 	 MONITOR SPS ENGINE CUTOFF ft 	 LOAD N55 R2m=20830 
* SPS THRUST LT-OFF * 	 R3u*13000 
* F 16 40 (TFCVGDVM) 	 * -30 
* 	 DV THRUSTCBOTH)-OFF * CALL MARKING ROUTINE(VBTVS5T) 
*MONITOR 
 (V93 AFTER 3 SXT MARKS PROCESSED)
 
PC INDICATOR a 0 (10453)

SPS INJ VLV IND(4)-CLOSE 0 SUNSET

* 	 SPS HE VLV TB(BO1N)-BP * 012 
ft 	 SPS GMBLS RETURN TO SERVO , TERMINAtE MARKS(18) 
NULL * MOVE To CMD SEAT .GML MTRS-OF(SEOUENTIALLY) * 	 IPI TApGETING'FINAL (P34)(P20) 
* TVC SERVO PWR(BOTH)aoFF * COMP 
* FDA! SiALE-5/1 * 	 VERIFY ORDEAL(V83) 
RATE-LOW -





-AUTO MNVR TO BURN ATTITUDE 
F 16 85 (VO-BODY) * (95 DEG) 
THC-NULL VG COMPONENTS * (09165/35390) 
* 	 THC-LOCKED 




GET EVENT PROG 

*..*..*o**.*.*** .o.**oo*****.********* * 

a- * * 

KEY 40E 4 * 





RHC.ARMEO 4 * 







06 18 (COMMANDED R9PqY) 0 * 

MONITOR MNVR * 

F 50 18 (COMMANDED RPtY) 4 

MN BUS TIE(2).ON(UP) 

SPS HE VLV T8(BOTH)'8P 4*( 

SPS HE VLV(BOTH)-AUTO ' 

NONESS BUS-MNA 9 4 

PRO *.-
06 18 (COMMANDED RPvY) ' 
MONITOR ATT TRIM * 
F 50 18 (COMMANDED RPY) * 
.. 400n..a**fln****4*94440**0*,*4*4*f* 'PITCH-
-*5 *YAW 











ALT SET KNOB TO 60 NM * 

FDA! SELECT-I 0* 

ATT SET THUMRWHEELS TO NIB 4'* 

NULL ATT ERROR NEEDLES soF 

ON FDAI I WITH AfT * t 


















TVC SERVO PWR 1-A01/MNA 

TVC SERVO PWR 2oAC2/MNB 

TRANS CONTR PWR-ON 

RHC PWR NORM 2-AC 

GMBL'MTRS PITCH 1 STRT-ON 










GMSL MTRS YAW -2.STRT-ON 














MONITOR ATT TRIM 





50 25 (0020',4BL DRIVE TEST) 











































MISSION F RESCUE TIMELINE APRIL 25v 1969
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(FT EVENT POG GET EVENT 	 PROG
 
* 	 AUTO RCS SEL A/C ROLL(4)-MNA 0 **************************************t****** 
* 	 PR *. SET MOC ET-RESETSTART 
* 	 MONITOR GMAL DRIVE * * MONITOR 
SEQ AND TRIM * * 	 SPS THRUST LT-ON * 
* 06 40 (TFIVeDVM) * * OV INQICATOR-DECREASING 
*-02a00 *+00401 ' 
* 	 FDA! SCALE-5/5 * * ULLAGE-OFF 
VERIFY SpS TH LT-OFF "0* 06 40 (TFcgVGDVM) 
* 	 EMS MODE STBY * * MONITOR SPS OPERATION 
lb 	 EMS FUNCTION-OV SET a* PC INDICATOR-951oS5 PSI * 
* 	 LOAD TPI VC 0 * MONITOR SPs ENGINE CUTOFF 

EMS FUNCTION.OV * * SPS THRUST LT-OF"
 
* 	 THC-ARMEO a F 140 (TFCVGDVM) 
* 	 RHC-ARMED * * DV tHRUST(eOTH)-OFF 0. 
* DV THRUST(A)-NORMAL 4.* MONITOR
 
*-00*35 * PC INDICATOR s 0
 
* DSKY BLANKS sPS INJ VLV IND(4)-CLOSE *
 
0-00*30 * 0' SPS HE VLV TB(BOTH)-BP
 
* 06 40. CTFIVGDVM) 0-	 SPS GMBLS RETURN-TO SERVO 4, 
* EMS MODE-NORMAL * * NULL
 
O000015 * GMBL MTRSoOFF(SEQUENTIALLY)
 
*PERFORM ULLAGE * 4 TVC SERVO PWRCBOTH)-OFF
 
*O0005 	 * * FDAy §CALE-5/ 
* F 99 40 	(REQUEST FOR ENGINE ENABLE) * * RATt-LOW 0' 
* 	 PRO * ROT CONT PWR DIRECT(BOTH)hOFF*
* 
*f********************************************* * F 16 8s (VG.BODY) 0' 
(105+1647) THC-NULL VG COMPONENT§ 
THC-LOCKED 
CS TPI BURN(-211,O,,-8) * RHC-LOCKED 
.(09180/35390)., * EMS FUNCTIoN-VHF RNG 
* 06 40 	(TFIVGODVM) * * PRo 






GET EVENT PROG GET EVENT PROG
 
* EMS MODE-VHF RNG * (10540)
 
VHF RN9-RESET SUNRISE 
* - MN BUS TIE(2)-OFF * *26 
* PRO TERMINATE MARKS(9)
 
*F 37 BB 427
 




RENDEZVOUS NAV PROGRAM 

AUTO MNVR To SXT TRACK RCS'THRUST PROGRAM (P4l)
 
(61 DEG) BYPASS BURN ATTITUDE MNVR
 
(Ot246/54t0) RCS THRUST SETUP (P41)
 
MCC.TARGETING PROGRAM (P35)(P26) *30 (105*4644T)
 








TERMINATE MARKS(7) AUTO MNvR TO'COAS TRACK(V89)(POO)
 
+12 MOVETO CN4 SEAT
 




RCS THRUST PROGRAM 
 (P41) 
 CALL P y AT RwUi25N.Mo
 
BYPASS BURN ATTITUDE MNVR THRUST MONITOR'PAOGRAM (P47)
 
RCS THRUST SETUP (P41) V63UPERFORM BRAKING AND
 




4 RETILi ANGLE, W"
'BRAKING OATES 
LOS *30 T -... .FPs AT'6000 FT DEG. 
*16 4 2o FPS At 3000 FT a DEG. 
MCC TARGETING PROGRAM (P35)(P20) * lo FPS At 2500 FT !5" DEG. e* 














MISSION F RESCUE TIMELINE APRIL 259 1969
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9.5.2 NAVIGATION SUMMARY 
LM INSERTION = 0 FPS 
P20 NAVIGATION SUMMARY WITH SUN ANGLES 
IT - INITIATE TRACK 
CT - CEASE TRACK 
(OUT-OF-PLANE SUN ANGLE IS 4 DEG) 
SUN ANGLE 
GET EVENT 
(LOS TO SUN) 
DEG 
102:46 CSM INSERTION BURN 
SUNSET 
103:03 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93;6/5;V93;14/15) 
103:08 CT (SXT) 
103:23 CT (VHF) 
103;32 CSM CSI BURN 
SUNRISE 
103:40 IT (SXT/VHF) (4/3;V67,00057,00034,00001;8/9) 158 
103:45 172 
103:50 174 
103:52 CT (SXT/VHF) 168 
104:04 CSM PLANE CHANGE 
104:09 IT (SXT/VHF) (4/3,V93,11/12) 123 
104:14 109 
104:19 97 
104:24 CT (SXT/VHF) 83 
104:37 CSM CDH BURN 
104:47 IT (SXT/VHF) (4/3,V93,14/15) 19 
104:52 1 
104:53 SUNSET 1 
105:,05 CT (SXT/VHF) 
105:17 CSM TPI BURN 
105:21 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93,7/7) 
105:28 CT (SXT/VHF) 
105:32 CSM MCC] BURN 
105:33 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93,9/9) 
105:40 SUNRISE 93 
105:42 CT (SXT/VHF) 94 
106:02 CSM MCC2 BURN 
106:08 TPF 
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9,5,3 CSM ATTITUDE SUMMARY
 
INERTIAL AND ORDEAL FDAI BALL GIMBAL ANGLE
 
PROFILE FOR LM INSERTION = 0 RESCUE CASE
 
(MISSION F) (YAW = 0.0)
 
TIME ROLL PITCH PITCH PITCH
 
GET ORDEAL INERTIAL MNVR
 
102:46 180 32 272
 
102:56 180 165 16 103
 
103:26 180 156 293 5
 
103:32 180 180 293
 
103:34 180 158 266 27
 
104:04 180 173 205
 
104:05 180 147 180 25
 
104:26 0 155 133
 
104:28 0 245 231 98
 
104:37 0 269 231
 
104:40 0 244 160 70
 
105:09 0 165 353 95
 
105:16 0 180 353
 
105:19 0 246 54 61
 
105:32 0 265 37
 
106:02 0 286 23
 
106:04 0 254 346 37
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9.6 LM PARTIAL INSERTION
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.6,1 SuMMARY TIMELINE. 
PPOG 	 EVENT






(102.43.18) 	 * KEY 4 0E 
is* *F 50 1 (COMMANDED RPty) * 
LM INSERTION dURN t-}O6,o.-5.i) 1 KEY \t;6E 
***************************4* isRHC-ARMEfl 
"(j02.4) - * ALIGN ROLL TO * 
SUNSET * gH-LOKFn *
 
MOVE'To LEP * PRO
 
IMIJ' EALIGN TO REF MMAT C 06 IA (COMMANDED R,P;) *
 
(OPTION 3) (cS2) * MONITOR MNVR * 
(02+52) 4F 50 I .(CoM'I4OED RP;) * 
MCC-H UPLINK ('LM STATE MN 8(1 TIE(2).-ON(UP) 
%/ICTOR)' (Poo) -* SPS HE VLV TR(BbTH,.eP. 
-jq (103.03) * SPS HE VLVCEOTH)-AUTO -
COPY RESCUECST ONECDHTPI PADS * NONESS BUS-MNA * 
(103+17) 4 PRO 
Ln C 06 18 (COMMANDED RP,) " 
MOVE TO CMD SEAT f MONITOR ATT fRI* 
-1 (103.20) "* F'50 18 (COMMAt1DED RPq-) 'f 
EXTERNAL Uv PROGRAM (P30) oo***t**ocioee .*.4* aeO~o*e 
-7 (13425) -5 (101+27) 
SPS THRUST PPOcRAM,V56 (P40) SPS THRUST SETUP (PW0) 
AlfTO MNVR TO BURN ATTITUDE 
(q DEG) (103.27)'*-S 





* 	 ALT SET .KNOB TO 60 NM 
* 	 FOAI SELECT-i f 





 PROG rE7 EVENT 
 PROG
 
* 	 ATT SET THLJMRWHFELS TO '"I 
* 	 NULL ATT ERRoR'NEEDLES 
.1* 
 ON FOn4 I'WTTH ATT 

4$ SET THUMBWHFFLS 

* 	 ATT SET-GUC .0 
* 	 DEPRESS GOC ALITGN P, 




* 	 'm**MTVC CHECKS** 

* 
* BMAG MODE(3) ATTI/RATE 

,0 TVC SERVO PWR 1-Apl/MNA

4$ TVC SERVO PWR 2-AC2/MNR

* TRANS CONTR PWP-ON 

* 	 RHC PWRNORM 2.AC 
*0 GMBL MTRS PITCH 1 STRT..ON 
*GMBL MTRS YAW I STRT-ONTHC-CLOCKWISE
RHC-ARMED 

RHC-VERIFY No mTVC 

EMRL MTRS PITCH 2-STRT-ON 

* GMRL MTRS YAW 2-STRT.ON 
* 
 SET SPS GIMBALS Tw(2)-

* 	 P I T CH : - ,5 2 
* 	 YAW = +.S 
* 	 RHC-VEPIF'Y MTVC 

* 	 THC-NEUTRAL 
* RHC PWR NORM 2-AC/DC

4* 	 PHC-LOCKED 
0 PRO 

0 06" I (COMMANDED Rpy)

0 MONITOR ATT TRIM 





















* 	 *.Qf+3T 




* *.-O0 +!j5 
* 	 * 




























AUTO RS SEL A/h ROLL(4)-MNA' ,
 
PRO * 
MONITOR GM2L OPVE * 
SEO AND TRIM * (TFI.V.G,DVM) * 
CL 1 * 
FDA! SCALE. 5/5VERIFY SPS TH LT'OFF * 
EMS MODE STBY 
EMS FIINCTION.DV SET 


















































SET MUC ET-RESFTSTAPT 
MONITOPI .4 
SPS THRUST LT-ON * 
QV TNO1CATOP-fECREASTNG * 




MONITOR SPS OPEpATION: 

PC INDICATOR-95-1O5 oSI * 
* MONITOR SPS ENGINE CUTOFFI * 
SPS THRUST LT-OFF * 
F 16 4n (TFCVG9DVM) 
DV THRuST[BOTH)-OFF * 
MONITO,R * 
PC.INDICATOR 0 * 
SPS INJ VLV TND(4)-CLOSE * 
SpS HE VLV TR(BOTH)-RP * 
SPS GMOLS RETURN TO SERVO * 
NULL * $MAL MTRS-OFF(qEOUENTTALLY) 

4 	 TVC SERVO PWR(ROTH)-OFF * 
FDAI SCALE-5/I * 
pATE.LOW * 
ROT CONT PWR DTRECT(RnTH)-OFF* 

PRO 	 * 




THC-LOCKEn 	 * 
* 	 PHC-LnCKFD 
*EMS FIjNCTION-VN* RNfl 
EMS MO E-V.4F RNr 
* 	 V R iPG-FSEt 
* 	 MN BUS T7F(2);O F 
PRO , 






RENDEZVOUS PAV PROG;AM (P20)
 

































GET FVENT P90CGET EVENT 

-15 (10415) 
TFmMMNATE MARKS(2O) -5 
(104+S5) 
sPS THRUqT SETUP (P40) 
MOVlE TO CMD SEAT 








OGJT OF PLANE DAT4(v9q) * 
OVFRWRTTE N81 WITH (-) CSM YVOT * * 
-11 (104+19) 
SPS THRUST PROGRAM#V56 





ALT SET KNOB TO 60 NM 
FAI SELECT-1 
ATT SEtTHUM8WHFELS To N18 
* 
* 
(175 DEG) * NULL ATT ERROR p-EEDLES * 
(IRO345/a81,) a ON FDAl I WITH ATT * 
AcoMrFNR40m-4BGAMMAg]n" * SET THMJBWHELS 
* ATT SET-SOC* 
'.1(104+19) * EPRrS§,GQC ALIGN PH 
.4 * KEY 40! * * FDAI SELEFPT-1/2 
F 50 1A (COMMANDED-RP~y * 4 ATT SET-TMU 
* KEY V56E 4"* e 
SRHC-ARMED * * 
'* ALIGN ROLL To * * 4*MTVC CHECKS44 * 
4* RHC-LdCKEU * * 
* PRO * * SMAG MODE(3).ATTi/RATE2 
06 18 (COMMANDED RP,9) *- TVC.SERVO PWR i.AC1/MNA * 
MONITOR NNVR * * TVC SERVO PWR 2.AC2/MN8 * 
*F 50 1 (COMMANDED RP.Y) * * TRANS CONTR PWR.ON 0 
* MN.BIIS TIE()-or(UP) * RHC PWR NORM a-SC * 
S~SPS HE VLV T(POTH)-R0 * * GMBL MTRS PITCH I STRT-ON * 
* SPs HE VLV(BOTH)-AITO * GMBL MRS yAw 1 STRT-ON * 
4 NONESS BUS-MNA * * THC-CLOCKWISE 
4 PRO * * RHC-ARMED * 
1 06 1 (COMMANDED Rtpy) * * RHC-VERiFY NO M0TVC 
MONITOR ATT TRIM "* * GMBL MTRS PITCH 2-STRTwON # 
* F 50 18 (COMMANDED RP,y) * * GMBL MTRS YAW 2-STRT-ON-
MISSION F RESCUE TImELTNE APRI 75',IQ69 
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;T 1\I IT PPOG r!:T EVENT 	 PPflG 
* 	 SET SP- GIMbfL9,TW(21- * *-lf+fl 
PITCH = -.5 " * 06 40 (TFIVGOVM) 
YAW 2059 * EMS MnDE.NORMAL 
* 	 RHC-VERIFY MTVc * -*.+ 
* 	 THC-NEUTRAL * * PERFORM ULLAGE 
SRHCPWR NORM -2-AC/DC. *-ffl 
* RH--LOCKEO 4 * F 99 40 (REQUEST FOR ENGINE ENABLE) 
* PRO "' * PRO * 
* 06 iA 	(COMMANDED RPy) - * 06 40 (TFI,VG,DVM') 
* 	 MONITOR ATT TRI * 
SF 5O JA (COMMANDEO R.Py) * (j04+29459) 
* 	 KEY* ENTER 
?E(CO0204GmBL ORTVE TEST) 	 CSM CS! ONE RIRN(114.69OO)
SF 50 	  

* ,RHC PWR OIRECT(ROTH)-MN4/MNR:* clSOn,281,0) 
* 'RATE-HIGH * 
* ~~~AUTO 	 RCS SEL A/C ROLL(41..MNA **#****4**f*********~*** 
* 	 PRO * SET MDC ET.RESEfSTART 
* 	 MONITOR GMEL flPTVE * 0, MONITOR, 
* 	 SEU ANt TRIM * * SPS THRUST LE-ON 
* f0640 	(TFI,VG9DVMj * * DV INDICATOR_DECREASING
* 000+01 	 *FDAI SCALE-5/5 	 ULLAGE-OFF
 
o 	 VERIFY SPS TH LT-OFF 0 * 06 40 '(T!C.VGfVM) -4­
* 	 EMS MOrE STOY * * MONITOR SPS OPErATIoN 
EMS FUNCTION-DV SET 0 * PC *NDTCATORv95-iO5 PSI 
LOAO CSI VC 0 MONITOR SPS ENGTNE CUTOFO 
EMS FUNCTION-ov * SPS THRUST L -&FF 
0 THC-ARME6 * o F 16 40 (TFCiV6,DVM) . 
RHC-ARMED 	 * * OV THRUST(BO!TH).OFF 0 
o THRuST(A)-NORMAL * MONITOR 	 4rv * 
*.0O035 0* PC iNDiCATOR a 0 * 
* 	 OSKY BLANKS * SPs INJ'VLV TNO(4)CLOSE 0 
*SPS 	 HE VLV TR(BOTH)-RP
 
MISSION F RESCUE TIMEL!NE,APRTI 25,j96<
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GET Ft/ENT PpOG r-ET EVENT 	 PROG
 
SPS GMbLS RETURN Tn SERVO -3i (104,57)
 
NULL CST TARGETING PROGRAM (P32)
 
GMRL MTRS-OFF(vFrUENTTALLY) LOAO N55 WITH-

TVC SERVO PwR(ROTH)-OFF * R1=*O0001
 
* 	 FDAI SCALE-S/1 p2 *0O83o
 
* 	 RATE.LoW * =413000 
ROT CONT PWR'OTRECT(ROTH) OFF* -32 (jOc00) 0 
* 	 PRO * CALL MARKING POUTINt(V93,V87,V57) 
F 16 R8 (V6-BODY) * (V93 AFTER 5 MARKS oROCESSED) 
THC-NULL VG COMPONENT; *(105+05)
 
pTHC-LOCKED * TERMINATE SXT HARKS V93
 
, RHC-LOCKED * CONTINUE VHF
 
* 'EMS FONCTION-VHF RNG: * (10.+10)
 
- EMS MOOE-VHF RNG * OUT OF PLANE DATA(V6QO)

VHF RNr-RESET 	 oVERWRITE NAI WITH r-) CSM YaOT
 




* 	 F 37 * " LOS
 
*, ** *(3*S** * ** TERMINATE MARKS(23)
 
CMC IDLING PROGRAM 
 (PO0) 
 MOVE To CMD SEAT
 




MOVE TO LER RCS THRUST PPOGRAMW156 (P41)
 






MCC-H UPLIN(LM VECTOR) (IF Lm SUNRISE
 ACTIVE) 	 (p00) -2 (105.30)

-40 
 ( .04.521 RCS THRUST SETUP 	 (P41)RFNOEZVOUS 	NAV PROGRAM 
 (P20)
 






MISSION F RESCUE TIMELIIE APRTI. :25r1Q6 
GET FIENT rPT EVENT PRO(3 
CIn5'3I". 55 o (I04+03+00) 
CSM CSf TWO SURN( "90, 
(180,171/276,n) 
CSM PLANE CHsNGE(O .0) 
(,8O,161478,0, 
6, "05+35) 
OUT OF PLANE DATA(vgo) 
MOVE To ,ER 
-30 (I0A+04) 
RENDEZVOUs NAV PPOG AM 






RFMDEZVO.US NAV PROtRAM IP2M} 
AUTO MNVR To sXT T RACK 
(?7 PEG)
(1QO,164/249.0) 
CALL MARKING OEUTINE(V7?V9M) 
ArTER.3 SXT MARKS PROCESSED 
VeTLOAD WR(OO057O0034,0onl) 
TERMINATE ?ARKS()O)
MOVE To CMD SEAT 




















EXTERNAL OV TAROETTNG (P30) 
OVrRI4RITE N81 WITH () CSM YOOT 
,(RHO-8 
RCS THRUST PR9GRAM,V56 (P41) 
RYPASS BURN ATTITUDE MNVR 
COH TARGETING FINAL COMP (P33)
POLL 180 OE ACQ'149 N 
0,223/17A6) '. 
0(MMAu1l3) 
OUT OF'%PLANE DATA (V90) 
OVERWRITE NAI fIH f-) CSM YDOT 
- (106401) 
RCS THRUST SETUP (P411 
;6 c10f.2) SPS THRUSt PROGRAM9i)56 
AUTO MNVR TO BURN ATTITUDE 
SDEG) 
(P40)" 




GET FVENT P01R nrT EVENT 	 PROG 
** NULL ATT ERROR t,,EEDLES * 
-(I064,7) * * ON FDAI I WITH ATT
*.KEY 40E -,* * 	 SET TH(IMSWHE',LS 
- SO lp (CnMMANDEP RP,y) * * 	 ATT TET-GDWH
 
KEY V56E * * nEPRESS DC ALi'N PR
 
RHC-ARIE * FDAI SELCT-/2 *
 
ALIGN POLL-1O * * ATT SET-TMU *
 
RHC-LOCKEU *4 	 *
 
* 	 ~PROl* 
4 06 IR 	(COMMANDED RPy) * *
 
MONITOR MNVR * * **MTVC CHECKS4* *
 
F 0 I cCoMMANDE R ,y) * **
 
MN BUS TIE(2)-or(UP) * GMAG MODE(3)-AT41/RATE2
 
4 'SPS HE VLV T(RoTH)-RP * * TVC SERVO PWR l.AC1/MNA * 
4 SPS HE VLV(BoTH)-AJTo * * TVC SERVO PWR 2.AC2/MNB 
4 ..NONESS BuS-MNA * * TRANS CONTR PWR.ON ,4 
0 

* 	 RHC PWR NORM'C- C
* 	 PRO 

*.0 	 GMBL MTRS PITCH 1 STRTON '
 06 18 (COMMANDED RP,y) 

0 * 	 GMBL MTRS YAW 1 STRT'ON
 0 MONITOR ATT TRIM 





,-	 (106+2q) f RHC-VERIFY NO ,MVC­
* GMBL MTPS PITCH 2 -STRTwON *
SP9 THRUST SETUP (p4o) 

.**4********************4********************4** 
* GMBL MTRS YAW 2-STRT-ON *
 
*..5 (106.2§) * *s SET SPS GIMBALS TWt?)- *
 
PITCH -. 52' *
**nOc ALIGN** 	 4 * 

* * YAW +.59 * 
4 4* HC-VERIFY MTVC * 
ALTSET KNOB To 60 NM * * THC-NEI)TRAL * 
FDAI SELECT-I * * RHC PWR NORM 2.4C/DC
 








MISSION F QESCUF TIMELTNE APTI 25,lq69 
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GET F%/EF'AT 	 G rT EVENT PROS 
* F,50 	 In (COMMANUE) HPvy) * (106+33+49) 
o KFY ENTER'
 
4 F 50 q (O0,2f4.3GML 1)TVE TEST) * CSm CDH RtjRw (-37.j'(}Q74.H),
 
* RHC PvDR,DjfECT(P0TH) MN4/MNR * (ms44/165,0) 
* RATE-HIGH * 
* 	 AUTO RCS SELA/C RoLL(4)-MNA ,
 
P RO I 
* 	 MONITOR GMHL D'VIVE * * SET MDC ET-RESE ,START 
* 	 S,EQ ANO TRIM * * MONITOR 
06 40 (TRIVGoDVW) * * SPS'THRUST Lr-ON f 
I-0*0O ** DV ITNiCATORIDECREASTNG , 
FOA. SCALE-5/5 *+00*01 
* .VERIFY SPS TH LT-OFF * * ULLACE-OFF * 
* 	 EMS MODE ST8Y * * 06 40- (TFCV'VfnVMI 
P 	 EMS FUNCTION-Ov SET * * MONITOR SPS oPErATInN 
LOAD CDH VC * * PC eNnICATOR.95-105 PSI 6 
EMS FUNCTION-ov * MONITOR"SpS ENG@NE'CUTOFF 
*THC-ARMED * * SS THRUST LT-OFF * 
PHTARMED * F 16 40 (TFCVGDVM) 
nDVTHRUST(A)-NORMAL * OV THRUST(BOTH).OFF 
O5 	 8LANKS * 4 MONITOR . 
DSKY BLANK§ * * PC-INDICATOR i b " 
!.00 30 * * .5p5 iNU VLV" INO(4)-CL6SE '-*' 
* 	 06 40,.(TFIVG0Vl) * * SPS HE VLV TB(BOTH).cRP 
EMS MOnE-NORMAL * * SP, GMALS REfURN'TO SERVO *
 
-O0.15 ,** 
 NULL * 
* PERFORM ULLAr3E * * GMBL MTRS-fFF(S QUENTIALLY) * 
rn.n.OS 4 * TVC SERVO P JR(BhTH)-OFF 
F 99 4n (REQUEST FOR E'WTNE ENARLE) * FDAI SCALE-5/11 
0 VRO 	 * * RATE-LOW * 




MISSIONI F RESCUE TTMELINE APR71 2591969.
 
-165-RET FVENT ppR0 ;FT EVENT PROc'
 
F 16 A; (vG-BOnY) * -7 (107,02)
THC-NULL V1 CO4PONENTS * SPS THRUST PROGRAM,56 (p40) 
THC-LOCKE] * AuTn MNVR TO-BUpN ATTITUDE 
tRHC-LOCKE * (56 DEG) 
$ EMS FUNCTION-V1F RNG * 
t ~EMSIAOEVHF'RNIG 4 
VHF RNG-RESET * .-7 (107,02) * 
MN BUS TTE(2)-lFF * * KEY 40E * 
PRO * * F 50 18 (COMMANDED RPg;) * 
"F 37 pR .0 P KEy V56E 
* RHCd.ARmED*
-i3 (j06.36) * ALIGN ROLL To 
REMDEZVOUS NAV PPOfPAM (P2n) * RHC-LOCgED * 
AUTO MNVR To SXT TRACK * PRO * 
(pi oEG) 06 1R (COMMANDED RPg) * 
(n,229/138,0 
 * MONITOR MNVR 
43i 606+38 MnVE To LEB * F 50 18 (COMMA irEo RPY)*

"1(03)MN BUS TTE(2)-oN(UP) *
 TPT TARGETING PROGRAM (P34) *' SPS HE VLV TRCBnTH).BP *
 
LOAD NSS WITH * SPS HE VLV(BOTH)-AUTO * R2++20R30 
 * NONESS RUS-MNA *R3;+13000 * PRO , * 
42q (106O40) * 06 1-A (COMMANDED R,P,;) 
CALL MARKING ROUTINE(V87,vt,7) MONITOR ATT TRIM * 











MOUE TO CMn SEaT , 
 * 
TPT TARGETING FINAl. COMP (P341 * 
 * 
.8 (107.01) *-4 (1'07.05) * 
VFPTFY ORDEAL(V8q) * **GDC ALIGN*a * 
MISSIOI F 9ESCUF TIMELTNE APPtI ?5.106q
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qFT FvENT (T ppor,
ppOr EVENT 

* * 06 18 (COMMANDED Pp,') *
 
ALT SET KJOI TO 6p NM * * MONITOR ATT TRIP *
 
FDAI SELECT-i * * F 50 18 (COMMANDEn P.P,) *
 
ATT SET THtJM4WHEELS TO ',118 * * KEY ENTER
 
NULL ATT ERRoR NEEILEq * * F 50 2S (00204vGMAL ORIGE TEST) *
 
ON FOAl I'WTTH ATT 0 * RHC PWR rRET(BOTH)-MNA/MNB *
 
SET THUMeWHFFLS * RATE-HIGH
 
ATT SET-GUC * AUTO RAS SEL A/ ROLL(4)W.MNA

-nEPRESs GUC ALTRN PB 
 * * PRO 
FDAI SELECT-i/ * * MONITOR GMBL DRIVE * 
"ATT SET-TM') * * SEc AN)-TQIM 
* * 06 40C(TFI,VG',VM) 
**t9TVC CHECKS** * *O0, * 
*0 - FDA! SCALE-5/5 
BMAG MoDE(3)-ATT1/RATEP * * VERIFY SPS TH Li-OFF * 
TVC SERVO PWR I-ACIMNA * * EMS MODE'STSY" 
TVC SERVO pWR 2-AC2/MNR * EMS FUNCTION-DV SET 
TRANS CONTR Pwvp.ON * LOAD TmVC* V

RHO PWR NORM 2-AC * * EMS FUNCTON-OV
 
6MBL MTRS PITCH 1 STRT-ON * * THc-AOMEo
 
GMEL MTRS YAW I STRT-ON * * RHC-ARMED -

THC-CLOCK4ISE * * IV THRusTcA).NO MAL ' 
RHC-ARMEO * *e0fl*5 I35 
PHC-VEPIFY NO MTVC * * OSKY RLANKS 
GMML MTRS PITCH 2-sTRT-ON * 0-00+10 
GMAL MTRS YAW -2-STRT-ON * * 06 40 {TF~1VGfVlM) 
SET SPk GIMBALS TW(2). * 0 EMS MODE-NORMAL * 
PITCH = -,S 0*e-6o+is * 
YAW = *,5q *'* PERFORM ULLAGE * 
RHC-VERIFY MTVC * *-O0+ns 0 
THC-NETQAL * * F 99 40 (REQUEST OOR EN TNE ENABLE) * 
PHC PWR NORM ?-AC/DC * * PRO 
RHC-LOCKED'- "*4* 06 40 (TFIvpYovNm * 
PRO TP 
MISSION F RESCUE TIMELIN~E APRTI. 25,]c,6q 
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GET EVENT PROA 
 rT EVENT PROG
 
(j07+08454) 
 * F 16 81 (VG-AODy) * 
* THC-NULL VG; COMPONENTS 
CSP TPT eUDFN(-?,4O,3.9) * THC-LrPKF * 
(01169/10.0) * RHC-LOCKF) 
*4*********************.**** * MS FI4rCTTnN.VH RNr,4 
* EMS MO"E-VHF Rt~r,SET MDC ET-RESFT.START * * VHF PNG-RESET * 
MONITOR * * MN BtS TTE(2)-O F * 
SPS THRUST LT-ON * . PRO * 





 * ENDEZvous NAV PP0GAM (P20)
MONITOR SP$ OPERATION * AUTO MNVR TO SXT TPACK 
PC TNDICATOP95.105 DST' 0 (37 OEG)

MONITOR SOS ENGTNE CUTOFF * 
 (024T/4790)

SPS THRUST LT-OFF * MOVE To ILEE
 
F 16 40 (TFCVGDVM)' *" 
 'MCC TARGETiNr PRO6RXM (P35)
DV THRIST(3OTH).OFF * .3 




SPS INJ VLV TND(4)-CLOSE * LOS
 
SPS HE vLw TR(BOTH)-HP * +11
 
SPS GMBLS RETURN Tn SERVO * TEPMINATE MARKS(S)
 
NULL * +12 
GML MTRS-OFF(SEQUENTIALLY) * MCC TARGETING FINAL COMP (P35)
TVC SERVO PR(RnTH)-oFF 4 1'5 
FOAL SCALE-5/1 * RCS THRUST PROGRAM (P41)
RATE-LOW * BYPASS SIJRN ATTTTUAE NVR 
ROT CONT PwR DtRECT(RTH).OFF* (0268/30,U)

PRO * RCs THRUST SETUP (p41)
 





GET Pr )t- - fFl, tvLNT PPOG 
f7I 
(107*31) 
CS,' mccl HIIRN 
'fl. 6'/3flO) 
1In 
MCC TAGETtNG PHnVIAM (O3) 
CALL MARKIriG NOUTI rE(V93,VR7,V7 ) 
+43 
* PAKING CAIFS 
3o FPS AT 6000 rT 
* 2n FPS AT 3000 FT 
F' PS AT 250n FT 
















.eC TARGETTNG FIN'ML COMP (p35) 
RCS THRUST PROGRAM 
RYPASS BURN AUTO MivJP(n,287/1790) 
(P41) 
3fl 
RC9 THRUST SET UP 
(107#38+54) 
(P41) 




AUTO MNVR TO COAS TRACK(VRqi (Pool 
(2p DEG) 
(0.262/341.0) 
MovE TO cMn sEAT 
TweUST MONITOHINI OROGRAM -1P4.7 
V, 4 PERFORM t@dAKtNs- ANU Lfl 
CnNTqoL 
MISSION F PFSCUE TEMELINE APRIL ?25LaQb
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9.6.2 RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION SUMMARY WITH SUN ANGLES 
CSM ACTIVE LM RESCUE-PARTIAL INSERTION=120 FPS 
(MISSION F)
IT - INITIATE TRACK 
CT - CEASE TRACK 
(OUT-OF-PLANE SUN ANGLE IS 4 DEG) 
SUN ANGLE 
(LOS TO SUN) 
GET EVENT DEG 
102:43 LM PARTIAL INSERTION 
102:47 SUNSET 
103:32 CSM RESCUE 
103:33 SUNRISE 




104:15 CT (SXT) 74 
104:30 CSM CSI ONE 
104:42 SUNSET 
105:00 IT (SXT/VHF) (V93,6/5,V93,17/18) 
105:05 CT (SXT) 
105:23 CT (VHF) 
105:29 SUNRISE 
105:32 CSM CSI TWO 




105:51 CT (SXT/VHF) 159
 
106:03 CSM PLANE CHANGE
 



































9.6.3 CSM ATTITUDE HISTORY
 
INERTIAL AND ORDEAL FDAI BALL GIMBAL ANGLE PROFILE FOR THE LM 









102:46 180 32 272 
103:25 180 165 282 19 
103:32 180 180 282 
103:35. 180 141 233 49 
104:19 180 345 281 175 
104:30 180 0 281 
104:52 180 162 11 90 
105:27 180 165 276 
105:32 180 171 276 
105:37- 180 164 249 27 
106:00 180 155 178 
106:03 180 161 178 
106:04 180 154 165 13 
106:22 0 223 178 
106:27 0 229 165 
106:34 0 244 165 
106:36 0 229 138 27 
107:02 0 174 10 56 
107:09 0 189 10 
107:11 0 247 47 37 
107:22 0 258 30 
107:24 0 264 30 
107:37 0 287 17 
107:39 0 293 17 
107:40 0 262 341 28 
107:52 0 298 341 
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